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Abstract
The widespread use of dielectric liquids for high voltage insulation and power apparatus
cooling is due to their greater electrical breakdown strength and thermal conductivity than
gaseous insulators, while their ability to conform to complex geometries and self-heal means
that they are often of more practical use than solid insulators. Transformer oil is a par-
ticularly important dielectric liquid. The issues surrounding its electrical breakdown have
been the subject of extensive research. Much of this work has focused on the formation
of electrical streamers. These are low-density conductive structures that form in regions
of oil that are over-stressed by electric fields on the order of 1 x 108 (V/m) or greater.
Once a streamer forms it tends to elongate, growing from the point of initiation towards
a grounding point. The extent of a streamer's development depends upon the nature of
the electrical excitation which caused it. Sustained over-excitation can result in a streamer
bridging the oil gap between its point of origin and ground. When this happens an arc
will form and electrical breakdown will occur. Streamers can form due to both positive
and negative excitations. Positive streamers are considered more dangerous as they form
at lower electric field levels and propagate with higher velocities than negative streamers.
Historically, the modeling of streamer development has proved to be a very difficult task.
Much of this difficulty relates to the identification of the relevant electrodynamic processes
involved. In the first section of this thesis a comprehensive analysis of the charge generation
mechanisms that could play a role in streamer development is presented. The extent of the
electrodynamics associated with Fowler-Nordheim charge injection, electric field dependent
ionic dissociation (the Onsager Effect) and electric field dependent molecular ionization in
electrically stressed transformer oil are assessed and it is shown that molecular ionization,
which results in the development of an electric field wave, is the primary mechanism respon-
sible for streamer development. A complete three carrier liquid-phase molecular ionization
based streamer model is developed and solved for a positive needle electrode excitation
using the COMSOL Multiphysics finite element simulation suite. The modification of the
liquid-phase molecular ionization model to account for the two-phase nature of streamer
development is described and the performance of both the liquid-phase and gas/liquid two-
phase models are compared with experimental results reported in the literature.
The second section of this thesis focuses on the insulating characteristics of transformer
oil-based nanofluids. These nanofluids, which can be manufactured from a variety of mate-
rials, have been shown to possess some unique insulating characteristics. Earlier experimen-
tal work has shown that oil-based nanofluids manufactured using conductive nanoparticles
have substantially higher positive voltage breakdown levels than that of pure oil. A com-
prehensive electrodynamic analysis of the processes which take place in electrically stressed
transformer oil-based nanofluids is presented, which illustrates how conductive nanoparticles
act as electron scavengers in electrically stressed transformer oil-based nanofluids. As part
of this analysis, a completely general expression for the charging dynamics of a nanopar-
ticle in transformer oil is developed. The solutions for the charging dynamics of a range
of nanoparticle materials are presented and the implications these charging dynamics have
on the development of streamers in oil-based nanofluid is explained. To confirm the valid-
ity of the electrodynamic analysis, the electric field dependent molecular ionization model
for streamers in pure oil is modified for use with transformer oil-based nanofluids. This
model is solved for nanofluids manufactured using conductive and insulating particles and
the results that are presented confirm the paradoxical fact that nanofluids manufactured
from conductive nanoparticles have superior positive electrical breakdown performance to
that of pure oil. The thesis concludes by exploring the possibility of developing simpli-
fied streamer models for both transformer oil and transformer oil-based nanofluids, which
are computationally efficient and can be solved quickly meaning that they can be used as
practical design tools.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A LL modern societies are highly dependent upon the cheap and reliable supply of elec-tricity, to meet both their economic and social needs. This ubiquitous demand for
electricity has resulted in vast electrical infrastructure networks being built throughout the
world. These electrical networks are designed to generate and distribute electricity over
long distances in the most efficient manner possible. To maximize efficiency, electrical net-
works are designed to operate at high voltage levels, as this serves to minimize transmission
losses. In all such instances, the effective insulation of high voltage conductors is critical to
ensuring the reliable operation of the system. In general, the insulation technologies used
in power systems can be divided into three categories; solid insulation, liquid insulation
and gaseous insulation. Bushings, which are used to fix transmission lines to pylons are an
example of the use of solid insulation. Air, which serves to insulate overhead transmission
lines from the ground is an example of gaseous insulation, while mineral oil, which is used
as an insulator in a variety of systems including power transformers is an example of the use
of liquid insulation. Liquids, which are used to provide electrical insulation are generally
referred to as 'dielectric liquids' and are characterized by having extremely low electrical
conductivity under normal circumstances.
For many applications dielectric liquids are superior to other electrical insulation tech-
nologies. When compared to gaseous insulation, dielectric liquids offer greater electrical
insulating strength and superior thermal conductivity. These characteristics are important
for the design of practical high voltage systems, which can operate safely without neces-
sitating excessive conductor separation, thus ensuring reasonable power densities. When
compared to solid insulation, dielectric liquids again offer higher performance and greater
ease of use, particularly in systems with complex geometries since liquids can be poured
into closed systems, such as transformer tanks. The other major advantage liquid dielectrics
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possess is their ability to self-heal. Self healing refers to the fact that the insulating perfor-
mance of a dielectric liquid is not significantly degraded by a partial discharge in the fluid.
This is not the case with solid dielectrics, where a partial discharge can result in permanent
structural damage to the insulating medium and consequently, a significant degradation in
its insulating strength.
1.1 Dielectric Liquids for Transformer Applications
The power transformer is one of the most important components of any electrical transmis-
sion network. These transformers step-up the voltage levels at power stations from typical
generator voltage levels, which are on the order of tens of kilovolts, to transmission voltage
levels, which can range anywhere from 110 kilovolts to 1000 kilovolts. At the end of a
transmission line power transformers serve to step-down the voltage from transmission to
distribution levels. In providing this step-up/step-down functionality, power transformers
facilitate the economic transmission of electricity.
1.1.1 Mineral Oil
Dielectric liquids are used extensively for the insulation of power transformers. The ma-
jority of transformers in electric power networks use petroleum derived oils to electrically
insulate live components, allow high voltage operation and provide enhanced cooling of the
transformers' core material and windings. These oils are often referred to in the singular as
mineral oil or transformer oil. The chemical composition of a given mineral oil is complex
and varies depending upon the geographical region where its source crude oil was recovered;
however, all mineral oils are comprised of a certain mixture of paraffinic, napthenic and aro-
matic hydrocarbons. The paraffinic base is characterized by the chemical formula C2nH 2n+2,
the napthenes by C2nH2n and the aromatics by C11Hn. Mineral oils are characterized as ei-
ther being paraffinic or napthenic based, if the content of either exceeds the other, while
they are considered either weakly or highly aromatic, if the aromatic content is less than 5%
or greater than 10% respectively [1]. Napthenic based oils are less viscous than parrafinic
oils and are therefore easier to use in systems where composite insulating structures are
present, such as transformers. Napthenic based oils allow for a more thorough impregna-
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tion of the cellulose material used as solid insulation in transformers than is possible with
the higher viscosity parrafinic based oils. Since thorough oil impregnation is critical to the
complete elimination of voids and gas pockets in the composite insulating structure the vast
majority of mineral oils in transformer use today are napthenic based [1, 2]. Mineral oils
have a relative permittivity of about 2.2, a dissipative power factor of about 0.001 at 60Hz
and resistivity of greater than 1011 Q -m. Additionally, mineral oils are flammable, which
is an issue in some situations; however, transformers which are insulated using mineral oils
are designed in a manner, which ensures that during normal operating conditions the oil
temperature is always well below its flashpoint.
1.1.2 Synthetic Transformer Oil
In addition to mineral oils distilled directly from crude oil, a wide range of synthetic dielec-
tric liquids have been developed. Silicone oils are currently the most commonly used syn-
thetic dielectric liquids; however, historically polychlorinated biphenyls also saw widespread
use. Synthetic dielectric liquids possess a number of advantages: Their insulating charac-
teristics tends to be less variable than mineral oils due to their more well defined chemical
composition, they are more chemically stable and they are less flammable than mineral oils.
Synthetic dielectric liquids must be used to insulate transformers, which are situated indoor
because most electric codes forbid the use of flammable mineral oil in equipment installed
indoors. The high chemical stability of silicon oils at sustained temperatures of up to 150'C
has meant that they are also used to insulate volume-saving transformer designs, where
core temperatures exceed the stability limits of traditional mineral oils. Polychlorinated
biphenyls or PCB's are they are generally known, are a class of synthetic dielectric liquids,
which have been shrouded in controversy over the last number of decades. Historically,
PCB's were used as an additive to mineral oils in order to reduce the oils' flammability and
increase its long term chemical stability; however, research has shown that PCB's pose a
serious risk to health and as a result their use is now banned. Silicon oils on the other hand
are environmentally benign, something that is becoming increasingly important due to the
more stringent environmental regulations, which transformer operators are now subject to.
Unfortunately, silicon oils also have a number of major drawbacks. The most important of
these is the fact that silicon oils tend to have high gas absorption characteristics and are
relatively expensive, when compared to mineral oil.
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1.2 Electrical Breakdown in Dielectric Liquids
Liquid insulated power equipment, particularly power transformers are some of the most
important and expensive elements of an electricity transmission network. Their reliable
operation is of critical importance and as a result, electrical utilities and other equipment
operators pay great attention to monitoring the condition of their transformers. Particular
emphasis is placed upon monitoring the condition of the dielectric liquids, which are used
to provide electrical insulation and thermal management in the transformers. As stated in
the preceding section, the most commonly used dielectric liquids are mineral oils. During
normal operation the insulating performance of these oils tends to deteriorate as oxidation
occurs and the liquid becomes contaminated with moisture, cellulosic matter and dissolved
gases. Eventually, during normal operation a point may be reached when these contaminates
compromise the oil's insulating performance to the extent that it must be replaced, in order
to prevent the oil from breaking down electrically. The failure of the liquid insulation in a
power transformer can cause catastrophic damage to the equipment and often leads to major
operational disruption and financial loss for the failed transformer's owner. Due to the major
implications which an insulation failure can have, scientists and engineers have for many
years studied the insulating properties of transformer oils with a view to understanding how
electrical breakdown occurs, whether it is possible to reduce the likelihood of breakdown
occurring and how the damage from a breakdown can be limited.
1.2.1 The Role of Streamers in Electrical Breakdown
The electrical breakdown of a dielectric liquid is the final stage in the electrical breakdown
process, which also involves several pre-breakdown stages. Breakdown is characterized by
the formation of an arc; an electrical short circuit through the liquid, which allows large
destructive currents to flow between two terminals, which would otherwise be insulated
by the liquid. Electrical streamers are highly conductive structures that form in dielectric
liquids prior to the formation of an arc. A streamer will initiate at an electrode if the
electric field intensity at that electrode rises above a liquid dependent threshold, which is
in the 1 x 108 to 1 x 109 (V/m) range for most mineral oils. Once initiated, a streamer will
tend to propagate from the initiating electrode towards a grounding point or an electrode
of opposite polarity. If a streamer completely bridges the liquid insulation, it will form a
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highly conductive short across the liquid gap and lead to the formation of an arc. However,
the initiation of a streamer does not necessarily mean that an arc will form and electrical
breakdown will take place. If the excitation at the initiating electrode does not remain above
a certain level the propagating streamer will stop and collapse. In a situation like this a
partial discharge is said to have occurred. The size, shape and velocity at which a streamer
propagates away from its point of initiation is dependent upon several factors including the
polarity and amplitude of the initiating excitation, all of which will be discussed in great
detail in later chapters of this document.
The important role which streamers play in the electrical breakdown of dielectric liquids
has meant that they have been the subject of significant scientific investigation. Much of
this research has been empirical in nature and has led to the formation of a large literature
on the subject of which papers [3]-[12] are representative. Unfortunately, the research in
the literature tends to be related to very specific experimental situations. As a result there
still does not exist a universally accepted breakdown theory, which describes the initiation
and growth of streamers in dielectric liquids. This thesis will describe the development
of such a general theory for the initiation and growth of streamers in transformer oil and
will compare simulation results generated using this theory with experimental results. The
focus of the material will be on positive streamers; however, the theory could also be used
to describe the development of negative streamers.
1.2.2 Electrical Breakdown of Engineered Dielectric Liquids
The widespread use of transformer oil has meant that it has been the subject of much
research and development work aimed at enhancing both its dielectric and thermal charac-
teristics. A particularly innovative example of such work is the development of dielectric
nanofluids. These materials are manufactured by adding nanoparticles of certain materials
to transformer oil, with the aim of enhancing some of the oil's insulating and thermal charac-
teristics. Researchers with ABB (formerly Asea Brown Boveri) carried out some interesting
work with transformer oil-based nanofluids, manufactured using magnetite nanoparticles.
Magnetite is a ferrimagnetic material and for many years nanofluids manufactured using
magnetite nanoparticles have been used in a variety of industrial applications. The ABB
research aimed to explore if a transformer oil-based magnetic nanofluid could be used to
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enhance the cooling of a power transformer's core [13]. During the course of this work
the electrical breakdown characteristics of the magnetite nanofluid were studied. The re-
sults of those breakdown tests suggested that the insulating performance of the transformer
oil-based nanofluid was comparable and in some cases superior to that of the base oil [14].
The results presented in [14] are in direct conflict with conventional wisdom regarding
the breakdown of dielectric liquids, which suggests that the presence of particulate matter
in a dielectric liquid will compromise the liquid's breakdown strength. This leads to the
question of whether or not it may be possible to develop engineered dielectric liquids, which
have superior insulating characteristics to those of pure liquids. This thesis will address
this question in an analytical manner by modeling the processes responsible for electrical
breakdown in pure dielectric liquids and examining how these processes differ in dielectric
nanofluids. The analysis will focus on transformer oil and transformer oil-based nanofluids
manufactured using magnetite nanoparticles; however, the results of the analysis will be
generally applicable to wider range of hydrocarbon liquids and nanofluids.
1.3 Thesis Objectives and Structure
As stated earlier in this chapter the published research on the subject of electrical pre-
breakdown and breakdown processes in dielectric liquids such as transformer oil has had a
strong empirical focus. The material in the literature generally report on the physical char-
acteristics of streamers under various experimental conditions, along with detailing their
voltage and current dynamics. This material provides very useful insight into pre-breakdown
and breakdown processes for specific electrode geometries and electrical excitation condi-
tions. However, the literature does not provide a well developed general model describing
the molecular level processes that lead to streamer initiation and growth. This thesis ad-
dresses this deficiency by developing a general mathematical model, which describes the
initiation and growth of streamers in pure transformer oil. The analysis presented focuses
on positive streamers in transformer oil; however the theory also has the potential to explain
the development of negative streamers. This thesis then uses the streamer model developed
for pure transformer oil as the foundation for the development of a mathematical model,
which describes the initiation and growth of streamers in dielectric nanofluids such as those
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used by Segal in [14].
This thesis can be broken down into three functional sections and is structured in a man-
ner designed to accommodate readers with varying levels of a priori knowledge of the subject
matter. In the first section, the aim is to provide the reader with a relatively extensive intro-
duction to the subject of electrical breakdown in dielectric liquids. The material presented
in the second section focuses on the development of streamers in pure transformer oil. The
development of a mathematical model for streamer formation and growth in transformer
oil is documented and simulation results for positive streamers generated using this model
are analyzed and compared with experimental data found in the literature. The focus then
moves to the modeling of streamers in dielectric nanofluids. The additional electrodynamics
caused by the presence of nanoparticles in transformer oil are examined and this analysis
along with the modeling work carried out for pure transformer oil are then combined to
produce a streamer model for dielectric nanofluids. As with the pure oil streamer model,
simulation results generated using the nanofluid streamer model are analyzed and compared
to experimental data. The thesis concludes with a summary and discussion of the main
technical contributions it documents.
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Chapter 2
On Electrical Breakdown Processes in
Dielectric Liquids and Dielectric
Nanofluids
W HEN used in regards to dielectric liquids the phrase 'electrical breakdown' refersto a situation in which the dielectric liquid is bridged by highly conductive and
luminous channels commonly referred to as arcs. Large destructive currents flow through
such arcs and avoiding their formation is critical to the safe and reliable operation of almost
all electrical systems. Arc formation is not an instantaneous event, but rather the final
stage in a sequence of pre-breakdown processes. The main actor in these pre-breakdown
processes is the electrical streamer or simply, the streamer. Streamers are conductive low-
density or gaseous structures, which form when a dielectric liquid is stressed by an extremely
high electric field. The movement of free charge carriers such as ions and electrons in the
dielectric liquid results in significant thermal dissipation, which leads to the phase change
involved in streamer formation. Once initiated in a high field region, streamers propagate
towards a grounding point or an electrode of opposite polarity. The rate at which a streamer
propagates along with its size and shape are all dependent upon numerous factors including
the liquid type and the shape and duration of the voltage excitation. In the first half of this
chapter the subject of streamer initiation and propagation in transformer oil is discussed.
In this discussion the physical characteristics of streamers formed due to both positive
and negative voltage excitations are described. The second half of this chapter focuses
on transformer oil-based nanofluids. The physical characteristics of these nanofluids are
described and the subject of electrical breakdown of transformer oil-based nanofluids is
discussed.
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2.1 Streamers in Dielectric Liquids
Voltage excitations of both positive and negative polarities can lead to the formation of
streamers in dielectric liquids. Streamer initiation requires extremely high electric field
levels, typically in the 1 x 108 to 1 x 109 (V/m) range. The exact field level required
to initiate a streamer varies depending upon the dielectric liquid's chemical composition,
its purity, the polarity of voltage excitation and a range or other parameters. Studying
streamers and the electrical breakdown characteristics of dielectric liquids is difficult due to
high electric field levels involved. Because of this scientists and engineers make extensive
use of electrode geometries, which generate divergent electric field distributions. The use
of such electrode geometries allows high electric field levels to be generated from moderate
voltages, and helps localize streamer initiation. The most common electrode geometry used
to generate divergent electric field distributions for dielectric liquid breakdown testing is the
needle/sphere electrode system. Using this geometry, streamers will always initiate at the
tip of the needle electrode, where the electric field is highest and propagate toward the low-
field spherical electrode. The velocity with which a streamer propagates and the specifics
of its shape are strongly related to the initiating conditions. Streamers which initiate as
the result of a positive voltage being applied to the needle electrode, generally referred to
as positive streamers, will typically have a filamentary structure, while streamers which
initiate as the result of a negative voltage being applied to the needle electrode, referred to
as negative streamers, will have a bushy structure.
In the case of transformer oil, an electric field of approximately 2 x 108 V/m is typically
required to initiate a positive streamer, while an electric field ranging from 2.5-4 x 108 V/M
is required to initiate a negative streamer [3]. The velocity at which a streamer propagates
away from its point of initiation differs depending on the polarity of the voltage excitation.
In general, positive streamers propagate at higher velocities than negative streamers. In the
case of transformer oil, a typical positive streamer will propagate at about 2 (km/s), while
a typical negative streamer will propagate at about 1 (km/s). In other dielectric liquids,
positive streamers propagate at up to ten times the velocity of negative streamers. The
significants of these polarity dependent characteristics cannot be underestimated in that
they suggest that different physical mechanisms are responsible for the growth of positive
and negative streamers.
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2.1.1 Positive Streamers in Pure Transformer Oil
In the case of transformer oil, positive streamers propagate at higher velocities and travel
further from their points of initiation for a given voltage excitation than negative streamers
do. As a result, positive streamers constitute a greater risk to oil insulated high voltage
electrical equipment than do negative streamers. The combination of complex transformer
oil chemistry and experimental variability means that it is not possible to state an exact
figure for the electric field intensity required to initiate a streamer in transformer oil. How-
ever, an electric field level of greater than 2 x 108 V/m is generally required to initiate
a positive streamer in transformer oil [3]. Positive streamers that initiate at this electric
field level are referred to as primary mode positive streamers. These primary mode positive
streamers propagate with a constant velocity that ranges from 2 to 3 kilometers per second.
Primary mode positive streamers have a filamentary structure that comprises of a main
channel, which has a diameter on the order of 10pm, along with several smaller radially
directed channels. Figure 2.1.1 shows three instances in the development of a primary mode
positive streamer between a needle anode and plane cathode.
As stated previously, streamer initiation and growth can lead to the electrical breakdown
of transformer oil. However, the formation of streamers and in particular the formation of
primary mode positive streamer in transformer oil does not always result in the electrical
breakdown of the oil. A partial discharge is said to have taken place if a streamer extin-
guishes before it causes electrical breakdown. Such partial discharges often occur when
the electrode separation in a liquid insulated system is large. They also occur when the
electrical excitation, which initiates the streamer is marginal in terms of its intensity, its
duration or both. A streamer is not a perfect conductor and can be characterized by a cer-
tain potential drop in its channel. Experimental evidence suggests that the potential drop
in the channel of a streamer in transformer oil is in the 20 kV/cm to 30 kV/cm range [17].
As a streamer elongates the potential drop in the channel increases. A point can be reached
reached where this potential drop limits the electric field intensity at the streamer's tip to a
point below that necessary to sustain the streamer. When this situation arises the streamer
will stop propagating.
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2.0 3.8 5.8
Figure 2.1: Positive streamer growth in Marcol 70 transformer oil. Voltage: 82 kV; Elec-
trode gap: 1.27 cm, [31].
Electric field levels, which are significantly higher than those necessary to initiate primary
mode streamers result in the development of what are known as secondary mode streamers.
Electric field levels of the order of 10 x 108 V/m are required to form secondary mode
streamers in transformer oil. These streamers propagate with very high velocities in the
range of 30 km/s or greater. Their high velocities means that they can bridge even long
electrode gaps before they extinguish leading to the formation of arcs and complete electrical
breakdown. Avoiding the formation of secondary mode positive streamers in transformer
oil is critical to ensuring the safe and reliable operation of transformers.
2.1.2 Negative Streamers in Pure Transformer Oil
As is the case with positive streamers in transformer oil, negative streamers can be classified
as either being primary or secondary mode. An electric field intensity in the range of 2.5 -
4 x 108 V/m is typically required to initiate a primary mode negative streamer in transformer
oil. Primary mode negative streamers in transformer oil propagate with velocities of about 1
km/s. Negative streamers in transformer oil have a bushy structure with much more lateral
branching than is the case with positive streamers. Higher electric field levels can lead to
the development of secondary mode negative streamers. These propagate at velocities of up
to 5 km/s. The relatively low propagation velocities of negative streamers in transformer oil
means that they tend to pose less of a risk of causing electrical breakdown than do positive
streamers. Figure 2.1.2 shows three instances in the development of a primary mode negative
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streamer in transformer oil between a needle cathode and plane anode electrode.
:). U
Figure 2.2: Negative streamer growth in Marcol 70 transformer oil.
Electrode gap: 1.27 cm, [31].
Voltage: 185 kV;
Comparing Figures 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 clearly illustrates the difference in structure that ex-
ists between positive and negative streamers in transformer oil. No coherent explanation
has emerged from the literature to explain why this polarity dependence exists, or indeed
to explain the polarity dependence of streamer propagation velocities. In this thesis an
explanation for these dependencies will be proposed that is based upon the fundamental
electrodynamic processes, which occur during streamer initiation and growth.
2.2 Transformer Oil-Based Nanofluids
In [14], Segal et al. studies the electrical breakdown characteristics of a dielectric nanofluid.
The nanofluid in question is a stable colloid of magnetite nanoparticles dispersed in trans-
former oil. Colloidal fluids manufactured using ferrimagnetic or ferromagentic materials
such as magnetite (Fe30 4) are often referred to as ferrofluids. The results of the break-
down testing carried out by Segal et al. indicate that the electrical breakdown strength of
the transformer oil-based ferrofluid is comparable, or in some cases superior to that of the
pure base transformer oil. These results are inconsistent with conventional wisdom on the
subject of dielectric liquid breakdown, which suggests that the insulating performance of a
dielectric liquid is strongly related to its purity. In fact, electric utilities continually monitor
the level of dissolved gases, moisture and particulate contamination present in the oils used
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to insulate their transformers. If the concentration of these, or other contaminants increases
above a certain threshold it is taken as an indication that the oil has been compromised
and needs to be replaced. Segal's results are radical in that they suggest that the presence
of substantial particulate contamination in transformer oil, albeit in the form of magnetite
nanoparticles can actually result in an enhancement of the oil's insulating characteristics. In
this thesis a theory is developed, which explains Segal's experimental results and in a more
general context, provides a framework for the development of superior dielectric nanofluids,
something that has not existed heretofore.
2.2.1 Colloidal Nanofluids
A stable colloid is a substance, which consists of solid particles dispersed homogeneously
in a carrier liquid. Stable colloids differ from suspensions in that no particle settling oc-
curs and the particles cannot be easily separated from the carrier liquid by conventional
methods such as filtering. Magnetic nanofluids or ferrofluids are a special class of stable col-
loids. They are manufactured by adding subdomain magnetic particles to a carrier liquid.
Although the name suggests otherwise, ferrofluids are not ferromagnetic in nature as they
do not remain magnetized once an externally applied field is removed. Rather, ferrofluids
are paramagnetic, or more correctly, they are super-paramagnetic, due to their very high
magnetic susceptibility. This superparamagnetism results from the fact that in the presence
of an external field the nanoparticles align and their individual magnetic responses combine
to give the liquid a large overall magnetic response.
Magnetite, (Fe30 4) and hematite, (Fe20 3) nanoparticles are typically used in the manu-
facture of ferrofluids. Developing ferrofluids that remain stable, i.e. where the nanoparticles
remain in suspension over many years is difficult. The size of the nanoparticles being used
must be controlled carefully and in addition to this chemical surfactants are used to ensure
colloidal stability. These surfactants are typically long-chain molecules, which help maintain
nanoparticle separation in the colloid, thus preventing agglomeration. Oleic acid is com-
monly used as a surfactant in the manufacture of ferrofluids. Figure 2.2.1.2 illustrates the
steric repulsion of long-chain surfactant molecules, such as oleic acid, that arrange them-
selves around the ferromagnetic nanoparticles to prevent the particles from approaching
each other to the point where Van der Waals forces would result in agglomeration. In chap-
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ter two of [18], the author shows that in order for a ferrofluid colloid to remain stable (i.e.,
to prevent particle agglomeration and settling) the the thermal energy, kT, must be larger
than the gravitational and magnetic energies. Since gravitational and magnetic energies
depend on particle volume, the maximum size of the particles for a stable colloid can be
estimated.
2.2.1.1 Stability in a Magnetic Field Gradient
In the presence of a magnetic field gradient the magnetite particles used to manufacture
ferrofluids will be attracted to the high field region, while thermal excitation will act to
randomize the particles' motion. The magnetic energy of a particle is given as follows:
p 1 oMHirdsEM = (2.1)
6
where yo is the permeability of free space = 41r x 10-7 (Hm), M is the intensity of
magnetization of the magnetic nanoparticles with units of (A/m), H is the intensity of the
external magnetic field with units of (A/m) and d is the diameter of the magnetic particle.
For colloidal stability to exist the ratio between the thermal energy of the particles, kT,
where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature, and the particles'
magnetic energy given by Equation 2.1 should be greater than one. In [18] the author
calculates that in the case of a magnetite based ferrofluid at room temperature with single
domain magnetization of 446 (kA/m), which is exposed to an external magnetic field of
1000 G (typical field of a hand-held magnet), the diameter d of the magnetite nanoparticles
used to manufacture the ferrofluid should be no greater than 8.1 nm. Typical ferrofluids
contain particles with an average diameter of about 10 nm.
2.2.1.2 Stability against Gravitational Settling
Unlike a magnetic field which may or may not be present, gravity is continually acting on
the particles in a colloid. For a colloid to remain gravitationally stable, the ratio of thermal
energy to gravitational energy in the system should be greater than one. Mathematically,
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this can be expressed as follows:
6kT
Apird3gL -
(2.2)
here Ap = PSolid - PLiquid (kg/m 3) is the buoyant density of ferrofluid nanoparticles, d
is the particle diameter (m), g = 9.8 (m/s 2) is the gravitational acceleration and L is
the depth of the liquid (m). Consider the situation where a certain volume contains a 10
cm depth of magnetite ferrofluid at room temperature. The value of Ap is approximately
4500 (kg/m 3) [18]. The resulting maximum particle diameter, such that the colloid remains
gravitationally stable is 12 nm.
Magnetite Nanoparticle
MM
D
Surfactant
Figure 2.3: Illustration of ferromagnetic nanoparticles of diameter d and single domain mag-
netization MD, generally aligned with applied field H with adsorbed surfactant molecules
in a dielectric carrier fluid.
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2.2.2 Electrical Breakdown of Transformer Oil-Based Nanofluids
The electrical breakdown performance of the ferrofluids used by Segal et al. in [14] were
tested using the experimental procedure detailed in [191. In this method a lightning impulse
type voltage waveform is applied to a needle-sphere electrode geometry with an electrode
gap distance of 25.4 mm. The lightning impulse waveform has a rise-time of 1.2 ps and a fall-
time of 50 ps. The results of breakdown testing carried out by Segal et al. are summarized in
Table 2.1. Here, the positive and negative breakdown characteristics of the two transformer
oils used as carrier fluids to manufacture the ferrofluids are presented alongside the results
for the ferrofluids themselves. The base transformer oils used in these experiments were
Exxon's Univolt 60, and Nynas' Nytro 1oX, both of which are used extensively as the
insulating liquid in power transformers.
Table 2.1: Lightning impulse breakdown testing results for both pure transformer oils and
transformer oil-based (colloid) nanofluids using a needle/sphere electrode geometry [14].
Liquid Gap Breakdown Voltage, kV Time, ys Velocity, Km/s
mm Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive
Needle Needle Needle Needle Needle Needle
Univolt 60 25.4 170 86 27 12 0.94 2.10
Nytro 10X 25.4 177 88 23 16 1.10 1.59
Univolt 60 Colloid 25.4 154 157 15 26 1.69 0.98
Nytro 1OX Colloid 25.4 173 156 17 25 1.49 1.02
In Table 2.1, the voltage values represent the peak values of the positive and negative
voltage waveforms which, were applied to the needle electrode. The time values represent
the time taken for the liquid dielectrics to breakdown once the voltage excitation is applied.
The velocity values represent the approximate velocities at which the streamers cross the
electrode gap and are calculated by dividing the gap distance by the time-to-breakdown
value. Studying Table 2.1 reveals some of the ferrofluids' interesting electrical breakdown
characteristics. When a negative voltage impulse was applied to the needle electrode, the
breakdown voltages of the base oils and those of the ferrofluids appear very similar. However,
when a positive voltage impulse is applied to the needle electrode, the breakdown voltage
of the ferrofluids appears to be almost twice that of the base oils. This result is very
important in that it indicates that the presence of the magnetite nanoparticles in the oil
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samples inhibits the processes which lead to electrical breakdown from a positive voltage
excitation, without appreciably affecting the processes which lead to electrical breakdown
due to a negative voltage excitation. Table 2.1 also reveals an interesting asymmetry in
the time to breakdown values of the pure oil and the oil-based nanofluid samples. The
velocity with which positive streamers propagate appears to be reduced by the presence of
nanoparticles in the oil, whilst the opposite is true for negative streamers, where it appears
that the presence of nanoparticles results in an increase in the streamer propagation velocity.
Interpreting the results shown in Table 2.1 is not an easy task. Several questions arise
immediately, including why is it that only the positive breakdown voltage is enhanced in
the ferrofluid, and why are the streamer velocities in the ferrofluid samples different from
those in the unadulterated transformer oil samples? To answer these difficult questions it
is necessary to first understand and appreciate what are the mechanisms responsible for
streamer initiation and growth in unadulterated transformer oil. Once this understanding
has been developed it is then necessary to understand how the addition of nanoparticles to
oil modifies the original streamer development processes. The remaining chapters of this
thesis will address these issues; first by developing a streamer model for pure transformer oil
and then by modifying that model to account for the additional dynamics introduced when
nanoparticles of conducting and insulating nanoparticles are suspended in transformer oil.
2.3 Summary
This chapter provides an introduction to the processes involved in the electrical breakdown
of dielectric liquids and dielectric nanofluids. The role played by electrical streamers in the
breakdown of dielectric liquids, including transformer oil is discussed in section 2.1. In this
section the typical structural characteristics, propagation velocities and initiation excitation
levels associated with both positive and negative streamers in transformer oil are described.
Section 2.2 introduces the concept of dielectric nanofluids, particularly those manufactured
from transformer oil. The issues surrounding the colloidal stability of nanofluids are dis-
cussed and the electrical breakdown testing results recorded by Segal [14], for both pure oil
and oil-based nanofluids manufactured using magnetite nanoparticles are presented.
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On the Generation and Recombination of
Free Charge Carriers in Transformer Oil
E LECTRICAL breakdown and pre-breakdown in dielectric liquids including transformeroil is characteriz d by observabl  events such as th  formation of streamers and ulti-
mately arcs. These structures form as a result of the electrically dissipative processes, which
take place in the liquid when it is highly electrically stressed. Therefore, any attempt to
model the formation of streamers in transformer oil, or any other dielectric liquid for that
matter must focus on modeling the electrodynamic processes taking place in the liquid.
3.1 Basic Electrodynamic Equations
The fundamental equations of the electrodynamic model include Poisson's equation and the
charge continuity equations. Equation 3.1 shows a form of Poisson's equation assuming that
both a positive and a negative charge carrier exist in the system. Equations 3.2 and 3.3
show the general form of the charge continuity equations for both positive and negative
charge carriers assuming drift dominated charge transport (neglecting diffusion).
-V - (cVV) = p+ + p_ where E = -VV
+ V+V.+
(3.1)
Gc+ + Rc+ (3.2)
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op-
a- +V f = Gc-+ Rc- (3.3)
at
In Poisson's equation, V represents the electric potential, e represents the permittivity
of the liquid, E represents the electric field and p+ and p_ represent the positive and
negative charge densities respectively. In the charge continuity equations, J+ =p+p+E
and J_ = -pt E represent the positive and negative drift current densities, where P+
and t are the positive and negative charge mobility values in the liquid respectively, and
Gc+, Gc-, Rc+ and Rc- represent the generation and recombination terms for the positive
and negative charge carriers. Mathematically, Poisson's equation describes the electric field
distribution in an electrode system in the presence of free charge carriers, while the charge
continuity equations describe how the distributions of free charge carriers are modified by
the electric field. Therefore, these electrodynamic equations are coupled and must be self-
consistently solved.
To model the electrodynamics taking place in transformer oil or any other dielectric liquid
during periods of significant electrical stress, it is necessary to first know what the charge
free or Laplacian electric field distribution looks like in the liquid. Once this is known, the
next step in the process is the identification of sources and sinks of free charge carriers.
The sources and sinks of free charge carriers can be broadly categorized as either being
bulk effects or boundary effects. The injection of electrons from an electrode into the liquid
via Fowler-Nordheim tunneling is an example of a boundary effect and such a source of
charge would be accounted for by the setting of boundary and initial conditions for the
charge continuity equations. The electric field dependent dissociation of weakly bonded
neutral ion pairs in transformer oil under high electric field stresses is an example of a
bulk charge generation effect and is accounted for by the generation terms of the charge
continuity equations. The recombination of positive and negative ions to form neutral
species is accounted for by the recombination terms of Equations 3.2 and 3.3.
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The formation of a streamer in a dielectric liquid requires the dissipation of energy. This
dissipation occurs as the result of joule heating in the liquid. On a macroscopic scale, joule
heating describes the increase in the temperature of a material as the result of electric
current passing through it. On the molecular scale, joule heating refers to the transfer
of kinetic energy from charge species, moving under the influence of an electric field, to
neutral molecules. as the result of inelastic collisions. Therefore, for joule heating to occur
in a dielectric liquid, the liquid must contain free charge carriers capable of moving under
the influence of an electric field.
The free charge carriers in a dielectric liquid can be either electronic or ionic in nature.
Under normal circumstances, dielectric liquids are highly insulating, meaning that they
contain very few free charge carriers; however, under more extreme electrical stress this
situation changes and the number of free charge carriers grows to the point where the joule
heating caused by the free charge carrier movement is significant enough to lead to the
formation of a streamer. Identifying the mechanisms responsible for the growth in the
concentration of free charge carriers in a dielectric liquid under extreme electrical stress is
crucial to the development of a streamer model. In this thesis three mechanisms are studied,
which can lead to an increase in the free charge carrier concentration in a dielectric liquid
when it is highly electrically stressed. These three are:
" Field emission, or Fowler Nordheim charge injection.
" Electric field dependent ionic dissociation.
" Electric field dependent molecular ionization.
3.2.1 Field Emission Charge Injection
The field emission of electrons from metal surfaces is a quantum-mechanical effect, which
occurs at very high electric field levels, typically greater than 5 x 108 V/m. Such extreme
electric field levels are rare; however, they are similar to those field levels necessary for
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streamer initiation and growth in transformer oil. The fact that field emission results in
the emission of electrons from a metal electrode means that it can only occur at negative
electrodes. This fact means that field emission is only likely to play a role in the development
of negative streamers in transformer oil.
A theory to describe field emission was first developed by Fowler and Nordheim in
1928 [201, hence the process of field emission is often referred to as Fowler-Nordheim field
emission, or Fowler-Nordheim charge injection. Fowler and Nordheim's work involved the
development of an equation to describe the electric field dependent current density in a
vacuum, due to the quantum-mechanical tunneling of electrons from the metal through the
potential barrier at the metal/vacuum interface. The level of electron tunneling, which takes
place increases exponentially with the electric field level. This is due to the fact that as the
field level increases the potential barrier at the metal/vacuum interface narrows, leading to
an exponential increase in the probability of electrons tunneling through the barrier. The
basic equation for the emission current derived by Fowler and Nordheim is as follows:
e 3 JJ2 87rv/2m0'J= exp(-)(34
87he 3heE| (3.4)
where J, is the emitted current density, e is the magnitude of electron charge, E is the elec-
tric field, h is Planck's constant = 6.62617 x 10-34 J-s and # is the metal's work function
(J). This equation is based on the assumption that the potential energy distribution at the
metal/vacuum interface has a form equivalent to that of upper trace in Figure 3.1, where
the one-dimensional potential energy distribution, U(x), external to the metal surface is
governed by the applied uniform electric field with the form: U(x) = -e|Ex: x > 0. This
potential energy distribution is known as the "Triangular Barrier Approximation" and is a
simplification, which overestimates the potential barrier height at the metal/vacuum inter-
face. This overestimation arises from the fact that the "Triangular Barrier Approximation"
does not take into account the effects of image force barrier lowering caused by the presence
of emitted charge in the vacuum. The one-dimensional potential energy distribution, U(x),
external to the metal/vacuum interface taking into account the image force barrier lowering
effects has the following form: U(x) = -eI$|x - (e2/167rex) : x > 0. The shape of the
potential energy distribution near the metal/vacuum interface, when image force effects are
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Figure 3.1: Potential-energy diagram for Fowler-Nordheim field emission, showing both the
triangular barrier approximation to the potential barrier and the barrier which includes the
effects of image force barrier lowering.
taken into account is illustrated by the lower trace in Figure 3.1. Two clear differences ex-
ist between the "Triangular Barrier Approximation" and the potential distribution, which
takes the image force effects into account. The first is that the barrier's highest point is no
longer at x = 0, but rather a distance away from the interface at x = x0. The second is
that the maximum height of the barrier has been reduced by a value A4.
An expression for xo can be found by taking the derivative of expression for the potential
energy distribution, U(x), which includes the image force term with respect to x and setting
it equal to zero as follows:
dU(x) - e2
dx e= -e|EI + 2 = 0 (3.5)dx 16ixx
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This leads to the following expression for xo:
o= - (3.6)
4 7r|Ele)
Evaluating the potential energy distribution, U(x), at x = xo leads to the following expres-
sion:
e|$\1 ei2re|$ 1 e1SU(x = zo) = -- -- =- (3.7)
4 7re|$l 47rE e 2 7rE
The reduction in the potential energy barrier height due to the image force effect is equal
to -U(x) at x = x0 , therefore:
e# = (3.8)
2 7rE
The reduction in the potential energy barrier caused by image force barrier lowering has
a significant effect on the level of field emission, which takes place at high electric field
levels. Because of this, Equation 3.4, the equation for the emission current based on the
"Triangular Barrier Approximation", which was derived by Fowler and Nordheim must be
modified to take into account the effect of image force barrier lowering. Many authors have
worked on this formulation including Nordheim himself [21]. A clear and useful derivation
of the modified form of Equation 3.4, which takes into account the effects of image force
barrier lowering can be found in [22]. The modified field emission current equation has the
following form:
J = exp (-7 r o (3.9)
87rhqt 2 3heIE #
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Equation 3.9 differs from Equation 3.4 in the fact that it includes two electric field depen-
dent functions; v ( and t2 (),which account for the effect that image force barrier
lowering has on the field emission current. For simplicity we define y = (). Values for
both v (y) and t2 (y) have been tabulated and can be approximated as follows: t2 (y) = 1.1
and v (y) = 0.95 - (y) 2 [23].
The field emission theory, which is described in the preceding section is valid for electron
emission from a metal into free space, or in other words a vacuum. Two modifications must
be made to Equation 3.9 in order for it to be valid for describing the field emission current
from a metal into a dielectric liquid. The first is that the value of liquid's permittivity,
rather than that of free space must be used. The second is that m, the value of the electron
mass, should be the electron's effective mass in the liquid, rather than its free space mass.
3.2.2 Electric Field Dependent Ionic Dissociation
In [24], Onsager developed a theory which describes how the conductivity of a weak elec-
trolyte is dependent upon the level of electric field stress to which the liquid is subjected.
In this theory the liquid is assumed to contain a certain concentration of neutral ion-pairs,
c (1/m3), and a certain equal concentration of free positive and negative ions, n± (1/M3).
The rate at which neutral ion-pairs dissociate to form free ions and the rate at which free
ions recombine to form neutral ion-pairs is controlled by two kinetic rate constants, KD
for dissociation and KR for recombination. According to Onsager's theory, the value of the
dissociation constant KD, is dependent upon the applied electric field, while the recombina-
tion constant KR, is electric field invariant. The electric field dependence of the dissociation
constant results in an increase in the concentration of free ions, and thus the conductivity of
the liquid increases as the electric field increases. The field dependency of the concentration
of free charge carriers in the liquid is illustrated in Figure 3.2 (a) and (b). Figure 3.2 (a)
illustrates the situation when the liquid is not stressed by an electric field. In that case, the
concentration of free charge carriers in the liquid is low, while that of the neutral ion-pairs
is high. This situation changes when an electric field is applied as shown in Figure 3.2 (b).
In this case the point of thermodynamic equilibrium changes and the concentration of free
charge carriers increases due to the electric field driven dissociation of the neutral ion-pairs.
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No Electric Field
(a)
Applied Electric Field
(b)
Figure 3.2: (a) With no electric field present, the concentration of free ions in a weak
electrolyte is much lower than that of the neutral ion-pairs. (b) The application of an
electric field causes some of the neutral ion-pairs to dissociate, resulting in an increase
in the number of free charge carriers and hence increases the conductivity of the weak
electrolyte.
The electric field dependence of the dissociation constant KD has the following form:
(3.10)
where Ko is the zero field dissociation constant, and F(|El) is an electric field dependent
function, which relates the increase in the dissociation rate to the electric field level. F(jEj)
is defined as follows:
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F(IE1) = f(b) (4b) where b (3.11)2b 16,rek 2T 2
where, I1 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, e is the magnitude of an electron
charge, |El is the magnitude of the electric field, c is the permittivity of the liquid, k is
Boltzmann's constant = 1.38 x 10-23 (J/K) and T is the temperature of the transformer
oil in Kelvin.
Onsager's theory of electric field enhanced ionic dissociation has been used by several
authors to describe electrical conduction in non-polar liquids, particularly transformer oil
which is often classified as a weak electrolyte due to the unavoidable presence of non-
hydrocarbon based impurities in the oil [25, 26, 27]. In thermal equilibrium and when
not being stressed by an applied electric field, the following relation describes the relative
concentrations of neutral ion-pairs and free ions, or free charge carriers in transformer oil:
cK,= nOKR (3.12)
where c is the concentration neutral ion-pairs (1/m 3). Langevin recombination is used to
describe the recombination of positive and negative free ions in the transformer oil [24].
According to Langevin, KR can be expressed as follows:
KR e+ (3.13)
The mobility values of the free positive and negative ions in transformer oil are denoted
by i+ and p_ respectively. In order to develop insight into whether or not electric field
enhanced ionic dissociation plays a significant role in the initiation and growth of streamers
in transformer oil it is necessary to characterize the parameter cKD, as this term represents
the free charge carrier source term in the transformer oil. This characterization can be
accomplished by using the low field conductivity value of transformer oil. The conductivity
of transformer oil is directly related to the zero field equilibrium free charge carrier concen-
tration and so the oil's conductivity, u, is related to the zero field number density of free
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ions, nio, as follows:
- = e(p+n+o + p-n-o) (3.14)
The value of n+o is equal to n-o, since the dissociation of a neutral ion-pair results in
the generation of both a positive and negative ion (assuming that the ions have the same
valence). Therefore, the no field equilibrium free ion concentration in transformer oil is
equal to:
o-
n~o =(3.15)
e(,p+ + p-)
By calculating the no field equilibrium free ion concentration n±o in the manner shown
above, the parameter cKD can be calculated as follows:
cK0 =) KR (3.16)
C- L e(p+ + p-))2
Combining Equation 3.16, with the electric field dependency described by Equation 3.11
leads to the following form for the complete electric field dependent charge generation term
for ionic dissociation:
cKD= (K * F(EI) (3.17)
e(Ip+ + p-)
The electric field dependent ionic dissociation process, which is described above is a bulk
charge generation mechanism, meaning that when modeling the process, the term cKD
represents the generation term in the charge continuity equations for both the positive
and negative ions. This is in contrast to the case of field emission or Fowler-Nordheim
charge injection. Fowler-Nordheim charge injection is a boundary process and so no bulk
generation term exists in the continuity equation for the injected electrons.
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3.2.3 Electric Field Dependent Molecular Ionization
The possibility of free charge carrier generation in dielectric liquids such as transformer oil,
due to molecular ionization is a topic that is often mentioned in the literature in a quali-
tative manner [28, 29]. Electric field dependent molecular ionization is a direct ionization
mechanism, whereby an extremely high electric field level results in the extraction of an
electron from a neutral molecule, thus generating both a free electron and a free positive
ion. This process is illustrated graphically in Figure 3.3 (a) and (B).
Low Electric Field
(a)
High Electric Field
(
(b)
Figure 3.3: (a) No molecular ionization takes place at low electric field levels. (b) At the
high electric field levels typically encountered during transformer oil breakdown molecular
ionization can occur, resulting in the generation of a free electron and positive ion from a
neutral molecule in the liquid bulk.
The molecular ionization process results in the generation of two free charge carriers from
one neutral species, just as in the case of ionic dissociation; however, what is different in
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the case of molecular ionization is that the mobility values of the two carriers differ greatly,
with the electrons having a mobility value that is five orders of magnitude greater than
that of the positive ions. This asymmetry in the generated carriers' mobility values means
that molecular ionization leads to the formation of significant net space charge densities in
electrically stressed dielectric liquids in the timescales associated with streamer initiation
and growth.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of how molecular ionization and charge separation results in the
modification of a non-uniform Laplacian electric field distribution and the formation of a
propagating "electric field wave" when the needle electrode is excited by a positive excita-
tion.
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The development of a region of net space charge due to the separation of electrons and
positive ions formed as the result of molecular ionization can have a significant effect upon
the electrodynamics in dielectric liquids, which are highly electrically stressed. This is
particularly important when the Laplacian electric field distribution in the liquid is non-
uniform, as is the case when carrying out dielectric liquid breakdown testing using a needle-
sphere electrode geometry. The effect which molecular ionization has on a non-uniform
Laplacian electric field distribution is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4 (a) qualitatively illustrates the Laplacian electric field distribution produced
in a dielectric liquid by a needle-sphere electrode geometry, when it is positively biased.
At the tip of the needle, the electric field is highly enhanced; however, this enhancement
falls off rapidly as you move away from the needle. Should the electric field at the needle
tip reach the level necessary for molecular ionization, typically in the 1 x 108 to 1 x 109
(V/m) range, ionization will take place and an equal concentration of positive ions and
electrons will be generated, as depicted in Figure 3.4 (b). Once ionization takes place, the
generated species begin to migrate towards opposite electrodes, due to the imposed electric
field. The asymmetry in the carrier mobilities mean that in a very short time increment At,
the highly mobile electrons will move significantly, while the slow positive ions' will almost
appear stationary. The electrons will be swept out of the liquid at the positive needle
electrode, resulting in the formation of a region of net positive charge in front of the needle.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.4 (c). The net positive space charge in the liquid in front
of the needle modifies the electric field distribution in the liquid. If the net space charge
density is large enough it will result in the peak in the electric field distribution moving
from the needle tip to a point in space just in front of the region of net positive space
charge. The modified electric field distribution will then cause ionization to occur further
away from the needle tip, resulting in further field modification. The result of this process
is the development of a propagating high electric field region, or an "electric field wave",
which propagates through the dielectric liquid from the high field needle electrode towards
the low field spherical electrode. Figure 3.4 (d) shows qualitatively what the electric field
wave distribution looks like at times t = At and t = 2At, where At is a time step on the
order of lys.
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The development of a model, which describes the process of molecular ionization in
dielectric liquids such as transformer oil has proved exceptionally challenging due mainly
to the lack of a comprehensive liquid state theory, and consequently the literature contains
very few publications, which propose liquid-phase ionization models. The models which
do exist are based on Zener's theory of electron tunneling in solids [30]. In [31] the Zener
ionization model is applied to liquid dielectrics. The ionization rate, -y (1/s), given by the
Zener model is as follows:
W ea2 ( maA2
y(IE) h exp eh2 l (3.18)
where e is the electronic charge, a is the molecular separation, |E is the magnitude of the
electric field, h is Planck's constant, m* is the effective electron mass in the liquid and A
is the molecular ionization potential. Equation 3.18 provides significant insight into the
parameters that affect the rate of ionization, such as the liquid-phase ionization potential of
the oil molecules. For use in an electrodynamic streamer model, the electric field dependent
ionization rate given by Equation 3.18 must be multiplied by the ionizable charge density to
give a charge density rate source term for inclusion in the positive ion and electron charge
continuity equations. To achieve this the term for the ionization rate is simply multiplied by
the charge density of ionizable species, therefore the complete molecular ionization charge
density rate is as follows:
G (I) = eno-y( -= exp -( 2m*aA2 (3.19)
h eh2 Qj
where no is the number density of ionizable molecules. Because commonly used dielectric
liquids such as transformer oil are very complex liquids there will be a number of individual
molecular ionization source terms in play at any one time, with the dominant one being
dependent upon the level of the electric field stress. In order to very accurately develop
a molecular ionization model for such liquids it is necessary to know the concentrations
and ionization potentials of the individual molecules which make up the liquids. This
type of information is usually unavailable, particularly for commercially used liquids like
transformer oil and so for simulation purposes a reasonable aggregate source term is used.
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During the formation and growth of a streamer there will exist concentrations of free positive
ions and electrons in the dielectric liquid. These free charge carriers are produced due to
molecular ionization as discussed in the previous section. The interaction of these free
charge carriers with each other and the surrounding media can be assumed to open up the
possibility of electron/ion recombination, electron attachment to neutral species, forming
negative ions and ion/ion recombination. When developing an electrodynamic model for
streamer initiation and growth in dielectric liquids it is important to include, when relevant
such processes.
3.3.1 Langevin Recombination
One method of modeling the recombination process is to treat that process as a chemical
reaction, which has a rate dependent upon the spatial distribution of the reactants [321.
In such a case the recombination of electrons or negative ions with positive ions can be
described by the following rate equation:
dn± ~ 2 (3.20)
dt
where R± is the recombination rate constant, with units (m3/s) and n+ = n- = n± is the
the concentration of positive and negative species. The recombination rate constant R± is
related to the diffusion coefficients of the species D± as follows:
Ri = 47r(D+ + D_)(r+ + r-) (3.21)
where r+ and r_ are the reaction radii of the charge carriers. The diffusion coefficients are
related to low field mobilities by the Nernst-Einstein equation as follows:
D = kT (3.22)
,A± e
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where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin and e is the magnitude
of an electron charge. Substituting Equation 3.22 into Equation 3.21 yields the following
expression:
kT
R+ = 47r -(+ + pi-)(r+ + r_) (3.23)
e
Recombination between two charge carriers is considered to be inevitable when the carriers
get within a distance r = r+ + r_ apart. This distance r is the distance when the coulomb
force of attraction between the charge carriers equals the liquid's thermal energy kT:
r = e 1 (3.24)A4re kT
Substituting Equation 3.24 into Equation 3.23 yields the following expression for R+:
R+ = e(p+ + p-) (3.25)
This mobility dependent expression for the recombination rate coefficient R+, is often re-
ferred to as the Langevin recombination coefficient. When modeling streamer formation
and growth in a dielectric liquid Langevin recombination is implemented as a bulk sink
term in the charge continuity equations for the positive and negative free charge carriers.
3.3.2 Issues Regarding High Field Recombination
The Langevin recombination theory which is described in the previous section is a diffusion
based ion recombination theory and as such it is only strictly valid for situations where the
electric field levels are low to moderate and the recombining species are of similar physical
scale [32]. It has been shown that the Langevin recombination model overestimates the
rate of ion/electron recombination in liquids at low to moderate electric field levels [33, 34].
No date exists in the literature regarding ion/electron recombination rates at the electric
field levels encountered during streamer initiation and growth (1 x 108 - 1 x 109 (V/M));
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however by carrying out some simple analysis it is possible to see that the Langevin theory
would greatly overestimate the recombination rate.
Langevin's recombination theory is based on the concept of recombination cross-sections.
The radius of the recombination cross section for an electron and a positive ion is related
to the energy of the free electron as follows:
res = (3.26)47rekThe
where the term kThe is the energy of the "hot" electron moving through the liquid under
the influence of the strong electric field. Electrons generated during streamer formation
have energies on the order of several electron-volts [32]. This contrasts with ions, whose
low-mobility results in them only having energies on the order of millielectron-volts. Using
Equation 3.26, the recombination cross-section of an electron with an energy of 3 eV and that
of an ion with an energy of 25 meV can be calculated to approximately be: 1.25 x 10-19 and
1.25 x 10-15 (M2 ) respectively. This mean that the recombination cross-section for a highly
energized electron with a positive ion is a factor of 1 x 104 smaller than the recombination
cross-section for two ions.
The simple calculations presented in the previous section highlight why the Langevin
recombination theory is not a very suitable ion/electron recombination model for use in high
field drift dominated electrodynamic systems. No data exists in the literature regarding
more suitable recombination models for high field electron/ion recombination in liquids
such as transformer oil. To compensate for the reduction in the recombination cross-section
caused by high electric field levels, some authors have used the Langevin recombination
term for ion/ion recombination to model ion/electron recombination [351. This approach
effectively compensates for the reduction in the recombination cross-section by reducing the
apparent electron mobility. In this thesis, electrodynamic simulations will explore the effect
of varying levels of recombination.
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3.3.3 Electron Attachment
In addition to the ion/electron recombination processes, which were discussed in the previ-
ous section, electrons can also combine with the neutral molecules in a dielectric liquid to
form negative ions. Electron attachment is modeled via an attachment time constant. This
time constant describes the lifetime of an energetic electron in a dielectric liquid. In very
pure hydrocarbon liquids, energetic electrons have attenuation lengths on the order of sev-
eral centimeters, meaning that an electron can be expected to travel for several centimeters
in the liquid from the point where it was formed before it attaches to a neutral molecule
to form a negative ion [32]. In commercial dielectric liquids, the attenuation length will
be shorter due to higher levels of impurities in the liquid. During streamer initiation and
growth, electron velocities on the order of 1 x 105 (m/s) are expected. The attachment time
constant is simply the quotient of the electron attenuation length and the electron velocity.
A representative set of numbers for such a calculation are: An electron attenuation length
Aa of 1 mm, an electron mobility pe, of 1 x 10-4 (m2/V-s) and an electric field strength I$,
of 5 x 107 (V/m). These numbers give an attachment time Ta of:
Aa 1 x10-3
Ta = = = 2 x 10- (s) (3.27)
pe$| 5 x 103
This value for ra corresponds well with the attachment time constants used by other authors
in the literature [35]. Although attachment undoubtedly takes place during streamer growth
in dielectric liquids, its impact on the overall streamer propagation process is reasonably
small due to the fact that attachment processes take place on a longer time scale than
important dynamics such as the separation of positive ions and electrons in the ionization
zone at a streamer's tip.
3.3.4 Ion and Electron Mobility Values
During the course of the research being presented in this thesis the ion and electron mobility
values in transformer oil p± and ye respectively, are used as input parameters for all elec-
trodynamic simulations. A mobility values of 1 x 10-9 (m2/V-s) is used for the positive and
negative ions in all simulations. This value has been verified experimentally for transformer
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oil in [27]. It is also in agreement with the theoretical analysis presented in [36]. A mobility
value of 1 x 10-4 (M2/V-s) is used for electrons in all simulations. This value corresponds
with the data presented in [32] and the electron mobility model described in [37].
3.4 Summary
This chapter discusses the electrodynamic processes associated with the generation and
recombination of free charge carriers in transformer oil when the oil is electrically over
stressed. Section 3.1 presents a general model for the electrodynamics in electrically stressed
oil. The model contains Poisson's equation and charge continuity equations for both positive
and negative charge carriers.
In section 3.2 three charge injection and generation mechanisms, which are commonly
suggested as playing a role in streamer development are discussed. In subsection 3.2.1,
Fowler-Nordheim electron injection is qualitatively described, and a complete expression
for the injected current density due to the Fowler-Nordheim process including the effects of
image charge barrier lowering is presented. In subsection 3.2.2 electric field dependent ionic
dissociation, also known as the Onsager effect is discussed. Subsection 3.2.3 describes the
process of electric field dependent molecular ionization. The reasons why the asymmetric
mobility values of the positive ions and electrons generated due to molecular ionization result
in the development of an electric field wave are described and a quantitative expression for
the electric field dependent molecular ionization rate, which is based on the Zener tunneling
theory for solids is presented.
Section 3.3 discusses the charge recombination and attachment processes that can take
place in transformer oil. The diffusion based Langevin recombination process for the re-
combination of positive and negative charge carriers is described along with the process of
electron attachment to neutral molecules.
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On the Modeling and Simulation of
Charge Injection and Ionic Dissociation
S ECTION 3.1 presents a general model to describe the electrodynamic processes, whichtake place during streamer initiation and growth in dielectric liquids. This general
model is comprised of three equations. Equation 3.1, known as Poisson's equation, relates
the electric field distribution in the liquid to the net free charge carrier density distribution.
Equations 3.2 and 3.3 are general charge continuity equations, which describe the gener-
ation, extinction and motion of positive and negative charge carriers in the liquid under
the influence of the electric field. Actual models for the initiation and growth of streamers
in dielectric liquids resemble the general model in that they must contain Poisson's equa-
tion and at least one charge continuity equation; however, the exact structure of a model
will depend upon the specific physical processes under consideration. In this chapter two
streamer models are examined. The first is based on Fowler-Nordheim charge injection,
while the second is based on electric field enhanced ionic dissociation. The theory of both
of these processes is discussed in chapter 3. The models are solved for a divergent electrode
geometry similar to that described in IEC Standard #60897 and the solutions are examined
and compared relative to each other and to experimental results.
4.1 COMSOL Multiphysics
Before discussing in detail any streamer models it is important to describe how these models
are solved. All the simulation work and model solutions presented in this thesis were gen-
erated using the COMSOL Multiphysics finite element method simulation suite. COMSOL
Multiphysics (CMP) is as the name suggests, a simulation tool capable of solving multi-
physics problems. This feature is necessary when modeling streamer initiation and growth in
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dielectric liquids due to the coupling of electrodynamic, thermodynamic and fluid-dynamic
processes in the liquid. Before solving any of the streamer models that will be presented
in this thesis the accuracy of CMP was tested by solving problems with known analytical
solutions using CMP and comparing the results. This comparative analysis, the results of
which are published in [38], shows that CMP is capable of generating very accurate nu-
merical solutions for problems with known analytical solutions. The implementation and
subsequent simulation of a model using CMP is a very direct five stage processes. The first
stage is the selection of the space dimension for which the simulation will take place and
the mathematical equations that make up the model using CMP's Model Navigator. The
simulation geometry is then defined along with the bulk and boundary settings for each of
the model's equations. The geometry is then meshed, the model is solved and finally, the
results of the simulation are post-processed.
4.1.1 The Model Navigator
The first stage in the simulation process is the selection of the space dimension. CMP
provides users with four simulation space dimension choices; 1-D, 2-D, 3-D and Axial Sym-
metry (2-D). By using the Axial Symmetry space dimension, three dimensional problems,
which are rotationally symmetric in space can be solved using a two dimensional mesh.
This feature greatly increases the computational efficiency of certain simulations. Since the
needle/sphere electrode geometry used for electrical breakdown testing purposes is symmet-
ric about the vertical or Z axis, it is possible to solve the streamer models being discussed
in this document using the Axial Symmetry space dimension. All the simulation results
presented in this thesis were generated from streamer models, which were solved in the
Axial Symmetry space dimension.
Once the space dimension has been selected the equations, which will be solved by CMP
are selected. This is done using the COMSOL Multiphysics Model Navigator, whose inter-
face is shown in Figure 4.1. The Model Navigator contains a set of application modes, which
are effectively equation templates that can be used to build a model for simulation. CMP's
ability to solve coupled multiphysics problems is illustrated by the range of application
modes that the user can choose from in the Model Navigator. For the purposes of modeling
streamer initiation and growth in dielectric liquids and nanofluids, the Electromagnetics,
4.1 COMSOL Multiphysics
Figure 4.1: The COMSOL Multiphysics Model Navigator interface, which is used to build
a streamer model for simulation.
Diffusion, Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics application modes are of greatest interest and
utility; however, CMP also provides application modes that deal with structural mechanics,
acoustics and a number of other specialized topics such as micro-electromechanical systems
(MEMS). When selecting the relevant application modes using the Model Navigator, the
user also defines the variable names for each of the quantities of interest.
4.1.2 Simulation Geometry and Equation Settings
Once the relevant equations have been selected using the Model Navigator, the simulation
geometry must be defined along with the model equations' bulk and boundary settings.
CMP provides users with a range of CAD tools for geometry modeling purposes. In addition,
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Figure 4.2: 3-D CAD representation of the needle/sphere electrode geometry used for
streamer simulation purposes.
the package allows for the importation of geometries from stand alone CAD packages. All
the streamer simulations being considered in this thesis used a simulation geometry that
is representative of the needle/sphere electrode geometry described in [19]. The tip radius
of the needle electrode is 40 lim, while the radius of the spherical electrode is 6.35 rod.
The electrode gap distance is 25 mm. Figure 4.2 shows a 3-D CAD representation of
the needle/sphere electrode geometry that was used as the simulation geometry for all the
studies carried out as part of this thesis. This figure clearly illustrates the symmetric nature
of the electrode geometry that allows all the CMP simulations to be carried out in the Axial
Symmetric space dimension. Once the simulation geometry has been imported into CMP
the bulk and boundary settings for the model's equations must be specified. This is done
by selecting each of the model's equations using the Multiphysics tab on the menu bar and
entering the appropriate values and expressions into each equation's subdomain settings and
boundary settings dialogue boxes. The details of these subdomain and boundary settings
will be discussed further in later sections.
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4.1.3 Geometry Meshing
The effective meshing of the simulation geometry is a crucial step in any simulation process.
The simulation geometry must be meshed in a manner that minimizes the solution error.
Many simulation geometries are such that acceptable solution accuracy can be achieved
from reasonably coarse meshes. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. Geometries
with vastly differing feature sizes, such as the needle/sphere geometry that was used during
the course of this thesis, often require fine meshes, particularly if significant dynamics are
expected to exist in the regions surrounding the small features. Since significant dynamics
do occur near the tip of the needle electrode during streamer simulations, the meshing of
the needle/sphere simulation geometry proved challenging. Unstructured meshes were used
for all the simulations being discussed in this thesis. The number of mesh elements in
the unstructured mesh is determined from the shape of the simulation geometry and the
settings in the Mesh Parameter dialog box, an image of which is shown in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: The Mesh Parameter dialog box, which allows the user to specify meshing
options in CMP.
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The Mesh Parameter dialog box allows a range of settings to be varied, which can lead to the
generation of a more suitable mesh than would be generated by the default meshing settings.
For the simulations being reported on in this thesis, particular use was made of the boundary
settings tab. Here, it is possible to stipulate the maximum size of the mesh elements
on a certain boundary, such as the needle tip, or a portion of the symmetric boundary
(the Z axis). Imposing such conditions on specific boundaries allows for the generation
of meshes, which are dense in the regions where significant dynamics are expected, thus
ensuring accuracy, while at the same time sparse in the other regions, thus reducing the
computational load.
4.1.4 Solving the Model
Once the simulation geometry has been imported, the equation settings specified and the
meshing complete, all that remains to be done is to solve the model and examine the
results. Solving a model with CMP involves using the Solver Parameter dialog box to select
an appropriate solver for the set of partial differential equations (PDE's), which make up
the model. Streamers are dynamic structures and so a time-dependent solver is required to
solve a streamer model. CMP provides a time-dependent solver that can solve both linear
and nonlinear PDE problems. The time dependent solver dialog box that is used to set up
the solver is shown in Figure 4.4. The run time of the simulation and the times at which
solutions are stored by CMP is specified using the Time Stepping area of the dialog box.
The relative and absolute tolerances for the time-dependent solver are also specified in this
area. The tolerance settings can have an important impact on the accuracy of the solution.
When the solution for the value of a particular variable is larger than the tolerance values
the error will be small; however, if the solution is less than the tolerance values, the error
in the solution will be large. Therefore, when setting the tolerance values it is important to
have an a priori knowledge of the scale of the solution. The time dependent solver dialog
box also allows the selection of a number of linear system solvers. Some of these are direct
solvers, while others are iterative solvers. All the solvers break down each problem into
the solution of one or several linear systems of equations. The decision to use a direct or
iterative solver is driven by solution time and memory requirements. The direct solvers
solve a linear system by Gaussian elimination, which is a stable and reliable process well
suited to ill-conditioned systems. This reduces the need for tuning the solver and as a
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Figure 4.4: The CMP time-dependent solver dialog box.
result, direct solvers are more efficient for solving 1-D and 2-D problems. The use of direct
solvers with 3D problems often demands unreasonably large memory resources and as a
result iterative solvers are generally preferred for 3-D problems. Six linear system solvers
are available when solving time dependent problems. The UMFPACK, SPOOLES and
PARDISO solvers are all direct, while the GMRES, Conjugate gradients and Geometric
multigrid solvers are iterative. Details regarding the each of these solvers and the methods
they use can be found in [39]. All the simulations carried out as part of this thesis were
solved using either the UMFPACK or PARDISO direct linear system solvers. Although the
PARDISO solver parallels some operations, the performance of the two solvers is relatively
comparable.
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4.1.5 Postprocessing Results
CMP provides an extensive suite of postprocessing utilities, which allow for the visualization
of simulation results over both temporal and spacial dimensions. These postprocessing
utilities are accessed using the Postprocessing tab on CMP's main menu. This tab provides
the user with a range of plotting options. The most important utilities are accessed via the
Plot Parameters and Cross-Sectional Plot Parameters dialog boxes. The most important of
the utilities accessed via Plot Parameters dialog box shown in Figure 4.5 are the surface plot
and contour plot tools. The spatial distribution of parameter values across the simulation
geometry are effectively illustrated using the surface plot tool.
Figure 4.5: The plot parameters dialog box provides a range of subdomain plotting utilities.
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The Cross-Sectional Plot Parameters dialog box shown in Figure 4.6 enables the generation
of plots, which illustrate the temporal dynamics of a particular parameter along a specific
path in the simulation geometry. Cross sectional plots along the needle-sphere electrode
axis of parameters such as the electric field magnitude and net free charge density are used
extensively in this thesis to illustrate the temporal dynamics generated by the streamer
models under consideration.
Figure 4.6: The Cross-Sectional Plot Parameters dialog box allows the temporal dynamics
of a parameter along a specific path to be visualized.
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4.2 Streamer Modeling and Simulation
Chapter 3 of this thesis describes the electrodynamic processes, which can take place in
transformer oil, when the oil is highly electrically stressed. These processes include free
charge carrier generation, attachment and recombination mechanisms. In order to develop
a streamer model for transformer oil, it is important to understand the relative contributions
of each of these electrodynamic processes. In this section a number of streamer models based
on the processes described in Chapter 3 are developed. Each of the models examines the
impact of one of the charge generation mechanisms described in Chapter 3. The models
also include any applicable charge recombination and attachment terms such as Langevin
recombination between positive and negative ions and positive ions and electrons, along
with electron attachment to neutral molecules.
4.2.1 Fowler-Nordheim Electron Injection Model
Fowler-Nordheim charge injection as described in Chapter 3 is a process where under high
electric field conditions, electrons tunnel from an electrode into the transformer oil. This
process is also known as field emission of electrons. It can only take place at an electrode
that is biased negatively and so it can only be used to explain the initiation and growth of
negative streamers. The initial modeling work carried out as part of this thesis focused on
Fowler-Nordheim charge injection, due to the fact that it is often mentioned in the literature
as playing a role in the electrical breakdown dielectric liquids. The electrodynamic model for
Fowler-Nordheim charge injection is relatively simple, comprising of Poisson's equation and
two charge continuity equations, the first of which accounts for the dynamics of the injected
electrons and the second for the dynamics of the negative ions formed when the injected
electrons attach to neutral species in the oil. The model assumes that there is no other free
charge carriers present in the oil and that no bulk charge generation or recombination takes
place. The equations for the electrodynamic model are as follows:
-V (EVV) = pe, + p where E = -VV (4.1)
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Pe+ V -Je = a where Je = -pepeE (4.2)
+V - =Pe where J_= -- y_$ (4.3)
at Ta
where V is the applied electric potential distribution, c is the permittivity of the oil, pe
is the electron charge density, p_ is the negative ion charge density, E is the electric field
vector, ye is the electron mobility, p_ is the negative ion mobility and ra is the electron
attachment time constant. With this mode, no free charge carrier generation takes place in
the oil bulk. The only source of free charge carriers is via electron injection at the cathode
and subsequent attachment to neutral molecules. The electric field dependent injected
current density at the cathode is as follows:
e1s-2 8 3v#9 A
87rht2 3he|$ ( (44)
The parameters in Equation 4.4 have been previously defined in Section 3.2.1. While the
underlying mechanisms, which drive streamer formation and growth are electrical in nature,
the observable features of streamers in dielectric liquids are due to the development of low
density regions in the dielectric liquid. The effects of the electrical power dissipation on the
temperature of the dielectric liquid are captured through the use of the thermal diffusion
equation [40]. The form of the thermal diffusion equation is as follows:
aT #
+-VT = KTV 2T + Od (4.5)
at piCV
where T is the temperature of the liquid in Kelvin, 6Y is the velocity of the liquid, KT is the
thermal diffusivity of the liquid, pl is the liquid's density, c, is the specific heat of the liquid
and #d is the dissipative source term. #d is assumed to be purely electrical in nature and is
the dot product of the current density and the local electric field, J.E. Equations 4.1,4.2,4.3
and 4.5 are a set of coupled electrodynamic and thermodynamic equations, which combine
to become a model for Fowler-Nordheim electron injection. This model can be solved for
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the needle/sphere electrode geometry described in [19] and shown in Figure 4.2 using the
CMP simulation suite.
4.2.2 Solving the Fowler-Nordheim Charge Injection Model
The Fowler-Nordheim charge injection model described in the previous section was solved
for the needle/sphere electrode geometry described in [19] using the CMP simulation suite.
These and all other simulations being discussed in this thesis were carried out using a non-
dimensional framework. This approach was taken as it allowed more flexibility in the setting
and variation of critical parameter values. The non-dimensionalizations used throughout
this thesis are given in Appendix A.
4.2.2.1 Non-Dimensionalized Fowler-Nordheim Charge Injection Model
Applying the non-dimensionalizations given in Appendix A to the Fowler-Nordheim charge
injection model specified by Equations 4.1-4.5 leads to a non-dimensional model, with the
following subdomain equations:
in Q--V -(VV) +e P
8t re
at ,7c
(4.6)
in Q (4.7)
in Q (4.8)
i=Ik t2'f'+$-J inat
where J= (eze + _p)E
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The non-dimensionalized form of the boundary condition describing the. charge injection
into the oil due to electron tunneling at the cathode is as follows:
Pe = A|Eexp on DQ (4.10)|EJ
esd___8_rv&w i4q5d (z4~
where A= - e3d and B = v A
81rcpeht 2  3heVo #(
4.2.3 Fowler-Nordheim Charge Injection Simulation Results
The non-dimensional Fowler-Nordheim charge injection model given by Equations 4.6-4.10
was solved using CMP. To fully explore the role Fowler-Nordheim charge injection plays in
the initiation of streamers, negative voltage excitations ranging in amplitude from 300 kV
to 700 kV were applied to the needle electrode. These applied voltage levels were chosen
because when applied to the ideal 40pm radius needle electrode, they generate electric field
levels at the needle tip in the 1 x 108 to 1 x 109 (V/m), which according to the literature,
should be significant enough to easily initiate streamers in transformer oil. Therefore, if
Fowler-Nordheim charge injection plays a major role in the initiation of streamers, the
simulations should reveal significant charge injection, electric field dynamics and thermal
enhancement in the region of the needle electrode. The voltage excitations were applied
in the form of a fast rising step, with a rise time of 1 x 10-8 seconds. Each simulation
had a run time of 10 ps. The meshed non-dimensionalized simulation geometry is shown in
Figure 4.7. The meshing was structured in order to ensure that it was dense near the needle
tip. The same mesh was used for each of the Fowler-Nordheim charge injection simulations.
The mesh contained 16016 elements.
Before solving the Fowler-Nordheim charge injection model, the Laplacian electric field
distribution generated by applying a 300 kV step excitation to the needle electrode of the
test geometry was found by solving Laplace's Equation using CMP. As expected, the results
of the simulation indicated that significant electric field enhancement occurs near the needle
electrode's tip. Figure 4.8 shows the Laplacian electric field distribution along the needle-
sphere axis. The needle tip is situated at Z = 0 and the sphere at Z = 0.025 m. In the
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Figure 4.7: Meshed needle/sphere simulation geometry on which the Fowler-Nordheim
charge injection model was solved using CMP
case of two infinite parallel plate electrodes separated by 25 mm, the application of a 300
kV excitation would result in an average field of 1.2 x 107 V/m. For the same voltage
excitation, the electric field at the tip of the 40 ptm radius needle electrode is approximately
1.1 x 109 V/m. This translates into a field enhancement factor of approximately 92. When
examining the Fowler-Nordheim electron injection simulation results one should expect to
see the electric field distribution near the needle electrode's tip differing significantly from
the Laplacian field distribution shown below due to the field suppressing action of the
injected charge density.
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0.01 0.015
Needle-Sphere/Z-Axis (m)
0.02 0.025
Figure 4.8: The Laplacian electric field distribution along the
generated by a voltage excitation, with a 300 kV amplitude.
needle-sphere electrode axis
4.2.3.1 Electric Field and Charge Density Distributions
The electric field dynamics caused by Fowler-Nordheim electron injection between the needle
and sphere electrodes for each of the voltage excitations applied to the needle electrode were
found using CMP. For all of the voltage excitations the resulting electric field distributions
do not differ significantly in shape from the Laplacian field distribution generated by the
geometric characteristics alone of the needle/sphere electrode geometry. Figure 4.9 shows
the electric field distributions near the tip of the needle electrode for each of the five applied
voltage excitations after 10 ps. For all simulations the injected electron mobility pe, was
assumed to be 1 x 10-' (m2/V-s), the negative ions mobility p_, was assumed to be 1 x 10-9
(m2/V-s) and the work function of the needle electrode #, was assumed to be 4.5 (eV). All
the distributions are extremely similar in shape and it is only possible to distinguish between
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them by focusing on a region very close to the needle tip. These results indicate that even
at the high electric field levels generated by the voltage excitations, the level of Fowler-
Nordheim electron injection at the cathode is too small to appreciably modify the charge
free Laplacian field distribution.
S10
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Figure 4.9: The electric field distributions near the tip of the needle electrode for each of
the five applied voltage excitations after 10 pis.
Of the five voltage excitations used during the Fowler-Nordheim simulations, only the elec-
tric field generated by the '700 kV excitation results in any appreciable electron injection.
Figure 4.10 shows the electron and negative ion charge densities along the needle-sphere
axis, which result after the 700 kV excitation has been applied for 10 pts. The charge den-
sity levels shown in this figure are approximately three orders of magnitude less than the
charge density levels that exist at the tip of a streamer in transformer oil [29]. This is
the case even though the corresponding electric field levels at the needle electrode are well
above the levels typically required to result in the development of streamers in transformer
oil. These result strongly suggest that Fowler-Nordheim electron injection is not a primary
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driving mechanism for the initiation and development of streamers in transformer oil. This
assertion is supported by the results presented in the next section, which examines thermal
enhancement and current flow due to Fowler-Nordheim charge injection.
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Figure 4.10 Thepssileto anesstlvel ion chermal densitieme in transformer oil due toer
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cant role in the initiation and growth of streamers, it must cause enough thermal enhance-
ment in the high field region near the needle tip to lead to the development of a low density
region. None of the voltage excitations used for the Fowler-Nordheim charge injection sim-
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ulations being discussed in this section lead to any appreciable thermal enhancement in the
transformer oil. In fact, only the 600 kV and 700 kV excitations lead to any observable
temperature rise above the 300 K ambient temperature of the oil.
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Figure 4.11: Temperature enhancement of transformer oil due to Fowler-Nordheim charge
injection after step voltage excitations with amplitudes of 600 and 700 kV and 10 Ps dura-
tion.
Figure 4.11 shows the temperature enhancement profiles in the transformer oil along the
needle-sphere axis near the needle tip caused by the application of 600 kV and 700 kV step
voltage excitations of 10 ps duration. The 600 kV excitation only leads to a fraction of
a degree temperature rise in the oil, right at the needle tip. The 700 kV excitation does
cause some thermal enhancement in the oil; however, the corresponding electric field levels
necessary to generate that enhancement are much higher than those required to initiate
a streamer in transformer oil. These results again support the conclusion that Fowler-
Nordheim charge injection does not play a dominant role in the formation of electrical
streamers in transformer oil.
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4.2 Streamer Modeling and Simulation
4.2.3.3 Terminal Current Evaluation
During liquid dielectric breakdown testing, any free charge carriers in the liquid will move
under the influence of the applied electric field, resulting in the development of a conduction
current that can be measured at the electrode geometry's terminals. Experimental work
has been carried out which measures the currents that flow during streamer initiation and
growth in transformer oil [8, 17]. These measurements are extremely difficult due to a range
of issues including the speed of streamers, the large displacement currents caused by rapid
voltage excitations and the sensitivity of measurement equipment. However, most work
suggests that conduction currents on the order of several milliamperes flow during streamer
propagation.
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Figure 4.12: Terminal currents resulting from Fowler-Nordheim charge injection due to step
voltage excitations with amplitudes of 500, 600 and 700 kV.
This information is useful when accessing the possible role played by various charge gener-
ation mechanisms in the initiation and development of streamers in transformer oil. The
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terminal currents for each of the CMP Fowler-Nordheim charge injection simulations being
discussed in this thesis were recorded using an innovative energy based method, which is
detailed in Appendix B. The terminal currents for the 700 kV, 600 kV and 500 kV voltage
excitations studied in this thesis are shown in Figure 4.12. The shape of the terminal current
waveforms plotted in Figure 4.12 is due to the combination of displacement and conduction
currents. A thorough discussion of the theory surrounding electrical conduction in dielectric
materials, including the subjects of conduction and displacement currents can be found in
chapter three of [41]. Since displacement current is proportional to the temporal rate of
change of an applied electric field, any fast voltage ramp will lead to the development of a
significant displacement current. The step voltage excitations used in the Fowler-Nordheim
charge injection simulations being discussed in this thesis used a fast rise time of 0.01 ps,
which leads to significant displacement currents for each of the voltage excitations over the
first fraction of a millisecond. The conduction current is of greatest interest when assessing
if a particular charge generation mechanism plays a major role in streamer initiation and
growth. As can be seen from Figure 4.12, even the largest conduction current, which is
generated by the 700 kV excitation is more than three orders of magnitude smaller than the
milliampere conduction currents that are associated with streamer development in trans-
former oil. This is yet further evidence to support the conclusion that Fowler-Nordheim
charge injection does not play a significant role in the development of streamers in trans-
former oil.
4.2.4 Electric Field Dependent Ionic Dissociation Model
The second charge generation mechanism to be modeled as part of this thesis was electric
field dependent ionic dissociation. As described in Chapter 3, electric field dependent ionic
dissociation is a process by which the rate of dissociation of weakly bonded neutral ion-pairs
in transformer oil is modified by the application of an electric field. This process leads to
an alteration in the equilibrium concentration of free ions and neutral ion-pairs in the oil.
Specifically, it results in a shift in the equilibrium point towards a higher concentration of
free ions. This in turn leads to an increase in the electrical conductivity of the oil. As
the concentration of free ions in the oil increases, so too does the thermal dissipation that
results from the movement of the ions under the influence of the applied electric field. In
this section, a model for electric field dependent ionic dissociation is solved using CMP for
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a number of different voltage excitations. The results of these simulations provide insight
into the role that electric field dependent ionic dissociation plays in the initiation and
development of streamers in transformer oil.
As a charge generation mechanism, electric field dependent ionic dissociation differs fun-
damentally from Fowler-Nordheim charge injection in that it leads to the generation of
both positive and negative free charge carriers. The electrodynamic model for electric field
enhanced ionic dissociation is given by Equations 4.11-4.13. Equation 4.11 is Poisson's
equation, which links the spatial electric field distribution to the densities of free positive
and negative ions. Equations 4.12 and 4.13 are the charge continuity equations for the
positive and negative ions generated due to dissociation.
-V-(eVV) = p+ + p_ where E = -VV (4.11)
at+ +V- J+ = PoKF(|$|} + P+P-KR where J+ P+p+E and po = ec (4.12)
a + - - -poKoF(|E|) - P -KR where _ = -p4yE and po = ec (4.13)ate
where V is the applied potential, c is the permittivity of the oil, p+ is the positive ion charge
density, p_ is the negative ion charge density, E is the electric field vector, p+ is the positive
ion mobility, p_ is the negative ion mobility, e is the magnitude of electron charge and c
is the non-field concentration of neutral ion-pairs in the transformer oil. KeF(|E|) and
KR are the electric field dependent dissociation rate and the Langevin recombination rate
respectively. The structure of both these terms is detailed in Section 3.2.2 of this thesis.
As was the case with Fowler-Nordheim charge injection model, the effects of the electrical
power dissipation on the temperature of the transformer oil due to dissociation are captured
using the thermal diffusion equation [40], which has the following form:
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+& 
-VT = KV 2 T + d(4.14)
at PlCV
where T is the temperature of the liquid in Kelvin, V' is velocity of the liquid, KT is the
thermal diffusivity of the liquid, pi is the liquid's density, c, is the specific heat of the liquid
and #d is the dissipative source term. #d is assumed to be purely electrical in nature and
is the product of the current density and the local electric field, J - E, where in the case of
ionic dissociation the total current density has the following form:
J = (p+p+ - pM_)E (4.15)
4.2.5 Solving the Electric Field Dependent Ionic Dissociation Model
As was the case for the Fowler-Nordheim charge injection model described earlier in this
chapter, the electric field dependent ionic dissociation model detailed above was solved for
the needle/sphere electrode geometry described in [19] using the CMP simulation suite. As
with all the simulations being discussed in this thesis, the dissociation simulations were
carried out using a non-dimensional model.
Replacing poK 9 on the right hand side of Equations 4.12 and 4.13 with p2KR in accor-
dance with Equation 3.12 and applying the non-dimensionalizations given in Appendix A to
the complete electric field dependent ionic dissociation model specified by Equations 4.11-
4.14 leads to the following set of non-dimensional equations:
-V - (VV) = ++ in Q (4.16)
+ V- (Et+) =okRF(|| + 1 +±N-kR in Q (4.17)
ot
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~ + -(-f--) = -fioiF(|S|} - N+N-KR in Q (4.18)Ot
= I 2'f+E-J in Q (4.19)at
where J=(+K+±- -- )E
The non-dimensionalized dissociation model given by Equations 4.16-4.19 was solved using
CMP. The needle-sphere electrode geometry used for the Fowler-Nordheim charge injection
simulations was also used for the electric field dependent dissociation simulations. The
simulation model was solved for three step voltage excitations with amplitudes of 200, 300
and 400 kV, and each with a rise time of 1 x 10-8 seconds. These excitation levels were
chosen because they combine with the simulation geometry to generate electric field levels
on the order of 1 x 109 (V/m) at the needle tip, which have been shown to form streamers
in transformer oil during breakdown testing. For all simulations the positive and negative
ion mobilities, p+ and p_, were assumed to both be 1 x 10-9 (m 2 /V-s).
Each of the electric field dependent ionic dissociation simulations were run for 10 ps.
Experimental work tells us that streamers form in transformer oil within a fraction of
microsecond after a sufficient voltage excitation is applied, and so running the field enhanced
dissociation simulations for 10 ps provides enough time for significant streamer dynamics
to take place. If no major streamer like dynamics are observed in the simulation results
it can be assumed that electric field enhanced ionic dissociation is not a primary driver of
the initiation and growth of streamers in transformer oil. The meshed simulation geometry,
which was used to carry out the field dependent ionic dissociation simulations is shown in
Figure 4.13. The mesh differs from that used for the Fowler-Nordheim charge injection
simulations in terms of the number of mesh elements. The mesh shown in Figure 4.13
consists of only 2651 elements, significantly less than the 16016 elements of the Fowler-
Nordheim mesh. The main reason for the smaller number of elements is the fact that a much
more sparse mesh was used around the needle electrode in the dissociation simulations than
was the case in the charge injection simulations, due to the fact that dissociation boundary
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conditions do not involve charge injection.
Figure 4.13: Meshed needle-sphere simulation geometry on which the electric field depen-
dent ionic dissociation model was solved using CMP.
4.2.5.1 Electric Field Distributions
The electric field dynamics caused by electric field dependent ionic dissociation between
the needle and spherical electrodes for each of the applied voltage excitations were found
using CMP. At first glance the results do not appear very different from the electric field
dynamics caused by Fowler-Nordheim charge injection. Figure 4.14 plots the electric field
distribution along the needle-sphere axis after the 200 kV excitation has been applied to the
needle electrode for 10 ps. The distribution has a very similar shape to the Laplacian field
distribution for the needle-sphere geometry shown in Figure 4.8. However, one difference is
evident near the needle tip at Z = 0, where the peak value of the electric field magnitude
appears not to be right at the needle tip at Z = 0, but rather slightly displaced towards the
spherical electrode.
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Figure 4.14: The electric field distribution along the needle-sphere axis after a 200 kV
excitation for 10 ps of the electric field dependent ionic dissociation model.
This is evidence of some dynamics in the electric field distribution near the needle tip.
To examine these dynamics near the needle tip in a temporal context the electric field
distributions at times; t = 1, 5 and 10 As are plotted in Figure 4.15. The results shown
in this plot are very interesting. The peak of the electric field distribution is clearly not
located at the needle tip, but rather a small distance into the transformer oil. Furthermore,
the position of the field's peak is dynamic, with the peak continually moving away from the
needle tip. Similarly, somewhat more amplified electric field dynamics near the needle tip
are observed in the simulation results for both the 300 and 400 kV step voltage excitations.
The electric field distributions at times; t = 1, 5 and 10 ps near the needle tip for the 300
and 400 kV excitations are plotted in Figures 4.16 and 4.17 respectfully. The fact that the
peak of the electric field in these plots moves with time is very significant. For a streamer
to develop in transformer oil a dissipative source must travel through the oil. A moving
electric field peak forms part of any such dissipative source and as such the dynamic electric
field distributions plotted in Figures 4.15 to 4.17 are the first simulation results presented
in this thesis, which possess streamer-like characteristics.
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Figure 4.15: Temporal development of the electric field distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis near the needle tip given by the solution of the electric field dependent ionic
dissociation model for a 200 kV step-voltage excitation of the needle electrode.
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Figure 4.16: Temporal development of the electric field distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis near the needle tip given by the solution of the electric field dependent ionic
dissociation model for a 300 kV step-voltage excitation of the needle electrode.
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Figure 4.17: Temporal development of the electric field distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis near the needle tip given by the solution of the electric field dependent ionic
dissociation model for a 400 kV step-voltage excitation of the needle electrode.
4.2.5.2 Charge Density Distributions
Understanding why the electric field dependent ionic dissociation model leads to the type of
dynamic electric field distributions plotted in Figures 4.15 to 4.17 requires an examination
of the free ion charge density distributions near the needle tip. Electric field dependent
ionic dissociation is a bipolar charge generation mechanism. The positive and negative ion
charge distributions along the needle-sphere axis near the needle electrode's tip at times
t = 1, 5 and 10 ps resulting from a 200 kV step excitation of the needle are shown in
Figure 4.18. The positive and negative ion charge densities plotted in this figure are not
perfectly symmetric. The reason for this is the fact that when generated, the positive and
negative ions move in opposite directions at slightly different velocities due to the non-
uniformity of the electric field near the needle tip. This movement coupled to the fact that
negative ions are swept out of the system at the positive needle electrode results in the
formation of a moving zone of net positive space charge in the oil. The temporal dynamics
of net charge density in the oil are plotted in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.18: Temporal development of the positive and negative ion charge density dis-
tributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis given by the solution of the electric field
dependent ionic dissociation model for a 200 kV step-voltage excitation of the needle elec-
trode.
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Figure 4.19: Temporal development of the net ion charge density distribution along the
needle-sphere electrode axis given by the solution of the electric field dependent ionic dis-
sociation model for a 200 kV step-voltage excitation of the needle electrode.
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The fact that electric field dependent ionic dissociation can lead to the development of a
moving region of net positive space charge in transformer oil as shown in Figure 4.19 is
a very significant result, when exploring the processes responsible for the initiation and
growth of streamers. The significance lies in the fact that when bipolar charge carriers are
generated with spatially non-uniform densities their separation under the influence of an
imposed electric field can result in the formation of net positive and negative space charge
densities in the transformer oil, which modify the Laplacian-like electric field distribution
near the needle electrode's tip, which can then in turn lead to further dynamics. In the case
of electric field dependent ionic dissociation the processes occurs as follows:
1. The positive voltage excitation applied to the needle electrode results in the development
of a highly non-uniform electric field distribution in the transformer oil in the region near
the needle tip.
2. The high electric field near the needle tip causes significant charge dissociation in that
region.
3. The resulting positive ions move away from the needle tip with decreasing velocity due
to the falling electric field intensity further away from the needle tip, while the negative
ions are swept towards the needle tip and out of the system with a high velocity due to
the high field at the needle tip.
4. The separation of the ions densities results in the formation of a positive space charge
density in front of the needle tip.
5. This positive space charge density modified the Laplacian electric field distribution, re-
sulting in the peak of the electric field moving from the needle tip's surface to a point in
the oil in front of the needle.
6. This modified electric field distribution then causes further dissociation to occur and the
process of dissociation and electric field modification continues.
The CMP simulation results for the electric field dependent ionic dissociation model excited
by the 300 and 400 kV step excitations have similar characteristics to those of the 200 kV
case discussed above. The temporal development of the net charge densities along the
needle-sphere axis close to the needle electrode tip for the 300 and 400 kV excitations are
plotted in Figures 4.20 and 4.21.
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Figure 4.20: Temporal development of the net ion charge density distribution along the
needle-sphere electrode axis given by the solution of the electric field dependent ionic dis-
sociation model for a 300 kV step-voltage excitation of the needle electrode.
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Figure 4.21: Temporal development of the net ion charge density distribution along the
needle-sphere electrode axis given by the solution of the electric field dependent ionic dis-
sociation model for a 400 kV step-voltage excitation of the needle electrode.
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4.2.5.3 Thermal Enhancement and Terminal Current Evaluation
The results discussed in the previous section show that at the electric field levels required for
streamer initiation and growth in transformer oil, electric field dependent ionic dissociation
causes certain electric field and charge carrier dynamics to occur. However, these dynamics
are confined to a very localized region surrounding the needle electrode's tip and do not
appreciably effect the overall electric field distribution in the transformer oil between the
needle and spherical electrodes. This lack of any major macroscopic effects suggests that
electric field dependent ionic dissociation is not a primary cause of streamer initiation and
growth in transformer oil. To further confirm this hypothesis the thermal enhancement
and terminal current results for the CMP simulations were examined. As was the case
with the Fowler-Nordheim charge injection simulations, the thermal enhancement in the
transformer oil caused by electric field dependent ionic dissociation was found by solving
the non-dimensionalized thermal diffusion equation (Equation 4.19) in conjunction with the
non-dimensionalized electrodynamic model given by Equations 4.16 to 4.18. The thermal
profiles along the needle sphere axis close to the needle tip caused by the application of the
200, 300 and 400 kV step excitations to the needle tip for 10 pis are plotted in Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.22: Temperature enhancement of the transformer oil near the needle tip due to
electric field dependent ionic dissociation for voltage excitations with amplitudes of 200,
300 and 400 kV and duration of 10 ps.
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The results plotted in Figure 4.22 do indicate that ionic dissociation causes greater thermal
enhancement than charge injection; however, the temperature rises caused by all the voltage
excitations after 10 ps (which is a very long period on the timescale of streamer initiation
and growth) are still well below the levels necessary to boil the oil and form streamers.
Furthermore, the temperature enhancements in the oil are only apparent right at the needle
electrode's tip and do not propagate into the oil's bulk, something that must happen for a
streamer to grow. The terminal current profiles for each of the three voltage excitations,
which are plotted in Figure 4.23 further confirm the conclusion that electric field dependent
ionic dissociation is not a primary cause of streamer initiation and growth. As in the
case of the terminal current results shown in Figure 4.12 for the Fowler-Nordheim charge
injection simulations, the fast voltage rise time of 1 x 10-8 seconds used in the electric
field dependent ionic dissociation simulations results in very large initial current values due
to the displacement current contributions. At later times when the displacement current
contribution falls away the conduction current levels become apparent. The conduction
current levels generated by the 200, 300 and 400 kV excitations are an order of magnitude
or more smaller than the current levels present during streamer initiation and growth in
transformer oil [8, 17].
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Figure 4.23: Terminal currents resulting from electric field dependent ionic dissociation due
to step voltage excitations with amplitudes of 200, 300 and 400 kV.
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4.3 Summary
In this chapter, electrodynamic models for Fowler-Nordheim electron injection and electric
field dependent ionic dissociation are developed and solved for a needle-sphere electrode
geometry using the COMSOL Multiphysics (CMP) finite element method simulation suite.
When solving the models, the needle electrode was excited with voltage levels known to
generate streamers in transformer oil. Section 4.1 presents the details of the CMP applica-
tion and steps through the stages involved in solving a model using CMP. Subsection 4.1.1
describes the CMP model navigator, which is the tool used to define the model's equations.
Subsections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 describe the importation of the simulation geometry and the
meshing process. Subsection 4.1.4 details the setting up of the solver and subsection 4.1.5
describes how simulation results are postprocessed in CMP.
Section 4.2 presents electrodynamic models for Fowler-Nordheim electron injection and
electric field dependent ionic dissociation. The non-dimensionalization of both models is
presented along with a discussion regarding the meshing of the needle-sphere electrode
geometry. Subsection 4.2.3 presents the results of the Fowler-Nordheim electron injection
model simulations for needle electrode excitations ranging from 3 x 105 to 7 x 105 (V).
The results of the simulations indicate that at the excitation levels being studied, the level
of electron injection is too small to result in the development of any electrodynamics that
result in the development of streamers. Figure 4.9 shows that the electric field distributions
at the needle electrode tip predicted by the Fowler-Nordheim electron injection model do
not deviate in form from the Laplacian field distribution for the needle-sphere electrode
shown in Figure 4.8. Subsection 4.2.5 presents the results of the electric field dependent
ionic dissociation model simulations for needle electrode excitations ranging from 2 x 105
to 4 x 105 (V). Figures 4.15 to 4.17 show that ionic dissociation does result in a temporal
modification of the electric field distribution near the needle; however, the level of the
modification is small. The major conclusion that can be drawn from the simulation results
presented in chapter 4 is that at the electric field levels typically associated with streamer
development in transformer oil, neither Fowler-Nordheim electron injection nor electric field
enhanced ionic dissociation leads to streamer-like electrodynamics. This indicates that some
other charge generation process must be the primary mechanism responsible for streamer
development.
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Chapter 5
On the Development of an Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization
Streamer Model
B ASED on the simulation results presented in Chapter 4 it is clear that neither Fowler-Nordheim charge injection or electric field dependent ionic dissociation play a primary
role in the initiation and growth of streamers in transformer oil. The other candidate mech-
anism which has yet to be examined is electric field dependent molecular ionization. As
stated in Chapter 3, electric field dependent molecular ionization is a direct ionization
mechanism, whereby an extremely high electric field leads to the extraction of a weakly
bonded electron from a neutral molecule, thus generating a free electron and positive ion.
As with electric field dependent ionic dissociation, field dependent molecular ionization
leads to the generation of both positive and negative charge carriers from neutral species.
However, the fact that field dependent ionization leads to the generation of free electrons
and positive ions rather than free positive and negative ions as is the case with the field
dependent dissociation process means that the electrodynamics associated with field de-
pendent ionization will be significantly different. In this chapter an electrodynamic model
is developed, which describes electric field dependent molecular ionization in transformer
oil. This model is solved using COMSOL Multiphysics and the results are discussed in the
context of streamer initiation and growth.
5.1 Modeling Electric Field Dependent Molecular Ionization
As with electric field dependent ionic dissociation, electric field dependent molecular ion-
ization is a charge generation mechanism, which results in the simultaneous generation of
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both positive and negative charge carriers. The difference is that in the case of ionization
the negative charge carriers are high mobility electrons rather than low mobility negative
ions. The mobility of electrons is about 1 x 10-4 (m2/V-s), which is about five orders of
magnitude faster than ions. This fact does not have a dramatic impact upon the modeling
of electric field dependent molecular ionization; however, as will be shown later, the genera-
tion of electrons rather than negative ions has a major impact upon the electrodynamics in
the oil. The most basic electrodynamic model for electric field dependent molecular ioniza-
tion involves Poisson's equation and two charge continuity equations, one for the positive
ions and one for the electrons. However, as discussed in section 3.3.3, this basic two carrier
model is not representative of what happens in real liquids, where free electrons have a
finite lifetime before they attach, or become trapped on neutral species in the oil, resulting
in the formation of negative ions. These negative ions represent a third free charge carrier
in the transformer oil. The full electrodynamic model for electric field dependent molecular
ionization comprised of Poisson's equation and three charge continuity equations, one each
for the positive and negative ions and one for the electrons is as follows:
-V -(VV) p+ + p- + p where E = -VV (5.1)
aP+ -) p+PeR+ pPRk - (5.2)
+ - J = G 1(|$\) + -+ where J+ PpE (5.3)t e e
pe -P+Pe R+ pe
+ V - Je = -G(S|) - - wh Where Je = -pepe$ (5.3)at e Ta
aP- - Pe P+P-R±
+ V- J- = where J_ = -p-p_ E (5.4)
t a e
The right hand side of Equation 5.2, the positive ion charge continuity equation, contains
one charge source term and two charge sink terms. GI(IE) represents the electric field
dependent molecular ionization source term, the details of which are discussed in section
3.2.3. The two sink terms account for the recombination of positive ions with free electrons
and negative ions in the oil. The details of the recombination rate constants R+ and
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R+ are discussed in section 3.3.1. Equation 5.3, which is the electron charge continuity
equation also contains a source term and two sink terms. One sink term accounts for
the recombination of electrons with positive ions, while the second sink term accounts for
the trapping or attachment of electrons to neutral species in the liquid. The details of
the electron attachment time constant Ta are discussed in section 3.3.3. Equation 5.4, the
negative ion charge continuity equation contains one charge source term and one charge
sink term. The source term accounts for attachment of electrons to neutral species leading
to the formation of negative ions, while the sink term accounts for the recombination of
negative ions with positive ions.
5.1.1 Ionization Source Term GI(|E|)
As stated in section 3.2.3 of this thesis, the development of a valid expression for the electric
field dependent molecular ionization source term in transformer oil is an exceptionally chal-
lenging task. Two major contributing factors to this difficulty are the lack of a liquid-state
theory and the complex chemical composition of transformer oil. As a result, those who
have attempted to model electric field dependent molecular ionization in dielectric liquids
have used a generation term with a form similar to the Zener ionization model for solids,
which is given by Equation 3.19 [31, 35]. This equation is restated below:
-. e2noa|$| ( irma255GI(IEI) = h exp -r e E (5.5)
h eh2|E|
The major difficulty that arises when trying to apply this equation to transformer oil lies
in the selection of parameter values. When dealing with a well characterized solid material,
the values of parameters such as the molecular separation constant a, the effective electron
mass m* and the molecular ionization energy A are generally known. This is not the case
with most liquids including transformer oil and so when using this type of ionization source
term a more general set of parameters are defined, whose values are selected based on
experimental evidence and reasonable assumptions about the liquid's characteristics. Two
general parameters are used to lump the unknown parameters in Equation 5.5 as follows:
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ar = 2E 1 = 7 h2  (5.6)h eh2
Using the lumped parameters defined in Equation 5.6 the source term for electric field
dependent molecular ionization in transformer oil takes on the following form:
G () = a I 'Iexp - (5.7)
During the course of the work carried out for this thesis, electric field dependent molecular
ionization simulations were carried out using a range of values for both aj and Er in an
effort to identify a reasonable set of parameter values. This results of this work will be
discussed in detail in later sections of this chapter.
5.1.2 Parameter Selection for Recombination Terms R+ and R±
e
Both the ion-ion and ion-electron recombination terms used in the electric field depen-
dent molecular ionization model are of the Langevin type. As discussed in section 3.3.1,
Langevin recombination is a diffusion based theory and as such is not strictly applicable to
regions of liquid where the electric field levels are high. In the electrodynamic model given
by Equations 5.1 to 5.4 the ion-ion recombination rate constant R± and the ion-electron
recombination rate constant R+ are assumed to have the same value calculated using the
ion mobility values:
e(p+ + p-) _ 1.6 x 10-19(2 x 10-9) = 1.64 x 1017 (M 3 /8) (5.8)
e E 2.2E0
This value is slightly higher than that used by other authors to describe ion-ion and ion-
electron recombination in dielectric liquids [26, 35]; however, it falls well within the accept-
able range.
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5.1.3 Thermal and Energy Mapping
For both the Fowler-Nordheim charge injection and the electric field dependent ionic dis-
sociation analyses presented in Chapter 4, the enhancement in the temperature of the
transformer oil was mapped using the thermal diffusion equation given by Equation 4.5.
However, further consideration of the issues surrounding thermal dissipation in a dielectric
liquid, such as transformer oil raises the question of whether or not it is even necessary to
consider thermal diffusion in the context of streamer analysis due to the short timescales
involved in streamer initiation and growth.
This question can be answered by establishing what is the thermal diffusion length scale
in transformer oil over the timescale of interest, which in the case of a streamer is on the
order of 1 ps or less. A long thermal diffusion length scale indicates that it is important
that the full thermal diffusion equation be used to map thermal enhancement in a streamer
model. However, if the thermal diffusion length scale is found to be short, the effects of
thermal diffusion can be ignored completely in any streamer modeling and analysis. For a
liquid the thermal diffusion length scale is defined as follows:
6 dif = v6T (5.9)
where 6 dif is the diffusion length scale, a is the thermal diffusivity of the liquid and r is
the timescale of interest. As stated above, the timescale of interest for a calculation related
to streamer formation and growth is on the order of 1 ps or less and so for the calculation
of the thermal diffusion length scale, r is chosen to equal 1 Ps. The thermal diffusivity
of transformer oil is related to the oil's density pl, its specific heat c,, and its thermal
conductivity KT as follows:
a = (5.10)
For transformer oil, reasonable values for the above parameters are as follows:
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KT = 0.13 (W/m-K) c, = 1.7 x 103 (J/kg-K) pi = 880 (Kg/m 3 )
Substituting these values into Equation 5.10 results in the following value for a:
0.13
a x 01 8 8.69 x 10- (m2/s)1.7 x 103 880 (5.11)
Substituting this value of a into Equation 5.9 along with a value of r = 1 ps results in the
following value for the thermal diffusion length scale 6dif:
6dif = V/8.69 x 10-8 1 x 10-6 = 2.95 x 10 -~ 0.3 (pm) (5.12)
The value of 6dif calculated in Equation 5.12 is nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than
the diameter of a typical streamer in transformer oil. This confirms that it is unnecessary
to consider thermal diffusion when mapping the dissipation of energy in transformer oil.
This means that assuming the liquid is not moving with any appreciable velocity the full
thermal diffusion equation can be simplified to an equation with the following form:
aT #d
at PIC,
(5.13)
where 4d is the dissipative power density in the transformer oil due to electrodynamic
processes taking place in the liquid. Alternatively, instead of mapping the thermal profile
in the oil the energy density profile can be mapped using the following energy mapping
equation:
at
where W is the dissipative energy density in the transformer oil.
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5.2 Solving the Electric Field Dependent Molecular
Ionization Model
As was the case for the charge injection and ionic dissociation models discussed in Chapter
3, the electric field dependent molecular ionization model described by Equations 5.1 - 5.4
and Equations 5.13 and 5.14 was solved for the needle-sphere electrode geometry described
in [19] using the CMP simulation suite. As with all the simulations being presented in
this thesis, the electric field dependent ionization simulations were carried out using a non-
dimensional framework.
5.2.1 Non-Dimensionalized Electric Field Dependent Molecular
Ionization Model
The non-dirmensionalized electric field dependent molecular ionization model, which was
solved using CMP, is comprised of the following set of equations:
-V - (VV) + +-+#e in (5.15)
+V-++$) = $1(\$|} + N+ie5+ + p-R in Q (5.16)
~e=- + Y -(-#iee$) = -OI(|S|) - #+ - - in Q (5.17)
at e a
~ + Ya(-#---) = e- - in Q (5.18)
(E|), the non-dimensional form of the electric field dependent ionization term GI has
the following form:
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GI(I|) = d|Il exp (5.19)
The non-dimensionalizations for both aj and E1 are defined in Appendix A. The thermal
impact of electric field dependent molecular ionization was analyzed using both the non-
dimensionalized version of the thermal diffusion equation and the energy mapping equation
(Equation 5.14). These two equations have the following non-dimensional form:
-$ in Q (5.20)
aw -
=EJ- in Q (5.21)
where J= (3+i+ - 1-- - fiebe)$
5.2.2 Simulation Case Study: Simplified Molecular Ionization Model
As will be shown in this and later sections of this thesis, electric field dependent molecular
ionization plays a crucial role in the development of streamers in transformer oil. This is a
fact that has not been explored comprehensively in the literature to date. This document
aims to address this deficiency by comprehensively explaining how molecular ionization
impacts upon the electrodynamic characteristics of an electrically stressed dielectric liquid.
The first stage in the study of molecular ionization in transformer oil involved solving
a simplified version of the non-dimensional molecular ionization model detailed in section
5.2.1. The simplified model only accounts for the presence of positive ions and electrons in
the oil (i.e., the simplified model does not include a negative ion free charge carrier). The
simplified model also ignores the possibility of electron-ion recombination taking place in the
oil. The electrodynamic equations for this simplified non-dimensional molecular ionization
model are as follows:
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-V-(VV)=#++#e in Q (5.22)
+ V -(#+f+$) =NI(I ) in Q (5.23)
-+V* -(-pefeE)= -G(~I) in Q (5.24)
at
The non-dimensional molecular ionization charge generation term, Oi(I$|), on the right-
hand side of Equations 5.23 and 5.24 has the same form in the simplified model as that
given by Equation 5.19 for the full model. The thermal diffusion equation used for the full
molecular ionization model (Equation 5.20) was also used to model the thermal enhancement
in the oil caused by the motion of the free charge carriers in the simplified model, the one
difference being that in the case of the simplified model, the current density term J, does
not have a negative ion component. Therefore for the simplified model, J has the following
structure:
J= (fi+A+ - iee)$ (5.25)
The primary aim of the initial simulation runs, which were carried out using the simplified
molecular ionization model was to provide insight into the dynamics caused by ionization,
and to facilitate the selection of appropriate parameter values for the ionization source
term Gr(jEj) before solving the full ionization model. For the simplified ionization model
simulations, the needle electrode was excited with a positive step voltage excitation. The
amplitude of the excitation was 300 kV, while the step rise time was 1 x 10-8 seconds. This
voltage excitation level was chosen as it generates an electric field level at the tip of the
needle electrode, which is significant enough to result in the development of a streamer in
transformer oil [6, 8, 29, 31]. The Laplacian electric field distribution resulting from the
application of a 300 kV step excitation to the needle-sphere electrode geometry is plotted
in Figure 4.8. For the reduced model simulations, the values of o:i and El were set equal to
1.16 x 107 (F/m 2-s) and 5 x 108 (V/m) respectively. By assuming a value of 3 x 10-- 0 (m)
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for the molecular separation constant a, the value of a used for the simplified ionization
model simulations corresponds to a value for the number density of ionizable species, no, of
1 x 1021 (1/M 3 ).
Needle Electrode Tip
I
I112
Figure 5.1: Meshed needle-sphere simulation geometry on which the simplified electric field
dependent molecular ionization model was solved using CMP.
A typical dielectric liquid will contain on the order of 1 x 1027 molecules per cubic meter
and therefore the actual number of ionizable molecules only represents a tiny fraction of
the overall liquid. Values in the range of 1 x 1021 to 1 x 1022 (1/m3 ) have been suggested as
appropriate for the number density of ionizable species in transformer oil in the literature [8,
29]. The value of E1 used in the ionization source term controls the electric field level at
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which ionization takes place. For the initial simplified model simulations, a value of 5 x 108
(V/m) was used as it was expected that this would result in a similar electric field level in
the oil. The meshed non-dimensional needle-sphere simulation geometry, which was used
for the simplified molecular ionization model case studies is shown in Figure 5.1. In this case
the meshing process makes use of mesh seed lines. These lines enable the implementation
of meshes that have reasonably uniform element sizes over large areas. The mesh contains
8595 elements.
5.2.2.1 Electric Field Dynamics Predicted by Simplified Ionization Model
The results of the simulation case studies carried out using the simplified molecular ion-
ization model are very different to any of the results generated by the Fowler-Nordheim
charge injection or ionic dissociation simulation case studies discussed in chapter 4. The
most obvious difference is the fact that the electric field distribution between the needle
and spherical electrodes show significant temporal dynamics.
Figure 5.2 shows the electric field distribution dynamics between the needle and spherical
electrodes along the needle-sphere axis predicted by the simplified molecular ionization
model at 1 ps intervals between t = 0+ and t = 12 ps (the t = 0+ electric field distribution
represents the Laplacian electric field distribution generated by the needle-sphere electrode
geometry). Some of the very interesting and important features of the electric field dynamics
generated by the simplified ionization model include the facts that the peak of the electric
field distribution does not occur at the needle electrode tip as it does for the Laplacian
field distribution, but rather at a point in the oil gap between the needle and spherical
electrodes; and that the location of the electric field's peak changes with time, moving from
the needle electrode towards the spherical electrode. The temporal dynamics of the electric
field along the needle-sphere electrode axis over the first microsecond of voltage excitation
are plotted in Figure 5.3.
The electric field distributions shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 are milestone results in regards
to the work being presented in this thesis as they represent the first examples of electric
field simulation results which have "electric field wave" characteristics. As discussed in
chapter 3, the term "electric field wave" can be used to describe a temporally dynamic
electric field distribution, where the position of the electric field peak "propagates" between
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0.01 0.015
Needle-Sphere/Z-Axis (m)
0.025
Figure 5.2: Temporal dynamics of the electric field distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis predicted by the simplified molecular ionization model due to the application
of a 300 kV positive step voltage excitation to the needle electrode.
two electrodes of opposite polarity over time. The development of an electric field wave in
transformer oil is a fundamental pillar of the theory describing the development of streamers
in transformer oil being presented in this thesis. The importance of the electric field wave
lies in the fact that as it propagates through the oil it leads to the formation of a moving
dissipative source, which causes thermal dissipation in the liquid. Depending on the level
of this dissipation, the liquid will either be heated significantly, or actually vaporize leading
to the formation of a streamer.
In addition to examining the electric field distributions along the needle-sphere axis as
done in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, it is interesting to examine how the electric field's spatial dis-
tribution changes with time. In Figure 5.4,the electric field's surface distributions (electric
field distribution as a function of r and z in the electrode geometry) at t = 2 ps, 6 ps and
10 ps as predicted by the simplified molecular ionization model are plotted. These spatial
electric field distributions highlight some interesting features of the simplified molecular
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Figure 5.3: Temporal dynamics of the electric field distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis over the first microsecond of voltage excitation predicted by the simplified
molecular ionization model.
ionization model's performance. The first of these is the fact that at earlier times, the
electric field wave generated by the simplified model is large and sweeps through a signifi-
cant portion of the oil gap's volume as it propagates from the needle electrode towards the
spherical electrode. This behavior is evident in both Figure 5.4 (a) and (b). At later times,
as the electric field wave approaches the spherical electrode the electric field wave becomes
more focused and the peak of the electric field distribution increases in amplitude. This
behavior is evident in Figure 5.4 (c).
A very exciting feature of the electric field dynamics plotted in both Figures 5.2 and 5.4
is the fact that the peak of the electric field wave propagates with a velocity of 2 km/s. This
value corresponds very closely to the typical values stated for the propagation velocity of
positive streamers in transformer oil, given similar levels of electrical excitation. This fact
is very positive and indicates that the simplified ionization model is at the very least a step
in the right direction towards the development of a full streamer model for transformer oil.
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However, at this point it is also important to point out some of the issues with the electric
field distributions generated by the simplified ionization model. The first is related to the
magnitude of the electric field. In Figure 5.2 and 5.3 the peak of the electric field wave has
an amplitude that varies between 2.5 x 107 and 3.5 x 107 (V/m).
This range of values is an order of magnitude lower than the field levels, which would be
expected at the tip of a streamer in transformer oil. The second issue with the simplified
model's simulation results relates to the extent of the volume of oil through which the
electric field wave passes, which is many times greater than the volume through which a
streamer passes. Later sections will detail how these issues are related to the selection of
the ionization source term's parameters or and E1 .
5.2.2.2 Charge Density Dynamics Predicted by Simplified Ionization Model
The results presented in the previous section show that the implementation of the simpli-
fied molecular ionization model results in the development of an electric field wave, which
originates at the needle electrode's tip and propagates through the transformer oil bulk
towards the spherical electrode. In the qualitative discussion regarding electric field depen-
dent molecular ionization presented in chapter 3, it was stated that the underlying reason
why ionization results in the formation of an electric field wave is linked to the vastly differ-
ing mobilities of the electrons and positive ions generated during ionization leading to the
formation of regions of net space charge in the oil, which modify the Laplacian field distri-
bution of the needle-sphere electrode geometry and ultimately result in the development of
the electric field wave.
To assess if the dynamics qualitatively described above actually take place, it is necessary
to examine the temporal dynamics of the positive ion and electron charge density distri-
butions generated by the simplified ionization model. The positive ion and electron charge
density distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis generated by the simplified ion-
ization model from t = 1 ps to 12 ps are plotted in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. On first inspection
the positive ion and the electron charge density distributions appear to be mirror images
of one another about the horizontal axis. This is to be expected considering the fact that
ionization results in the generation of equal numbers of positive ion and electrons.
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Figure 5.4: Electric field surface distribution (as a function of r and z in the electrode
geometry) at t = 2 ps, 6 is and 10 ps given by the solution of the simplified molecular
ionization model.
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Figure 5.5: Temporal dynamics of
needle-sphere electrode axis given
model.
the positive ion charge density distribution along the
by the solution of the simplified molecular ionization
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Figure 5.6: Temporal dynamics of the electron charge density distribution along the needle-
sphere electrode axis given by the solution of the simplified molecular ionization model.
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However, closer inspection of the curves, particularly at the fronts reveals some subtle
differences. In particular, the electron charge density distributions appear to be slightly
more smeared than their corresponding positive ion distributions. The reason for this
smearing of the electron charge density distributions is the fact that the mobile electrons
are being swept away from the ionization zone (front of the distribution) towards the positive
needle electrode by the applied electric field. This process invariably leads to the formation
of regions of net positive space charge as shown in Figure 5.7, where the net charge density
along the needle-sphere electrode axis is plotted in 1 ps intervals from t = 1 ps to 12 ps. The
results shown in Figure 5.7 are highly significant as they confirm the qualitative argument
being put forward as part of this thesis regarding the fact that molecular ionization results
in the formation of a zone of net space charge in electrically stressed transformer oil, which
in turn drives the propagation of electric field waves through the oil.
12-
PNET~t1~C
NETT
0
z
2O 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025
Needle-Sphere/Z-Axis (m)
Figure 5.7: Temporal dynamics of the net space charge density distribution along the needle-
sphere electrode axis given by the solution of the simplified molecular ionization model.
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5.2.2.3 Electric Potential, Terminal Current and Thermal Dynamics Predicted
by Simplified Ionization Model
Along with the electric field and charge density dynamics discussed in the previous sections,
the dynamics of the electrostatic potential, the thermal enhancement and the terminal
current given by the solution of the simplified molecular ionization model provide significant
insight regarding the validity of using the simplified model for the modeling of streamers
in transformer oil. The electrostatic potential distributions given by the solution of the
simplified model are particularly useful for assessing its validity for streamer modeling. In
the literature it is suggested that the potential drop in a streamer channel in transformer oil
(i.e., the region between the needle electrode's tip and the peak of the electric field wave)
should range from 10 to 20 kV/cm [6, 8, 17]. Figure 5.8 plots the electrostatic potential
distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis given by the solution of the simplified
ionization model at 1 ps intervals from t = 0+ ps to 12 ps for a step voltage excitation of
300 kV.
3105
v t= 12 s
-
1 v 
ttt2lo
v t 14s
1 - - -- -- - - - --- -- -- - -.-.--. -. - . -
Figure 5.8: Electrostatic potential distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis from
t = 0+ ps to 12 Is, given by the solution of the simplified molecular ionization model.
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None of the potential distributions plotted in Figure 5.8 have the necessary potential drop
characteristics to suggest streamer like behavior. To visualize how the electrostatic poten-
tial distributions correspond with the electric field distributions given by the solution of
the simplified ionization model, the non-dimensional potential distributions and the corre-
sponding electric field distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 2 ps intervals
between t 2 ps and 10 pus are plotted in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Non-dimensional potential and corresponding
the needle-sphere electrode axis at 2 ps intervals from t
solution of t he simplified molecular ionization model.
electric field distributions along
= 2 ps to 10 ps. given by the
An examination of this figure (remembering that the potential is non-dimensionalized by
the applied voltage Vo = 300 (kV) and the electric field is non-dimensionalized by the
quotient of the applied voltage V and the electrode gap distance d = 0.025 (m)) clearly
shows that the potential drop in the region between the needle electrode's tip and the peak
of the electric field wave is significantly greater than what would be expected for a streamer
in transformer oil.
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The thermal enhancement in the oil given by the solution of the simplified ionization
model is plotted in Figure 5.10. As with several of the other figures generated from the
solutions of the simplified molecular ionization model, this figure is very significant in the
context of the overall goal of modeling streamer development in transformer oil. The reason
for this is the fact that this figure represents the first evidence of appreciable thermal
dissipation occurring in the oil away from the needle electrode's tip. In Figure 5.10 the
fronts of the thermal enhancement distribution at any given time corresponds to the position
of the peak in the electric field wave at that time. This can be confirmed by comparing
Figure 5.2 with Figure 5.10. This fact supports the concept that streamer development in
transformer oil is driven by a moving dissipative source sweeping through the oil.
T @ t = 12gs
T @ t =2s
0.01 0.015
Needle-Sphere/Z-Axis (m)
0.02 0.025
Figure 5.10: Thermal distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 2 ps intervals
from t = 2 ps to 12 ps. given by the solution of the simplified molecular ionization model.
As was the case when studying the Fowler-Nordheim charge injection and the ionic dis-
sociation mechanisms in chapter 4, the terminal current resulting from the solution of the
simplified molecular ionization model was calculated using the method detailed in Appendix
A. The results of this terminal current calculation are plotted in Figure 5.11. It is inter-
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esting to note that after the step-voltage excitation settles to a constant value the terminal
current settles to a value of several tens of milliamperes. In this situation there is still a dis-
placement current component due to the time varying electric field. Several authors present
experimental results in the literature which show terminal currents of a similar magnitude
during streamer propagation in transformer oil [6, 10, 11, 15, 16].
C0.6
0 0.5
0.3
_Terminal Current due to 300 kV Excitation
of Simplified Molecular Ionization Model
0.2 0.4 0.6
Time (s) 0.8 1 1.2x 10'
Figure 5.11: Terminal current generated by a 300 kV
molecular ionization model.
step-voltage excitation of the simplified
5.2.2.4 Comments Regarding the Performance of the Simplified Molecular
Ionization Model
The results of the simplified molecular ionization model simulations which have been pre-
sented in the preceding pages are extremely important. They confirm that the difference in
mobility between the electrons and positive ions generated due to ionization in transformer
oil leads to the formation of regions of net space charge in the oil. They also confirm that
this net space charge results in the development of an electric field wave, which propagates
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through the oil. Finally, the results also show that free charge carriers generated due to
ionization in the oil and the resulting electric field wave couple, resulting in the formation
of a propagating dissipative source, which heats the oil it passes through.
All the simplified molecular ionization model simulation results help to qualitatively con-
firm the theory that molecular ionization plays a major role in the development of streamers
in transformer oil. In fact some of the features of the simplified model simulation results also
correlate well quantitatively with what would be expected from a true streamer model. For
example, the velocity of the electric field wave predicted by the simplified ionization model
corresponds well with experimental measurements of the velocity of positive streamers in
transformer oil. The magnitude of the terminal current predicted by the simplified molecu-
lar ionization model also correlates well with what has been observed experimentally. These
quantitative agreements suggest that at the very least that the simplified model encapsu-
lates some of the features of a full streamer model. The fact that the quantitative agreement
exists in the case of the electric field wave's propagation velocity indicates that the ratio
between the electron and positive ion mobilities being used in the simplified ionization
model is appropriate, while the good agreement between the predicted and experimentally
recorded terminal current values suggests that the number density of ionizable species be-
ing used in the simplified model is also reasonably appropriate. However, in addition to its
positive characteristics, the simplified ionization model has a number of clear weaknesses,
when considered in the context of streamer modeling. The amplitude of the electric field
wave predicted by the simplified ionization model is an order of magnitude below what
would be expected for a streamer in transformer oil. The potential drop between the peak
of the electric field wave and the needle electrode's tip is more than an order of magnitude
greater than what is suggested to be appropriate in the literature, and the level of thermal
enhancement, which the model predicts is also an order of magnitude or more below that
necessary for the development of a low density region in transformer oil. These deficien-
cies are addressed in the next section, where the simulation results obtained using the full
molecular ionization model described at the start of this chapter are presented.
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5.2.3 Simulation Case Studies: Full Electric Field Dependent Molecular
Ionization Model
The solution results generated using the simplified electric field dependent molecular ion-
ization model which are presented in the preceding sections of this chapter confirm in a
qualitative manner the fact that molecular ionization plays a significant role in the de-
velopment of streamers in transformer oil. However, the simplified model fails to fully
capture some of the important physics involved in streamer development. The full electric
field dependent molecular ionization model, which was discussed at the start of this chap-
ter encapsulates more comprehensively the electrodynamic processes which take place in
transformer oil during streamer development. This complete model includes three charge
carriers; positive ions and electrons, which are generated due to the ionization process and
negative ions, which are generated due to electron attachment to neutral molecules in the
oil. In addition, the full model also accounts for the possibility of recombination between
positive ion and electrons, and positive ions and negative ions.
As with all other models being studied in this thesis, the full electric field dependent
molecular ionization model was solved for the needle-sphere electrode geometry specified
in [19] using CMP. The non-dimensionalized form of the model is given by Equations 5.15
to 5.21. For the simulations using the full ionization model, the needle electrode was excited
with a step-voltage, with an amplitude of 300 kV and a rise time of 1 x 10-8 seconds. The
ion mobilities p±, and the electron mobility pe, were selected to be 1 x 10-9 (M 2/V-s) and
1 x 10-4 (m2 /V-s) respectively. The ion-ion and electron-ion recombination rates R± and
R+, were both set at 1.65 x 10- 1 7 (m3 /s), while the electron attachment time constant Ta,
was set to equal 200 nanoseconds. Two simulation case studies using the full electric field
dependent molecular ionization model will be discussed in depth in this section. For case
study 1, the values of the ionization source term parameters al and E were set equal to
1.16 x 106 (F/M 2-s), and 5 x 109 (V/m) respectively, while for case study 2 the values of
ac and E were set equal to 1.16 x 107 (F/m 2-s) and 5 x 109 (V/m) respectively.
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5.2.3.1 Mesh Development for Full Electric Field Dependent Molecular
Ionization Model Simulations
The simulation of the complete electric field dependent molecular ionization model required
a much more advanced meshing strategy than was used with any of the previously simu-
lated models. The reason for this is linked to the fact that the dynamics generated by the
full ionization model proved to be much more spatially localized along the needle-sphere
electrode axis than was the case with any of the previously discussed models. This feature
of the full ionization model's performance posed a major problem when meshing the needle-
sphere electrode geometry. The fact that all the dynamics generated by the full molecular
ionization model occur very close (within 50 pm) to the needle-sphere electrode geometry's
axis of symmetry required the uses of very small mesh elements in this region, in order to
ensure simulation accuracy. However, to mesh the entire axis of symmetry with such small
elements would have resulted in a mesh comprising so many elements as to be computa-
tionally unrealistic. Therefore a dynamic structured mesh was used in order to reduce the
computational demands of solving the full molecular ionization model.
Dynamic structured meshing is a mesh generation technique that is particularly useful
for dealing with problems where there is an a priori knowledge of the spatial location of
the main dynamics. In the case of molecular ionization, it is a fact that the significant
electrodynamics (i.e., the ionization zone and the peak of the electric field wave) originate
at the tip of the needle electrode and propagate towards the spherical electrode. By breaking
up the overall simulation run into time increments, it was possible to structure the mesh
in a manner that maintained a dense mesh in the region where the main dynamics were
taking place, while keeping the mesh relatively sparse elsewhere to minimize the overall
computation. Even with the use of a structured mesh, the simulation of the full electric
field dependent molecular ionization model was extremely computationally intensive. As a
result, overall only 1 ps of data could be simulated in an acceptable time frame using ten
sub-increments of 0.1 ps. For each of these sub-increments a separate structured mesh was
defined. Figure 5.12 shows what the structured mesh looked like for the first and tenth time
increments, i.e., the mesh used to simulate from t = 0 to 0.1 ps and from 0.9 to 1 ps.
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Figure 5.12: Illustrations of the meshing used to simulate the full electric field dependent
molecular ionization model for time increment 1 from t = 0 to 0.1 ps and for time increment
10 from t = 0.9 to 1 ps.
5.2.3.2 Electric Field Dynamics Predicted by Full Electric Field Dependent
Molecular Ionization Model
The electric field distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from
t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solutions to case study 1 (aJ = 1.16 x 106 (F/m 2-s), E1 = 5 x 109
(V/m)), and case study 2 (a' = 1.16 x 107 (F/m 2-s), E1 = 5 x 109 (V/m)), of the full
molecular ionization model are plotted in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 respectively. As was the
case with the simplified ionization model, the full ionization model simulation results show
the development of an electric field wave, which propagates from the needle electrode's
tip towards the spherical electrode. The major differences between the electric field distri-
butions generated by the simplified ionization model simulations and those generated by
the full ionization model simulations relate to the peak values of the electric field waves.
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In the case of the simplified model simulation results, the peak value of the electric field
wave, which is shown in Figure 5.2, ranges from 2.5 x 107 to 3.5 x 107 (V/m). The peak of
the electric field wave seen in the full ionization model simulation results is approximately
6 x 108 (V/m) for case study 1, and 5 x 108 (V/m) for case study 2.
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Figure 5.13: Plot of the electric field distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at
0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the full molecular ionization
model assuming o = 1.16 x 106 (F/m 2-s) and E = 5 x 109 (V/n).
The peak values of the electric field waves predicted by both case study 1 and case study 2
simulations are in extremely good agreement with values for the electric field at the tip of a
streamer in transformer oil, which are stated in the literature [8, 16, 29]. The parameter E
is essentially responsible for specifying the electric field level at which ionization occurs. The
fact that the peak electric field values predicted by the full ionization model simulations,
which assumed a value of 5 x 109 (V/m) for E, closely match the values stated in the
literature for the peak value of the electric field in a streamer suggests that this is an
appropriate parameter value to use.
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Figure 5.14: Plot of the electric field distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at
0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the full molecular ionization
model assuming aj = 1.16 x 107 (F/m 2 -s) and E - 5 x 109 (V/nm).
As mentioned in the previous section, the dynamics seen while running the full molecular
ionization model case studies were much more localized than those observed in the case of
the simplified ionization model case studies. For both case study 1 (a = 1.16 x 106 (F/m2_
s), El = 5 x 109 (V/m)), and case study 2 (al = 1.16 x 107 (F/m 2-s), El = 5 x 109 (V/nm)),
the dynamics were localized to the region along the needle-sphere electrode axis with a
radius similar to that of the needle electrode's tip (40 pm). Figure 5.15 shows the electric
field surface distribution given by the solution of case study 1 at t = 0.2, 0.6 and 1 Ps.
Figure 5.16 shows the electric field surface distribution given by the solution of case study 2
at t = 0.2, 0.6 and 1 ps. The electric field surface distributions given by the solution of both
full ionization model case studies clearly contrast with the electric field distributions given
by the solution of the simplified ionization model case study which is shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.15: Electric field surface distributions (as a function of r and z in the electrode
geometry) at t = 0.2 ps, 0.6 ps and 1.0 ps given by the solution of case study 1 (aj =
1.16 x 106 (F/m 2-s), E, = 5 x 109 (V/m)), of the full electric field dependent molecular
ionization model.
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Figure 5.16: Electric field surface distributions (as a function of r and z in the electrode
geometry) at t = 0.2 ps, 0.6 ps and 1.0 ps given by the solution of case study 2 (aj =
1.16 x 107 (F/m 2-s), E, = 5 x 109 (V/m)), of the full electric field dependent molecular
ionization model.
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The reason why the electric field distributions given by the solutions to the full ionization
model case studies are much more localized to the needle-sphere electrode axis than the
electric field distributions given by the solution of the simplified ionization model is linked
to the value of E1 used when solving the models. As stated previously, the role played by
the parameter E1 in the operation of the charge generation term G(IE), is to modulate the
electric field level required to cause ionization. In the simplified ionization model simula-
tions, Er was set equal to 5 x 108 (V/m). This value of Er results in ionization taking place
at an electric field level on the order of 5 x 107 (V/m). The nature of the needle-sphere
electrode geometry being used in this thesis means that when the needle electrode is excited
by a 300 kV step-voltage, the resulting electric field distribution has a magnitude of 5 x 107
(V/m) or greater in a relatively large area surrounding the needle tip. Therefore ionization
occurs in a relatively large region surrounding the needle tip and the resulting electric field
wave dynamics also pass through a relatively large area.
The situation is different in the full ionization model case studies. In these simulations,
El was set to 5 x 109 (V/m). This value of EI results in ionization taking place at an
electric field level on the order of 5 x 108 (V/m). When the needle electrode of the needle-
sphere electrode geometry is excited by a 300 kV step-voltage, the resulting electric field
distribution will only reach levels equal to or greater than 5 x 108 (V/m) in the immediate
vicinity of the needle's tip. As a result, ionization only occurs in the immediate vicinity
of the needle electrode's tip and the resulting electric field wave, which propagates from
the needle electrode's tip towards the spherical electrode is localized to a region along the
needle-sphere axis with a radius approximately equal to the tip of the needle electrode,
which in the case of this thesis is 40 pm. The physical dimensions of the electric field waves
illustrated in Figures 5.15 and 5.16, which are generated by the full ionization model using
an E1 value of 5 x 109 (V/m) are very similar to the dimensions of streamers in transformer
oil, which have been observed experimentally [3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 15, 16].
5.2.3.3 Charge Density Dynamics Predicted by Full Electric Field Dependent
Molecular Ionization Model
As has been stated previously in this thesis, the charge density dynamics in electrically
stressed transformer oil play a key role in the development of electric field waves, and by
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extension the development of streamers. As discussed in the previous section, the electric
field wave distributions given by the solutions of the full molecular ionization model case
studies, which are plotted in Figures 5.13 and 5.14, have very different characteristics to the
field wave distribution given by the solution of the simplified molecular ionization model,
which is plotted in Figure 5.2. The reason for this is discussed in the preceding paragraphs.
Since the electric field distribution in the oil is linked to the net charge density distribution
by Gauss' Law, the fact that the electric field distributions predicted by the full and sim-
plified ionization model simulations differ also indicates that the respective charge density
distributions will differ. Figures 5.17 and 5.18 plot the positive ion charge density distribu-
tions along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals between 0 and 1 ps given by
the solutions of case study 1 (a' = 1.16 x 106 (F/m 2-s) and E = 5 x 109 (V/m)), and case
study 2 (al = 1.16 x 107 (F/m 2-s) and El - 5 x 109 (V/m)) of the full molecular ionization
model.
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Figure 5.17: Plot of the positive ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of case study 1
(a, = 1.16 x 106 (F/m 2-s) and E = 5 x 109 (V/m)) of the full molecular ionization model.
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Figure 5.18: Plot of the positive ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of case study 2
(ai = 1.16 x 107 (F/m 2-s) and E = 5 x 109 (V/m)) of the full molecular ionization model.
The full electric field dependent molecular ionization model being investigated in this section
assumes that along with positive ions, the oil also contains free electrons and negative ions.
The negative ions are formed through the attachment of electrons to neutral molecules in the
oil. For modeling purposes the free electron life time is assumed to be 200 (ns) [32, 35]. The
electron and negative ion charge density distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis
at 0.1 ps intervals between 0 and 1 ps given by the solutions of case study 1 (a, = 1.16 x 106
(F/m 2-s) and E, = 5 x 109 (V/m)) and case study 2 (a, = 1.16 x 107 (F/m 2-s) and
E = 5 x 109 (V/m)) of the full molecular ionization model are shown in Figures 5.19
to 5.22.
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Figure 5.19: Plot of the electron charge density distribution along the needle-sphere elec-
trode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 pts given by the solution of case study 1.
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Figure 5.20: Plot of the negative ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of case study 1.
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Figure 5.21: Plot of the electron charge density distribution along the needle-sphere elec-
trode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 pts given by the solution of case study 2.
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Figure 5.22: Plot of the negative ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of case study 2.
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As molecular ionization takes place, the resulting electrons and negative ions tend to move in
the opposite direction to the positive ions direction due to the influence of the applied electric
field. Over the timescale of interest, the highly mobile electrons tend to move appreciably
from the point where they were generated, while the positive and negative ions essentially
remain stationary. This results in the formation of regions of net space charge in the oil.
The temporal dynamics of the net space charge density distributions along the needle-sphere
electrode axis given by the solutions of case studies 1 and 2 of the full molecular ionization
model are shown in Figures 5.23 and 5.24 respectively. As expected, the net space charge
density distributions given by the solutions of the full ionization model case studies differ
significantly from those of the simplified ionization model plotted in Figure 5.7. The results
of the full ionization model simulations show the formation of impulse like regions of net
positive space charge, which have much greater charge density amplitudes than seen in the
simplified model's simulation results.
2000r
Needle-Sphere/Z-Axis (m) 2.5x 103
Figure 5.23: Plot of the net space charge density distribution along the needle-sphere elec-
trode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of case study 1.
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Figure 5.24: Plot of the net space charge density distribution along the needle-sphere elec-
trode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of case study 2.
Figures 5.25 and 5.26 show the net space charge density surface distributions given by the
solutions of case studies 1 and 2 of the full molecular ionization model at t = 0.2, 0.6 and
1 ps. Both figures illustrate the propagation of a region of net positive space charge from
the needle electrode's tip towards the spherical electrode. The position of the region of
net positive space charge at any given time indicates where the peak of the propagating
electric field wave is and thus where ionization is taking place in the oil. An exceptionally
important characteristic of the full molecular ionization model, which the net space charge
density surface distribution allows to be visualized is the physical size of the ionization zone
in the oil and the charge density within that zone. Figures 5.25 and 5.26 illustrate that the
full molecular ionization model, which has been developed as part of this thesis generates a
zone of ionization with a radius on the order of 1 x 10-5 (m), which contains a net charge
density on the order of 3 x 103 (C/m 3). These results strongly correlate with predictions
in the literature regarding these parameters and again highlight how the full molecular
ionization model, developed as part of this thesis, captures the dynamics associated with
streamer propagation in transformer oil.
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Figure 5.25: Net charge density surface distributions at t = 0.2 ps, 0.6 ps and 1.0 ps given
by the solution of case study 1 (ai = 1.16 x 106 (F/m 2-s), Er = 5 x 109 (V/m)) of the full
electric field dependent molecular ionization model.
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Figure 5.26: Net charge density surface distributions at t = 0.2 ps, 0.6 ps and 1.0 pss given
by the solution of case study 1 (a' = 1.16 x 107 (F/m2-s), E, = 5 x 109 (V/m)) of the full
electric field dependent molecular ionization model.
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5.2.3.4 Electric Potential Dynamics Predicted by Full Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization Model
The characteristics of the electric field dynamics and the charge density dynamics given
by the solutions of both case studies 1 and 2 of the full electric field dependent molecular
ionization model correlate well in a number of ways with the observed dynamics of streamers
in transformer oil. This is particularly true with regards to the magnitude of the electric
field at the peak of the electric field wave, the charge density in the ionization zone, and
the spatial dimensions of the dynamics which pass through the oil. However, one particular
feature of the full ionization model's simulation results, which does not correlate extremely
well with observed streamer behavior is the velocity at which the peak of the electric field
wave propagates through the oil. It is clear when studying Figure's 5.13 and 5.14 that as
time progresses the velocity at which the electric field wave is propagating decreases.
t
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Figure 5.27: Plot of the electric potential distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis
near the needle tip at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of case study
1.
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Figure 5.28: Plot of the electric potential distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis
near the needle tip at 0.1 pts intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of case study
2.
An explanation for this behavior can be found by examining the electric potential distribu-
tions in the oil along the needle-sphere electrode axis given by the solutions of case studies 1
and 2 of the full molecular ionization model. Figure 5.27 shows the electric potential distri-
bution along the needle-sphere electrode axis near the needle tip at 0.1 ps intervals from t
= 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of case study 1, while Figure 5.28 shows the corresponding
results given by case study 2. The results of both case studies indicate electric potential
drops in the tail of the electric field wave (the region between the peak of the electric field
wave and the needle electrode's tip, which is often referred to as the streamer channel)
of approximately 3 x 108 (V/m). Experimental results in the literature indicate that the
potential drop in a streamer channel can range from 2 to 4 (MV/m) [8, 17]. The order of
magnitude difference between the potential drop in the streamer channel predicted by the
full electric field dependent molecular ionization model and that observed experimentally
indicates that although it is very good, the model being studied does not yet completely
capture the physics involved in the development of a streamer in transformer oil.
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5.2.3.5 Thermal Dynamics Predicted by Full Electric Field Dependent
Molecular Ionization Model
Along with the electric field and charge density dynamics, the temperature enhancement and
terminal current predicted by the full electric field dependent molecular ionization model are
important metrics from accessing the validity of the model. The temperature enhancement
given by the solutions of case studies 1 and 2 of the full molecular ionization model are
shown in Figures 5.29 and 5.30. The results from both case studies show temperature
enhancement moving from the needle electrode towards the spherical electrode at the same
rate as the electric field wave.
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Figure 5.29: Plot of the temperature enhancement in the oil along the needle-sphere elec-
trode axis near the needle tip at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 Ps given by the solution of
case study 1.
The level of the predicted temperature enhancement in the oil differs significantly between
case study 1 and case study 2. In case study 1, only a fraction of a degree temperature rise in
the oil is predicted. Even accounting for reasonable margins of error in the modeling process,
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Figure 5.30: Plot of the temperature enhancement in the oil along the needle-sphere elec-
trode axis near the needle tip at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of
case study 2.
it is not possible to suggest that the full ionization model results in the formation of a low-
density streamer channel when solved using the case study 1 parameters (ai = 1.16 x 106
(F/m 2-s) and E = 5 x 109 (V/m)). The results of the case study 2 simulations are very
different. The solution indicates significant thermal enhancement in the region through
which the electric field wave propagates. The level of enhancement is significant enough
to suggest that the full molecular ionization model solved using case study 2 parameters
(ai = 1.16 x 107 (F/m 2-s) and Er = 5 x 109 (V/m)) leads to the formation of a low-density
streamer channel in transformer oil.
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5.2.3.6 Comments Regarding the Performance of the Full Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization Model
The simulation results generated using the full electric field dependent molecular ionization
model indicate that the model effectively encapsulates the vast majority of the physics as-
sociated with streamer development in transformer oil. In fact, a review of the literature
will reveal that the full molecular ionization model described and studied in this chap-
ter, more comprehensively captures the dynamics associated with streamer development
in transformer oil than any previously published model. The one area where the model
struggles is in the prediction of the potential drop in the tail of the electric field wave, or
alternatively, in the streamer channel. The results of both case study 1 and case study 2
simulations predict potential drops which are an order of magnitude greater than what has
been observed experimentally. This fact can be interpreted as an indication that the model
in its current form fails to fully capture the physics taking place in the streamer channel.
The full molecular ionization model, which has been discussed thus far, does not account for
the gas-phase physics that takes place in a streamer channel. Specifically, the model does
not account for the possibility of impact ionization in the streamer channel, or for the fact
that the free charge carriers in the gas-phase have a much higher mobility than they do in
the liquid phase. The next section of this chapter will address the addition of this gas-phase
physics to the full molecular ionization model. The ultimate aim being the development of
a "complete"' general streamer model.
5.3 Two-Phase Electric Field Dependent Molecular
Ionization Modeling
Electrical streamers in transformer oil are structures which are characterized as having
a different refractive index to the oil in which they develop. This fact has resulted in
the general assumption that streamers are gaseous structures. This thesis proposes that the
molecular ionization in the oil is the primary mechanism by which streamers form. Until this
point, this chapter has focused on modeling streamers using the full electric field dependent
molecular ionization model developed at the start of this chapter. This model does not
account for the physics which takes place within the low-density, or gas-phase streamer
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channel, which forms due to molecular ionization. To more completely describe a streamer
it is necessary to model the gas-phase processes in the streamer channel. The gas-phase
processes which must be included in a complete two-phase streamer model include impact
ionization (Townsend ionization), and the increase in the mobility of free charge carriers
in the gas-phase relative to the liquid-phase. The result of incorporating this additional
physics into the full electric field dependent molecular ionization model is a complete two-
phase model for streamer development in transformer oil.
5.3.1 Two-Phase Modeling
Two-phase streamer modeling poses a number of significant challenges. However, the ma-
jority of these relate to the implementation and simulation of the two-phase model, rather
than the development of the model itself. The major difference between the liquid-phase
molecular ionization model, which has been extensively discussed in this thesis, and a com-
plete two-phase streamer model is the inclusion of impact ionization, also commonly referred
to as Townsend ionization as a gas-phase charge generation mechanism.
5.3.1.1 Impact/Townsend Ionization in the Gas-Phase
Free electrons in the gas-phase region of a streamer move towards the positive electrode
under the influence of the applied electric field. As these electrons propagate through the
gas-phase they collide with the neutral molecules in the gas. Each of these collisions results
in the release of additional electrons, which in turn lead to more collisions and more electron
generation. As this process continues, the number of free electrons in the gas-phase rapidly
increases, ultimately forming an electron avalanche, which is the fundamental mechanism
used to describe electrical breakdown in gases. The theory which describes impact ionization
was developed by Sir John Townsend at the beginning of the twentieth century, hence the
fact that this process is often referred to as Townsend ionization [42, 43]. In the gas-phase,
the number of ionizing collisions per electron per unit distance is described by Townsend's
first ionization coefficient aT [32, 42, 43, 44]. The increase in the number density n of
electrons in a distance dx is:
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1 v_
dn = naTr d -- n = no exp(aTx); aT exp (5.26)
1 V Bo
ao = and Bo= - --> aT = ao exp
where v (J) is the ionization energy of a molecule in the gas-phase and A (m) is the mean
free path between collisions. The lack of information regarding appropriate values for these
parameters meant that for simulation purposes the parameters of the Townsend ionization
term were lumped into parameters, ao (1/m) and Bo (V/m). Although discussed in a
qualitative manner, no experimental results regarding the details of impact ionization in a
streamer developing in transformer oil were found in the literature during the course of this
research. This makes the selection of valid parameter values for ao and Bo exceptionally
challenging. To deal with this lack of information, the impact ionization modeling carried
out as part of this thesis selected parameters, which resulted in potential drops in the
streamer channel that matched well with experimental results.
5.3.1.2 Developing the Two-Phase Electric Field Dependent Molecular
Ionization Model
The two-phase electric field dependent molecular ionization model is essentially a modified
version of the liquid-phase molecular ionization model, which has been extensively discussed
in this chapter. The two models differ by virtue of the fact that in the case of the two-
phase model, impact ionization is assumed to take place in the gas-phase streamer channel.
Additionally, the mobilities of the free charge carriers in the gas-phase streamer channel
are assumed to be two orders of magnitude greater than those in the liquid-phase. The
two-phase electrodynamic model is comprised of the following equations:
-V - (eVV) = p+ + p- + pe where E = -VV (5.27)
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where J+ = p+p+(1 + 99H(W - Wo))$
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where Je -pepe(1 + 99H(W - Wo))E
at - e R (1 - H(W Wo)) (5.30)
where J_ = -p y_(1+99H(W - Wo))E
Poisson's equation for the two-phase model, given by Equation 5.27, has the same form
as that used for the liquid-phase molecular ionization model given by Equation 5.1. The
two-phase charge continuity equations for the positive ions, electrons and negative ions are
given by Equations 5.28 to 5.30. These equations differ from the continuity equations of
the liquid-phase molecular ionization model, given by Equations 5.2 to 5.4 in a number
of ways. The first obvious difference is the fact that the two-phase equations contain the
additional terms H(W - Wo) and GGP(IE). These terms allow the model to fully describe
the two-phase physics associated with streamer development in transformer oil. The term
H(W - Wo) is a smoothed Heaviside function. This function is used to switch on and off
the liquid-phase and gas-phase physics in the oil depending upon the level of dissipation
which has occurred. The Heaviside function H(W - Wo), is also used to modify the charge
carrier mobility values in the model, dependent upon whether the carriers are in the liquid-
phase or gas-phase. The state of the Heaviside function H(W - Wo) depends upon the
level of dissipated energy density W in the oil. When the level of dissipative energy density
W, in the oil is less than the threshold value Wo, the liquid-phase model is in effect and
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H(W - Wo) equals zero. Once W increases above Wo the gas-phase physics is in effect and
H(W - Wo) goes to one. GGP is the gas-phase free charge source term that implements
the impact ionization physics in the streamer channel, which was described in the previous
section.
Equations 5.27 to 5.30 operate as a two-phase model in the following way: Initially, when
the oil is first stressed the value of the Heaviside function H(W - Wo) is zero. In this
situation, only liquid-phase physics is applicable and the two-phase model has the exact
same form as the liquid-phase electric field dependent molecular ionization model given by
Equations 5. 1 to 5.4. The electric field wave generated by the liquid phase model propagates
from the needle electrode's tip towards the spherical electrode. As the electric field wave
propagates, the dissipative energy density W is calculated using Equation 5.14. Once the
energy density at a point in the oil reaches the phase-transition threshold level Wo, the oil
is assumed to have transitioned from the liquid-phase to the gas-phase. At this point the
value of the Heaviside function H(W - Wo) switches to one. This eliminates the liquid-
phase component of the model and switches on the gas-phase physics. In the gas-phase,
the positive ion and electron continuity equations both include the impact ionization source
term GGP(1) on the right hand side. The gas-phase continuity equations do not account
for the possibility of recombination or electron attachment in the gas phase due to the very
low relative concentrations of free species in the low density region [35]. The validity of
this approach was verified by also solving the model including gas-phase recombination and
observing no difference in the simulation results.
The form of the gas-phase impact ionization source term GGP(|E|), used in Equations 5.28
and 5.29 is as follows:
GGP( ) -o'T PeeGP|E (5.31)
where aT is given by Equation 5.26, pe is the charge density of electrons, El is the magnitude
of the electric field and 1 eGP is the gas-phase electron mobility given as follows:
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PeGP = 100Pe1 X 10 2 m 2/V-s (5.32)
5.3.2 Solving the Two-Phase Electric Field Dependent Molecular
Ionization Model
As with all the models being discussed in this thesis, the two-phase electric field dependent
molecular ionization model was solved using the CMP simulation suite. However, as will
be discussed later, simulating the full two-phase model proved to be much more challenging
than any of the previously studied models including the liquid-phase molecular ionization
model. The simulations were carried out using a non-dimensional framework.
5.3.2.1 Non-Dimensionalized Two-Phase Electric Field Dependent Molecular
Ionization Model
The non-dimensionalized two-phase electric field dependent molecular ionization model,
which was solved using CMP comprises the following set of equations:
-V -(VV) =#++- +Ie in (5.33)
+ V - (#+A+(1 + 99H(W - Wo))) =
at 5 1) + + + (1 - H(W - Wo))
(5.34)
+GGP(|E|H(W - Wo) in Q
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ae+ V - (-pepe(1 + 99H(W - Wo))E) = [-O 1r) - #+PeN+ -1 (1 - H(V -Vo))
e 3a
(5.35)
-GGP(|E|)H(W - Wo) in Q
+ -. (--,L-(1+99H(W -Wo))E) = - #+,-N+ (1-H(W-Wo)) in Q (5.36)
OrTa I
OGP(IEl), the non-dimensional form of the impact ionization gas-phase charge generation
term GGP(lEl) has the following form:
6GP(:1 ~-&TfNebeGPj = -&o eX p E lP||
E ~ ~ |Z|| G (5.37)
The non-dimensionalizations of ao, BO and peGP are given in Appendix A. The extent of the
thermal enhancement and energy dissipation that results from the complete two-phase elec-
tric field dependent molecular ionization model was analyzed using the non-dimensionalized
versions of the thermal diffusion equation (Equation 5.13) and the energy mapping equation
(Equation 5.14). These two equations have the following non-dimensional form:
aT = Ier 2''+5-
at
= 5 .- in
in Q (5.38)
(5.39)
where in the case of the two-phase model, the
follows:
current density in the oil J is defined as
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J= (p+A+(1+99H(W-Wo))-p__ p_ (1+99H(W-Wo))-pepe(1+99H(W-Wo)))E (5.40)
5.3.3 Simulation Case Study: Two-Phase Electric Field Dependent
Molecular Ionization Model
As mentioned in the introduction to this discussion on two-phase modeling, the effective
and efficient simulation of the two-phase molecular ionization model using CMP is very
challenging. The main difficulties arise from the use of the Heaviside functions to implement
the two-phase physics. Since the Heaviside functions' values are related to level of energy
dissipation in the oil (or equivalently, to the oil's temperature), any noise in these parameters
will translate into noisy phase transitions, which generate suboptimal simulation results
and also result in longer simulation run-times due to the difficulty the solver experiences
in achieving convergence. The obvious solution to these noise issues is to use a mesh with
a higher element density and or higher order mesh elements. Unfortunately, this step in
itself will lead to longer simulation run-times, due to the increase in the number of degrees
of freedom, which the solver must deal with. The overall result is that the expansion of
the streamer model, from what is an already challenging liquid-phase ionization model to a
complete two-phase model results in a model, which is impractical from a simulation run-
time perspective. In this section a series of simulation results generated using the complete
two-phase electric field dependent molecular ionization model are presented and discussed.
The two-phase model's simulation were carried out using the structured meshing technique
that is discussed in section 5.2.3.1. As with the liquid-phase model simulations, the two-
phase simulations were run in 0.1 ps increments. However, even using this approach it was
still only possible to generate 0.5 ps of data due to the unreasonably large mesh growth
rate necessary.
For all the simulations discussed in this section, the needle electrode was excited using
a 300 kV positive step voltage excitation with a 0.01 ps rise-time. The ion mobilities p±,
and the electron mobility pe, were selected to be 1 x 10-9 (M2/V-s) and 1 x 10-4 (m2/V-s)
respectively. The ion-ion and electron-ion recombination rates R± and R+, were both set
at 1.65 x 10-17 (m3/s), while the electron attachment time constant 7a, was set to equal 200
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nanoseconds. The values of the liquid-phase molecular ionization source term parameters
a,, and E, were set equal to 1.16 x 107 (F/m 2 -s), and 5 x 109 (V/m) respectively. The
values of the gas-phase impact ionization source term parameters ao, and BO were set
equal to 25 (1/m), and 2 x 107 (V/m) respectively. As mentioned earlier, no values for
these parameters in transformer oil could be found and so their selection was driven by
the simulation results they generated. As stated in section 5.3.1.2, the transition from
liquid-phase to gas-phase physics was controlled by the dissipated energy density dependent
Heaviside function H(W - Wo), where Wo is the dissipated energy density threshold value
above which the oil was assumed to have transitioned from the liquid-phase to the gas-
phase. For the two-phase simulations being discussed in this section, Wo was set equal to
6 x 107 (J/m 3 ). This value is approximately a factor of six and half smaller than the 4 x 108
(J/m 3 ) that would ideally be required to raise the temperature of a unit volume of oil by
200 degrees above room-temperature and overcome the latent heat of vaporization. The
need for the use of the lower value of Wo stems from the fact that electrodynamic model
does not generate the required dissipative energy density.
5.3.3.1 Electric Field Dynamics Predicted by the Two-Phase Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization Model
The electric field distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 Ps intervals
between t = 0 and 0.5 pus given by the solution of the two-phase molecular ionization model
are plotted in Figure 5.31.
In general the electric field dynamics given by the solution of the two-phase molecular
ionization model resembles those of the liquid-phase model, which are plotted in Figures 5.13
and 5.14. As would be expected, the two-phase molecular ionization model results in the
formation of an electric field wave moving from the needle electrode tip towards the spherical
electrode, just as the liquid-phase model does. The peak values of the electric field wave are
also similar in both cases. That this is the case is due to the fact that the same liquid-phase
molecular ionization physics is present in both models. However, some clear differences do
exist. The speed at which the electric field wave, generated by the two-phase ionization
model propagates is higher than for the liquid-phase model. The two-phase model's electric
field wave also has a more constant velocity than the electric field wave generated by the
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Figure 5.31: Plot of the electric
at 0.1 pus intervals from t = 0 to
ionization model.
field distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis
0.5 ps given by the solution of the two-phase molecular
liquid-phase model. The reasons for these differences are linked to the gas-phase physics
in the two-phase model. The inclusion of the gas-phase physics results in a significant
reduction in the electric field level in the tail of the electric field wave (the portion of the
electric field distribution between the needle tip and the peak of the electric field wave).
This can be seen by comparing the results in Figure 5.31 with those in Figures 5.13 and 5.14.
The liquid-phase model predicts electric field levels in the tail of the electric field wave that
are on the order of 5 x 107 (V/m). By contrast, the two-phase model predicts electric field
levels in the tail of the electric field wave that are on the order of 5 x 106 (V/m). The
electric field distribution given by the two-phase model at t = 0.5 As is plotted in isolation
in Figure 5.32. This figure is important as it illustrates both liquid-phase and gas-phase
regions in the tail of the electric field wave. The gas-phase region corresponds to the low-
density streamer channel, which can be observed during transformer oil breakdown. This
gas-phase region extends from the needle electrode's tip and its expansion is driven by the
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propagating electric field wave.
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Figure 5.32: Plot of the electric field distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at
0.5 pts given by the solution of the two-phase molecular ionization model, clearly showing
the gas-phase and liquid-phase regions. This illustrates how a low-density streamer develops
in unison with the electric field wave.
The reason the electric field level in the tail of the electric field wave predicted by the two-
phase model is lower than that predicted by the liquid-phase model is that the mobility of
the free charge carriers (electrons and ions) in the low-density region is higher than that
in the liquid-phase. This means that the gas-phase portion of the electric field wave's tail
is more conductive than the liquid-phase portion of the electric field wave's tail. This in
turn means that there is less potential drop per unit distance in the gas-phase portion of
the tail than in the liquid-phase portion. The higher conductivity tail generated by the
two-phase molecular ionization model is also the reason why the electric field wave velocity
given by the solution of the two-phase model is slightly faster and more constant than that
given by the solution of the liquid-phase model. Since less potential is dropped in the tail
of the electric field wave generated by the two-phase model than in the case of the liquid-
phase model, more of the applied potential is seen in the ionization zone at the tip of the
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streamer, and in turn this leads to the development of an electric field wave, which has a
more constant velocity, than is the case with the liquid-phase model.
An examination of the spatial characteristics of the electric field distribution generated by
the two-phase electric field dependent molecular ionization model reveals some interesting
features, which are not observed in the case of the liquid-phase ionization model. The
electric field surface distribution at t = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 pus given by the solution of the two-
phase molecular ionization model are plotted in Figure 5.33. These surface distributions
are similar to those generated by the liquid-phase models in terms of their average radial
dimension; however, the distributions generated by the two-phase model have an obvious
and periodic radially pulsating characteristic. This behavior is not seen in the distributions
generated by the liquid-phase model and is the result of the impact ionization process,
which takes place in the gas-phase region. The fact that the two-phase model generates
this type of pulsating characteristic is exciting because most experimental observations of
streamer development state that the streamers emit pulsating flashes of light, which are in
all likelihood related to the impact ionization in the gas-phase.
5.3.3.2 Charge Density Dynamics Predicted by the Two-Phase Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization Model
Much like the case with the electric field dynamics, the charge density dynamics given by
the solution of the two-phase electric field dependent molecular ionization model has some
features which are similar, and some which differ from the results given by the liquid-phase
molecular ionization model. The positive ion charge density distributions along the needle-
sphere electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals between t = 0 and 0.5 ps are plotted in Figure 5.34.
The notable feature of this plot is the very regular oscillatory nature of the positive ion
charge density. These oscillations correspond with the pulsations seen in the electric field's
surface distributions and are linked to the additional generation of positive ions in the
gas-phase, which occurs due to impact ionization.
The electron charge density distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 ps
intervals between t = 0 and 0.5 pas are plotted in Figure 5.35. The oscillatory nature of
the electron charge density distribution given by the solution of the two-phase molecular
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Figure 5.33: Electric field surface distributions at t = 0.1 ps, 0.3 ps and 0.5 ps given by
the solution of the two-phase electric field dependent molecular ionization model.
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Figure 5.34: Plot of the positive ion charge density distributions along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 0.5 ps given by the solution of the two-phase
molecular ionization model.
ionization model is clearly illustrated in this plot. The distributions in the figure contain
a certain a small amount of noise. This noise appears to be due to the implementation of
the two-phase physics using the Heaviside function techniques, which is described in section
5.3.1.2. The complete elimination of such noise is not feasible as all noise reduction steps
result in significant increases in the computational load and subsequent simulation run-
times. From a practical point of view it is also important to realize that a certain level of
noise in the free charge density distributions is acceptable as long as it does not appreciably
impact upon simulation accuracy.
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Figure 5.35: Plot of the electron charge density distributions along the needle-sphere elec-
trode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 0.5 ps given by the solution of the two-phase
molecular ionization model.
In Figure 5.35 the level of the electron free charge carrier density fall with time. The reason
for this is the attachment of the free electrons to neutral species, resulting in the formation
of negative ions. The negative ion charge density distributions along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals between t = 0 and 0.5 ps are plotted in Figure 5.36. The
negative ion charge density distributions also contain a certain amount of noise. This noise
is a direct translation of the noise in the electron charge density distributions due to the
attachment negative ion charge generation mechanism.
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Figure 5.36: Plot of the negative ion charge density distributions along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 0.5 ps given by the solution of the two-phase
molecular ionization model.
One of the features of the electric field dynamics given by the solution of the two-phase
molecular ionization model is the very constant velocity with which the electric field wave
propagates. Since, according to Gauss' law, the electric field dynamics in the liquid are
dependent upon the distribution of net space charge in the oil, a constant electric field
wave velocity suggests that the region of net space charge in the oil also propagates with
a constant velocity. This assumption is confirmed by Figure 5.37, in which the net space
charge density distributions (i.e., the sum of the positive ion charge density p+, the negative
ion charge density p_ and the electron charge density pe) along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 ps intervals between t = 0 and 0.5 ps are plotted. As can be seen in this figure,
the two-phase molecular ionization model does lead to the development of a region of net
positive space charge, which propagates from the needle electrode towards the spherical
electrode with a constant velocity and a relatively constant amplitude. As discussed in
section 5.3.3.1, the higher conductivity of the gas-phase electric field wave tail, generated
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Figure 5.37: Plot of the net free charge density distributions along the needle-sphere elec-
trode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 0.5 ps given by the solution of the two-phase
molecular ionization model.
The noisiness of the traces plotted in Figure 5.37 is the result of the noise present in
the electron and negative ion charge density distributions. Although a noise free result
is obviously the most desirable situation, the noise shown in Figure 5.37 is not a major
problem for a number of reasons. These include the fact that the amplitude of the noise is
reasonably low and its average value is zero. However, the most important reason why the
noise is not a serious issue is because the noise is not present in the ionization zone near the
peak of the electric field wave. As a result, the noise does not effect the formation of the
region of net positive space charge, which drives the propagation of the electric field wave.
This is clear from an examination of the charge density distributions plotted in Figures 5.34
and 5.35, which show that the fronts (corresponding to the position of the ionization zone)
of the charge density distributions are noise free.
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5.3.3.3 Electric Potential Dynamics Predicted by the Two-Phase Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization Model
The results of the liquid-phase electric field dependent molecular ionization simulations
presented earlier in this chapter display many of the characteristics, which would be expected
of a streamer in transformer oil. Unfortunately, one major weakness of the liquid-phase
model happens to be the potential drop it predicts in the tail of the electric field wave (the
streamer channel). Consider the potential distributions given by the solutions of case studies
1 and 2 of the liquid-phase molecular ionization model, which are plotted in Figures 5.27
and 5.28. The potential drop in the electric field wave's tail given by these results ranges
from 3 to 5 x 107 (V/m). Potential drops of this level are an order of magnitude greater
than the 2 to 4 x 106 (V/m) range for the average drop in the tail of a streamer, which is
stated as being appropriate for the potential drop in a streamer in transformer oil [8, 17].
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Figure 5.38: Plot of the electric potential distributions along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 0.5 ps given by the solution of the two-phase molecular
ionization model.
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Significant potential loss in the tail of the electric field wave (the streamer channel) causes
the electric field wave to slow and eventually stop over time, as the zone of ionization
(streamer's tip) is starved of driving potential. This behavior is observed in the solutions for
the electric field dynamics given by the liquid-phase molecular ionization model presented in
section 5.2.3.2. One of the important features of the two-phase molecular ionization model
is that the free charge carriers in the gas-phase have significantly higher mobilities than they
would have in the liquid. For the simulation results being presented in this chapter, the free
charge carriers are assumed to be one hundred times more mobile in the gas-phase than
they are in the liquid-phase. This difference in mobility means that the gas-phase region has
a much higher conductivity than the liquid phase does. This higher conductivity translates
into a much lower potential drop in the gas-phase region. The potential distributions along
the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals between t = 0 and 0.5 ps, given by the
solution of the two-phase molecular ionization model are plotted in Figure 5.38.
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Figure 5.39: Plot of the electric potential distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis
at 0.5 ps given by the solution of the two-phase molecular ionization model, clearly showing
the gas-phase and liquid-phase regions.
A potential drop per unit length of approximately 4 x 106 (V/m) in the tail of the electric
field wave is predicted by the two-phase ionization model. This is an exceptional result which
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highlights how well the two-phase model captures the physics associated with streamers in
transformer oil. Figure 5.39 illustrates where the transition from the liquid-phase to the
gas-phase physics takes place in the tail of the electric field wave. The very low potential
drop rate of 4 x 106 (V/m) in the region from the needle tip at Z = 0 to Z = 1.5 (mm)
indicates that this is the gas-phase portion of the electric field wave's tail, or in other words,
this region is the streamer channel. From Z = 1.5 (mm) to approximately Z = 1.8 (mm),
the much higher potential drop rate of 4.5 x 107 (V/m) indicates that that region of the
electric field wave's tail is still in the liquid-phase.
5.4 Comments on Electric Field Dependent Molecular
Ionization Model Streamer Modeling
This chapter has endeavored to step through the development of a valid streamer model
for transformer oil in a structured and logical manner. The early portion of the chapter
focuses on proving that electric field dependent molecular ionization results in the devel-
opment of an electric field wave. This is done using a basic two-carrier electrodynamic
model. The basic model is then greatly expanded, resulting in a very complete three carrier
liquid-phase molecular ionization model. The parameters used in this model were carefully
chosen from the data available in the literature. The simulation results generated using this
model display most of the characteristics, which would be expected of a streamer, with the
exception of the potential drop in the streamer channel, which the liquid-phase model over-
estimates. The final stage in the streamer modeling process described in this chapter is the
expansion of the liquid-phase model into a full two-phase electrodynamic model. A lack of
information regarding parameter values for the model meant that the certain assumptions
and simplifications had to be made in order to develop the two-phase model. For example,
the value of Wo, the dissipated energy density threshold used to demarcate the gas-phase
region from the liquid-phase region, which was used for the simulations was 6 x 107 (J/m 3).
This value is approximately six and a half times smaller than the dissipative energy density
of 4 x 108 (J/m 3 ) that would ideally be the required to boil the transformer oil. The use
of the lower threshold value was necessary not because the electrodynamic model failed to
generated enough dissipated energy in the oil overall, but rather because the model did
generate the dissipation with the required density. Future work with the two-phase model
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should be able to identify values for the model parameters that result in more ideal levels
of thermal dissipation, which in turn will allow for the use of a more ideal Wo value in the
model. However, regardless of the difficulties surrounding parameter value selection, the
simulation results generated by the two-phase model display to within an acceptable level
all the characteristics which would be expected from a streamer in transformer oil.
Unfortunately, with each additional step in the modeling process, the implementation
and simulation of the resulting electrodynamic model becomes more difficult. The early
simulations using the basic two-carrier model were relatively straight forward due to the
fact that the scale of the dynamics generated by the model were on the same order as
the scale of the simulation geometry. However, the situation is very different for both
the full liquid-phase and the two-phase model. The scale of the dynamics generated by
these models match those of actual streamers, meaning that the dynamics occur on the
micrometer scale. The fact that the scale of the simulation geometry is on the order of
centimeters means that exceptionally dense simulation meshes must be used to accurately
solve the liquid-phase and two-phase molecular ionization models. In turn these large
meshes result in impractically long simulation run-times, which eliminate the usefulness
of these comprehensive models as design tools. Therefore, there is a clear need for the
development of a simplified electrodynamic model, which can produce similar dynamics to
those generated by the two-phase molecular ionization model, which can be solved with
significantly shorter run-times.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter a complete electric field dependent molecular ionization model is developed
and solved using CMP. Section 5.1 presents a comprehensive electrodynamic model for
electric field dependent molecular ionization in transformer oil. This model involves three
charge carriers: positive ions and electrons generated as a result of molecular ionization in
the oil, and negative ions generated due to electron attachment to neutral molecules in the
oil. Section 5.2 discusses how the model was solved and presents the results of the simu-
lations. In subsection 5.2.3 the results generated from simulations using the full molecular
ionization model are presented. The results of these simulations are exceptionally significant
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as they show significant dynamics in the electric field and charge density distributions in
the region between the needle and spherical electrodes. Figure 5.14 shows the electric field
dynamics generated by the full molecular ionization model. This plot illustrates that the
electric field distribution between the needle and spherical electrode changes significantly
with time as a result of molecular ionization. The term "electric field wave" can be used
to describe how the peak in the electric field distribution moves from the needle electrode's
tip towards the spherical electrode. This type of electric field distribution is driven by the
development of regions of net space charge in the oil as the result of electron-positive ion
separation in the zone of ionization. Figure 5.24 illustrates the temporal development of
this region of net positive space charge.
In section 5.3 the full molecular ionization model developed in section 5.2 is expanded to
include gas-phase physics in the streamer channel through the use of an innovative Heaviside
function technique. This technique allows CMP to implement gas-phase and liquid-phase
physics simultaneously in different regions of the simulation subdomain dependent upon the
level of thermal dissipation that has occurred in the oil. Subsection 5.3.3 presents simulation
results generated using the two-phase model. The qualitative performance of the two-phase
model is superior to that of the model presented in section 5.2, particularly in terms of
the level of potential drop the model predicts in the streamer channel (region between the
needle electrode tip and the peak of the electric field distribution). However, a great deal of
uncertainty surrounds the selection of parameter values for the two-phase model and this
issue will require further work. The main issue with both the liquid-phase and two-phase
molecular ionization models is that they are computationally challenging, requiring long
simulation run-times to generate useful data.
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On the Modeling of Streamer
Development in Transformer Oil-Based
Nanofluids
IN [14] Segal et al. the authors explore the electrical breakdown characteristics of a col-
loidal fluid manufactured using transformer oil and magnetite nanoparticles. The results
of their work, which are discussed in section 2.2.2 indicate that the electrical breakdown
characteristics of the transformer oil-based nanofluid differ significantly from the breakdown
characteristics of pure transformer oil. The results of Segal's breakdown testing are sum-
marized in Table 2.1. Some of the most interesting features of these results include the facts
that:
e The positive breakdown voltage of the nanofluid is approximately twice that of the base
transformer oil.
* The time to breakdown for a positive voltage excitation in the nanofluid is approximately
twice what it is in the base transformer oil.
* The time to breakdown for a negative voltage excitation in the nanofluid is approximately
half what it is in the base oil
These experimental results are very significant as they indicate that it may be possible to use
nanotechnology to develop dielectric nanofluids which have insulating characteristics that
are superior to those of the common dielectric liquids now in use such as transformer oil.
The material presented in [14] contains no discussion regarding possible reasons for the dif-
ferences observed between the electrical breakdown characteristics of the pure transformer
oil and those of the transformer oil-based nanofluids. Understanding from a mechanistic
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point of view, how the addition of nanoparticles to a dielectric liquid alters that liquid's
insulating characteristics is critically important in that it will help quantify the potential
that nanoengineered dielectric liquids offer. In this chapter a theoretical analysis is under-
taken, which explores how the addition of nanoparticles to a dielectric liquid alters that
liquid's electrical breakdown characteristics. As was the case with pure oil, this analysis
will focus on the electrodynamic processes involved in electrical breakdown. This analysis
is carried out in a general manner and is completely valid for dielectric nanofluids that are
manufactured using materials other than the magnetite used by Segal in [141. The analysis
is validated by combining the theoretical analysis for dielectric nanofluids discussed in this
chapter with the electric field dependent molecular ionization analysis presented in Chapter
5 to form a complete streamer model for nanofluids, and solving this model using CMP. The
details of these simulations are presented and the implications of the results are discussed.
6.1 Nanoparticle Relaxation Times
Developing an explanation for the differences between the electrical breakdown character-
istics of transformer oil and transformer oil-based nanofluids requires an in-depth under-
standing of how the addition of nanoparticles to the system alters the processes responsible
for electrical breakdown in the liquid. In Chapter 5 the electrodynamic processes that are
responsible for streamer development in transformer oil are described. To understand why
a transformer oil-based nanofluid exhibits differing electrical breakdown characteristics to
that of pure oil, it is necessary to explore how the presence of the nanoparticles in the
oil modifies the fundamental electrodynamic processes. The polarization or electrical re-
laxation time constant of the material used to manufacture the nanoparticles has a major
bearing on the extent to which the electrodynamic processes in the liquid are modified.
If the nanoparticles' relaxation time constant is short relative to the timescales of interest
for streamer growth, their presence in the oil will significantly modify the electrodynam-
ics. If on the other hand the nanoparticles' relaxation time constant is long relative to the
timescales of interest for streamer growth, their presence should have little effect upon the
electrodynamics. In order to calculate a general expression for the relaxation time constant
of an arbitrary material in transformer oil consider Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Nanoparticle of an arbitrary material with a radius R, permittivity E2 and
conductivity 02, surrounded by transformer oil with a permittivity of EI and conductivity
al stressed by a uniform z-directed electric field turned on at t = 0.
Figure 6.1 depicts a nanoparticle of an arbitrary material with radius R, permittivity E2
and conductivity a2 , surrounded by transformer oil, with permittivity ci and conductivity
a1 . At time t = 0 a z-directed electric field E = Eoiz is switched on. The presence of the
nanoparticle means that the electric field distribution in the oil near the nanoparticle will
deviate from that of the applied z-directed field. The electric field distribution in the oil
is calculated by finding the electrostatic potential inside and outside the nanoparticle and
joining both solutions via the boundary conditions at r = R. Those boundary conditions
are as follows:
(t=0, r=R:
for 0 < t < o, r = R:
Os = CEr+ - C2Er- = 0
Jr+ - Jr- + 0
at
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where Jr+ = or Er+ and Jr- = U2Er_
at r = R for t - oc Jr+ - Jr- = 0 -> oUEr+ = 9-2 E,_ (6.3)
In the absence of any appreciable space charge the electrostatic potential V, where E
-VV obeys Laplace's equation, V2 V = 0. The general solution for the potential in the
axisymmetric spherical case (i.e., with no <5 dependence) has an infinite number of terms as
given in Equation 6.4, where P,(cos0) are the Legendre polynomials of the first kind and
A, and Bn are to be determined by the boundary conditions.
00
V(r, 0) = (Ar" + Bnr- Pn(COS 0) (6.4)
n=o
Fortunately, in the case of the single spherical particle being considered here the form of
the z-directed electric field at infinity in spherical coordinates:
E(r -+ oo) = Eoiz = Eo(i, cos 0 - Io sin 0) (6.5)
allows the boundary conditions given by Equations 6.1 to 6.3 to be satisfied using only the
n = 1 solution where P1 (cos 0) = cos 0. Given that this is the case, the solutions for the
electrostatic potential inside and outside the nanoparticle have the following form:
A(t)r cos0 for r < R
V(r, 0, t = (6.6){B(t)r+ C~)cos0 for r > R
where we use the condition that V(r = 0, 0, t) is finite to not use the 1/r 2 solution for r < R.
From these solutions for the potential, the electric field inside and outside the nanoparticle
can be evaluated using the relationship E = -VV. The resulting electric field solutions are
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given in Equation 6.7.
$ = -VV(r, 0, t) =
- A(t)(cos OI - sin OiO) = -A(t)Iz
- (B(t) - 20()) cos I,+ (B(t) + ) sin 0io
Since, as r -- oc, F = Eoiz Eo(I cos 0 - Iosin 0) the parameter B(t) =-F. A(t) and
C(t) can be solved for using the boundary conditions given by Equations 6.1 to 6.3. At
t = 0 and t = o0 the boundary conditions at r = R lead to the following equalities:
@ t 0 (i (Eo + 2Ct) -E 2A(t)
Ui +2C(t))As t -oo 0-1 Eo + R3 =) -0-2A(t)
For intermediate times, Equation
When stated in terms of A(t) and
6.2 defines the general boundary condition at r
C(t), this equation has the following form:
o-1 (Eo + 2(t) ) -2 A(t) + ( E (Eo + Rt3 + E2A(t)) = 0
(6.8)
(6.9)
= R.
(6.10)
Since the potential across the oil-nanoparticle boundary must be continuous, A(t) and C(t)
are related to each other as follows:
@ r = R A(t) = 3) - Eo (6.11)
Substituting this relationship into the boundary condition equations, A(t) and C(t) are
found to have the following forms:
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A(t) = -E0 + Eo ( -lexp ) + E( (21 - exp (6.12)(261 + 2 Tr 2+ U 2 Tr
C(t) = R3 Eo 2 - exp - + R3 EO 2 - exp t (6.13)(261 + 62 Tr 2o-1 + 0-2 Tr
The time dependent radial and polar components of the electric field in the transformer oil
outside of the nanoparticle can be found by substituting the expressions for A(t), B(t) and
C(t) into Equation 6.7 to give the following:
2r3 0  2q -+61 t~ 2R 3L I2 -_1___
Er = Eo + 2R3 E ( ) exp (- + 3 E 1 - exp cos 0
r3 2E1 + 62 Tr r 2o-1 + U-2 Tr7 .
(6.14)
Eo = -Eo + R3Eo 2-6 exp (--t + REO Or 7 1 - exp -- sin 0
r3 2c1 + E2 Tr r3 2o-1 + 02 Tr)).
(6.15)
The relaxation time constant Tr for the nanoparticle with finite conductivity has the fol-
lowing form:
261 -± E2
21r2 (6.16)
2o-1 + 0-2
Consider now the transformer oil-based nanofluid studied by Segal in [14]. Typical values
for the conductivity a-, and permittivity Ei of transformer oil are 1 x 10-12 (S/m) and 2.26o
(F/m) respectively. The conductivity of magnetite, o2, at room temperature is 1 x 104
(S/m) [46], while the permittivity, E2, is approximately 8 0EO [47, 48].
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Substituting these values for the conductivities and permittivities of magnetite and trans-
former oil into Equation 6.16 gives the following value for the relaxation time constant of
magnetite in transformer oil:
Tr(Fe30 4 ) (4.4 + 80)co 4= 75 x 10-1 4 (s) (6.17)
=(2 x 10-12 + 1 X 104)
As this shows, the relaxation time constant for magnetite nanoparticles in transformer oil is
extremely short. Relative to the microsecond timescales involved in streamer propagation,
this relaxation time constant shows that the surface charging of the magnetite nanoparticles
can be considered to be instantaneous.
6.2 Streamer Propagation in Transformer Oil-Based
Nanofluids
Understanding the results of the transformer oil-based nanofluid electrical breakdown test-
ing described in [14] requires careful consideration of the processes taking place in the
nanofluid during streamer development. In Chapter 5, electric field dependent molecular
ionization was identified as the primary mechanism that drives streamer development in
transformer oil. To review how streamers develop in pure oil, consider the situation where
the needle electrode of the needle-sphere test geometry is excited with a positive voltage
level, which is significant enough to cause ionization to occur in the oil in the vicinity of
the needle tip. Of the resulting free charge carriers in the oil near the needle tip, the highly
mobile electrons will be swept away from the ionization zone and out of the oil to the needle
electrode, leaving behind the low mobility positive ions. These positive ions do not move
appreciably over the timescales involved resulting in the formation of a net positive space
charge in the oil just ahead of the positive needle tip. This homocharge modifies the electric
field distribution in the oil such that the electric field at the positive electrode decreases
while the electric field ahead of the positive charge in the oil increases. The peak of the
electric field distribution moves from the needle tip to a point in the oil just ahead of the
space charge. The new field distribution leads to ionization occurring further away from
the needle tip, which in turn causes further modification of the electric field distribution.
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The ultimate result of these electrodynamic processes is the development of an electric field
wave, which moves through the oil between the needle and spherical electrodes. The prod-
uct of this propagating electric field wave and the associated current density is a moving
dissipative source, which causes the formation of the low density streamer channel in trans-
former oil. The steps involved in the development of an electric field wave in transformer
oil are illustrated graphically in Figure 3.4.
Now consider the situation where the same positive voltage excitation and electrode ge-
ometry are used to stress a transformer oil-based nanofluid. Ionization will occur in the
region surrounding the needle tip in the same manner as it does in pure oil. However, the
dynamics which take place in the nanofluid subsequent to this may differ from those in pure
oil, depending upon the nanoparticle material's characteristics. For a nanofluid manufac-
tured using magnetite, the extremely short relaxation time constant of the nanoparticles
will mean that the electric field lines will tend to converge upon the relaxed nanoparticles
as if they were perfect conductors. This is illustrated in Figure 6.2.
\ Nanoparticle
L X
Transformer Oil Electic Field Lines
E =E
Figure 6.2: Illustration of the electric field distribution around an electrically relaxed
nanoparticle in transformer oil, which contains no free charge carriers.
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Free charge carriers in the nanofluid will tend to move along the electric field lines that
converge on the relaxed nanoparticle, depositing negative charge on the bottom surface
and positive charge on the top surface of the particle. Because electron mobility is much
higher than positive ion mobility, the nanoparticles trap electrons at a much faster rate than
positive ions, meaning that the nanoparticles effectively become slow negative ions. If the
electron trapping occurs before the mobile electrons are swept away from the ionization zone,
the electrodynamics involved in the development of an electric field wave in the nanofluid
are modified significantly from those in pure oil.
t=0 Laplacian Field
Distribution t= At
Positive Ions
Laplacian and Space Charge
Field Distribution in Pure Oil.
Positive Positive Laplacian and Space Charge
Needle Tip Needle Tip Field Distribution in Nanofluid.
Positive Ion Density
Electrons Electron Density
Negative Ion Density
LA Net Charge Density in Pure Oil
M Net Charge Density in Nanofluid
Figure 6.3: Illustration of how molecular ionization leads to the formation of a net space
charge density in transformer oil due to the application of a positive voltage excitation to
the needle electrode, and how the presence of conductive nanoparticles leads to a reduction
in this net space charge density due to the attachment of the mobile electrons to much less
mobile nanoparticles. The reduction in the net space charge density formed in the nanofluid
results in a less severe modification of the electric field distribution in the nanofluid, than
would be the case for the same level of ionization in pure oil, and in turn this results in
slower electric field wave propagation in the nanofluid than would be the case in pure oil.
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The trapping of some of the electrons generated due to ionization on nanoparticles reduces
the amount of net positive space charge, which forms ahead of the needle tip. The resulting
electric field distribution peaks closer to the needle tip than would be the case in pure oil
and the subsequent electric field wave propagates through the nanofluid at a lower velocity
than it would through pure oil subjected to the same excitation. Figure 6.3 illustrates the
difference between the development of electric field waves in pure oil and a transformer
oil-based nanofluid manufactured using conductive nanoparticles.
6.3 Development of an Analytical Expression for the
Charging Dynamics of a Nanoparticle
The key point to be taken away from the qualitative discussion presented in the preceding
pages is the fact that the electrodynamics associated with electric field wave propagation in
a transformer oil-based nanofluid only differ from those in pure oil when the nanoparticles
used to manufacture the nanofluid trap the electrons generated due to ionization before
they are swept out of the ionization zone. If the electron trapping time is significantly
longer than the time it takes electrons to be swept out of the ionization zone, the electric
field wave dynamics in a nanofluid should not differ appreciably from those in pure oil.
To be able to model the electrodynamics which take place when a transformer oil-based
nanofluid is stressed electrically, and to be able to examine the characteristics of nanofluids
manufactured using magnetite and other materials it is first necessary to model the charging
of the nanoparticles in oil. In the following pages an analytical model is developed, which
describes the charging of nanoparticles in transformer oil-based nanofluids. This model is
an extension of the Whipple-Chalmers model used for the modeling of rain drop charging
in thunderstorms [40, 45].
6.3.1 Expression for the Charging of a Perfectly Conducting Nanoparticle
Before describing the development of an expression for the charging of a nanoparticle with
finite conductivity in transformer oil it is illustrative to consider the case of the charging
of a perfectly conducting nanoparticle with electrons in transformer oil. A similar analysis
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is detailed on pages 293-297 of [411. Consider the situation shown in Figure 6.4 where
the particle's conductivity -2, is assumed to be infinite. A uniform z-directed electric field
Eoiz is switched on at t = 0, and a uniform electron charge density with magnitude po is
injected into the system at infinity. The injected electrons travel along the electric field
lines and approach the nanoparticle where the radial electric field is positive. At t =
0+, the nanoparticle is perfectly relaxed (polarized) and the radial electric field is positive
everywhere on the hemisphere defined by 0 = 0 to 7r/2 as shown in Figure 6.4.
1=0+ t>0+ t -+Go
-
-
- e2,o2  ~
z z
R,(t=O) =RwMX R,(t>O) <R(t=O+) Rw(t -+ co) =0
Figure 6.4: At time t = 0+ the nanoparticle is uncharged and all the electric field lines which
pass through the cross sectional area of radius RMAX will terminate on the nanoparticle.
At later times, the electron charge deposited on the particle modifies the electric field
distribution until a point where no field lines terminate on the particle. In this situation
the particle is fully charged with a total charge of Qs = -127rE1R 2E0 .
This means that electrons can be deposited on the particle at any point on that hemi-
spherical surface. Once the electrons deposit on the particle they redistribute themselves
uniformly on the equipotential surface, so that the total charge on the nanoparticle increases
with time. This charging process modifies the electric field outside the nanoparticle and
continually reduces the area of the nanoparticle surface that has a positive radial electric
field component (the charging window on the particle surface) until a point is reached when
no portion of the particle's surface has a positive radial electric field component. In this
situation the nanoparticle is said to be charge saturated. Assuming that the self-field gener-
ated by the electron volume charge density is much smaller than the applied field E0 , then
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the solution for the electric field outside the perfectly conducting spherical nanoparticle
including the radial field component caused by the already deposited electrons with net
charge q is as follows:
F - [E ( +2R3 q ]os-:,4_ Er2(IiER3 -) .in_:E= E- 1+ 3) coso + Ir-E 1~ sinito
r3 4reir2 r3
(6.18)
Electrons can only
electric field on the
be deposited on the nanoparticle where the radial component of the
nanoparticle surface Er(r=R) is positive:
Er (r = R) = 3Eo cos 0 + q > 0
47re1R2
(6.19)
This expression gives a window for electron charging over a range of angles where:
cos 0 < -
- 127E1 EoR 2
(6.20)
Since the magnitude of the cosine cannot be greater than
for the nanoparticle is:
Qs = -127TEIR 2 E0
one, the electron saturation charge
(6.21)
When the nanoparticle charges to this saturation value the radial component of the electric
field at every point on the particle's surface will be negative and so no more electrons can be
deposited on the particle. The critical angle Oc, where the radial component of the electric
field is zero is defined when Equation 6.20 is an equality, i.e., cos Oc = q/Qs. The current
density charging the nanoparticle is as follows:
Jr = -popieEr(v = R) = -3popeEo cos 0 - ) 0 < 0 < OcQS (6.22)
where po is the magnitude of the electron charge density and ye is the electron mobility.
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The total nanoparticle charging current is then:
dq(t) _ cd = - I__ J2,rR2 sin Od9 (6.23)dt 0=0
This expands to:
dq(t) = 67rpoIeR2EO j (i 2 - sin 9 dO (6.24)
dt 0 2 QS
Carrying out the integration with respect to 0 yields the following expression:
dq(t)= 6pR 2 E [ - cosE20C + -(cos Oc - 1) (6.25)
dt 4 QSI
cos 20c expands to 2 cos2 6C - 1, where cos 0 = q/Qs from Equation 6.20. Substituting
this into Equation 6.25 yields the following expression for the nanoparticle charging current:
dt = 6rpopeR2 E0 + - (6.26)dt 2 QS QS 2
This expression can be further simplified as follows:
dq(t) 
_ Qspoey 
_ 
i q2 (6.27)
dt 4E1  Qs
6.3.2 Solving the Charging Equation for a Perfectly Conducting
Nanoparticle in Transformer Oil
The charging dynamics of the perfectly conducting nanoparticle can be found by integrating
the nanoparticle charging current equation given by Equation 6.27. Doing so leads to the
following time dependent expression for the charging of a perfectly conductive nanoparticle
by electrons:
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Qs t
q(t) = 4TPC
1 + 4
where rPC = '.
POIpe
The charging dynamics of a perfectly conducting nanoparticle in transformer oil predicted
by Equation 6.28 are plotted in Figure 6.5. E0 and po are constants which represents the
electric field and the magnitude of the free electron charge density in the region surrounding
the particle in the transformer oil, while ye is the mobility of the electrons in the oil. For
the purposes of defining the values of Qs and rp, the following electric field, charge density,
permittivity, electron mobility and particle radius values are used: Eo = 1 x 108 (V/n),
po = 1 x 103 (C/m 3 ), el = 2.2Eo (F/m), pe = 1 x 10-4 (m2 /V-s) and R = 5 x 10-9 (i).
These values are reasonable estimates for the parameter values at the tip of a streamer in a
transformer oil based nanofluid. The values for Qs and rpc found by using these parameters
are -1.835 x 10-18 (C) (~ 11 electrons) and 1.95 x 10-10 (s) respectively.
ZU
0,
0 1
2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Time (s) x 109
Figure 6.5: Illustration of the
in transformer oil.
charging dynamics, q(t), of a perfectly conducting nanoparticle
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The charging dynamics plotted in Figure 6.5 illustrate that the perfectly conducting nanopar-
ticle initially captures charge rapidly; however, as time increases the particle charging rate
decreases. This feature can be attributed to the reduction in the charge capture window
that occurs as the particle captures charge carriers. An extensive discussion regarding the
charging dynamics of nanoparticles in transformer oil is presented in section 6.3.
6.3.3 Expression for the Charging of a Nanoparticle of Arbitrary
Conductivity and Permittivity
Developing the charging expression for a nanoparticle with finite conductivity and permit-
tivity is a more complex and multifaceted problem than it is for the perfectly conducting
case that is presented in the previous section. Once a nanoparticle has relaxed electrically,
electric field lines will terminate on the negative side and emanate from the positive side of
the particle. The electrons present in the transformer oil in the vicinity of any give nanopar-
ticle will move along the field lines and become deposited on the nanoparticle. The extent of
the region surrounding a nanoparticle, within which the electrons end up being deposited is
related to the charge capture window of the particle. Initially, when a particle is uncharged,
the charge capture window is at its maximum of 1800. As electrons are deposited on the
nanoparticle the electric field distribution outside the nanoparticle changes, such that fewer
electric field lines emanate from the particle and this in turn results in a reduction in the
extent of the charge capture window. As the charging window becomes smaller, so too does
the rate of electron deposition until a saturation point is reached when the particle can no
longer accept electrons. At this point the radial component of the electric field distribution
everywhere on the particle surface is negative. In other words, no electric field lines emanate
from the particle.
For the purposes of the analysis in this section, the free charge carriers, which are charging
the nanoparticle are assumed to be electrons as this is the case during streamer development
in oil-based nanofluids. The closing of the nanoparticle charge capture window as a result of
electron charging is illustrated in Figure 6.4. In this figure an initially uncharged conductive
particle is placed in a z-directed electric field, where the z-axis is directed downwards. At
t = 0+ the particle has no net charge and has a charging window with a radius, RMAX.
Free electrons injected at z = o move along the electric field lines and any that pass
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within the lower particle hemisphere charging window will be deposited on the particle. As
electron charge is deposited and builds up on the particle, the radius of the charging window
reduces until the particle is fully charged and electric field lines can no longer terminate on
it. The first step in developing and expression for the charging dynamics of a particle of an
arbitrary material in transformer oil is accounting for the effect, which the charge deposited
on the particle has on the electric field distribution outside the particle. In doing this the
expression for the radial component of the electric field outside the particle changes from
the form given by Equation 6.14 to the following:
Er = [Eo + 2R3 EoFc exp (-) + 3 EoEc 1 - exp ( cos + 2 (6.29)
T3 rr r3( r 41 1lr
where q is the quantity of charge that has been deposited on the particle and rc and Ec
represent the following expressions:
62 -- El a2 - 6
rC = and EC= U2 + U1 (6.30)2c1 + 62 2ai + 2
The form of Equation 6.29 assumes that the charge deposited on the nanoparticle instantly
redistributes uniformly over the nanoparticle's entire surface. The expression for the polar
component of the electric field distribution outside the particle, given by Equation 6.15 is
not effected by the deposition of charge on the particle. Equation 6.15, stated in terms of
FC and EC has the following form:
Eo = -E + R'EoFc exp -- + - EoEc 1 - exp - sin 0 (6.31)L 3 r r (_
Stream functions are used to establish the dynamics of the charging window and specifically,
the dynamics of the window's radius Rw(t) at z = oc. The first step involves relating the
stream function to the electric field. In an axisymmetric spherical coordinate system the
electric field is related to the stream function as follows:
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F 1 (- 18k -~ (8~AE= i r 0 - i A E
r sin 0 r 80 Or (6.32)
In relating the electric field to the stream function, it is assumed that the electric field is
approximately solenoidal, i.e., V -E ~ 0, which allows E to be related to a vector potential,
E= V x Awhere A= AE .
rsinO 2
Evaluating the stream function using the polar component of the electric field:
10 F _R( t> R3  t(\ 1
-AE = EO = Eo + 3 Eorc exp -- + R EoEc 1 - exp -- sin0
r sin 0 Or r 3 Tr r3 (-TT / _
r2 R3  t R3
AE= EO - + -FCexp( -- ) +-E C
2 r Tr r
(6.33)
1 -exp (- sin20-+C
_7r )
where C is an integration constant. Relating the stream function to the radial component
of the electric field yields the following expression:
AE 2 2R3 t 2R3 t sin20 q
=E0 r + Fcexp -- + -EC - exp + q sinG00 Tr r r 2 47c1
(6.34)
Taking the partial derivative with respect to 0 of Equation 6.33 and equating it with Equa-
tion 6.34 allows an expression for the integration constant C to be found:
8C qsin0
80 47eI 0
C qcos0
4> C -
Using the expression for C given above, the complete expression for the stream function,
AE, is:
AE - r + -3cexp (--) + -EC (I2 r rr r t+ snOqcos0exp -- sin20- _ q (6.36)r 47rei
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Negative charge deposition on a particle takes place where the radial component of the
electric field distribution on the particle surface is positive. This fact is illustrated in
Figure 6.4. Initially, when the particle is uncharged the surface electric field on the particle
is positive for 0 < 90. However, once charge deposition occurs this situation changes and
the area of the particle's surface with a positive radial field component decreases, ultimately
going to zero when the particle becomes fully charged and q = Qs. As charging occurs the
section of the surface that can accept charge is defined by the polar angle 0. The critical
angle, 0c, demarcates the boundary position where the radial electric field is zero. On one
side of 6c the radial electric field is positive, while on the other side the radial electric field
is negative. For the case illustrated in Figure 6.4, at time t = 0+, negative charge can be
deposited at all points from 0 = 00 to 90', where Oc = 90'. As negative charge is deposited
the critical angle decreases, which corresponds with the reduction in the radius of the charge
collection window at infinity, R.. As t -+ 00, 6c goes to 0', at which point the particle
is fully charged and the radial electric field component is negative at every point on the
particle's surface. The expression for the stream function, AE, on the particle surface at
the critical angle and the corresponding expression at infinity are as follows:
5r=R, and 0=60C
AE = EO - + R21'c exp ( +R 2EC 1 - exp - sin 2 0c -- qcosC (6.37)2_ ),r 47rei
as r - oo, 0 - 0' and r sin6 --+ R
AE = Eo R2 _ q (6.38)
2 ' 47rei
The charging current for the particle is defined as the product of the electron current density
at infinity times the area of the particle's charging window:
I = J1rR, where |I\ = pepe|$| (6.39)
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where po is the electron charge density at infinity, Al = Eo is the electric field magnitude
at infinity and p is the electron mobility. Equating Equations 6.37 and 6.38 allows an
expression to be found for R, in terms of time and 6c. Substituting this expression into
Equation 6.40 results in the following expression for the particle charging current:
I(9c, t) = aq(Oc, t)at
PePeEorR2 1+ 2F exp + 2Ec 1 - exp(_t))) (I-cos29C)
(6.40)
+peIeEoirR2 6 (cos9C - 1)
where
Qs = -127re 1 R 2 Eo (6.41)
is the uniform particle saturation charge. Expressing Equation 6.40 as a function of time
only requires that a time-dependent expression for 6c be found. This can be achieved
through the manipulation of the expression for the radial component of the electric field
given by Equation 6.29. Remembering that in the situation under consideration, for electron
deposition to occur the radial component of the electric field on the particle surface must
be E,(r = R) > 0, or in other words:
cos 6 < (6.42)
47re1R 2Eo (1+ 2fCexp- + 2Ec1 - exp (6.42)
The critical angle, 0c, demarcates the polar angle at which the radial component of the
electric field on the particle is zero:
cos 6c = q (6.43)
47re1 R2EO 1 + 217c exp (--) + 2Ec (1 - exp y--L
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Substituting the time dependent expression for cos 60 given by Equation 6.43 into the par-
ticle charging current equation leads to the following expression for the charging dynamics
of a particle of an arbitrary material in transformer oil:
dq(t)
dt SA 1 + 2c exp + 2Ec 1 - exp(
(47rc1R 2Eo) 2 1 + 2fc exp (- + 2Ec (1 - exp
6q 6q2
Qs Qs (47reIR 2Eo) 1+ 2F0 exp (-) + 2Ec (1 - exp(-))j
where A is defined as:
A = poy EoprR 2 (6.45)
Equation 6.44 can be further simplified to the following reduced form for the charging
current of an arbitrary particle in transformer oil:
dq(t)
dt 2 9A q(t)2[i + 2FC exp - + 2Ec (1 - exp (-y
Qs (1+2fcexp - + 2Ec 1 - exp - 2
3
(6.46)
6.3.4 Solving the Nanoparticle Charging Equation
In order to plot the temporal dynamics of the charge trapped on a particle in transformer oil
Equation 6.46 must be integrated. The equation has no obvious analytical solution, so the
symbolic solver provided by Mathematica was used to find a general solution. In an effort
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to restrict the variation in scale of the time constant in the exponential terms the equation
was non-dimensionalized before being solved. The non-dimensional form is as follows:
dd(i) 0.75
dt ( + 2fc exp (-t) + 2Ec (1 - exp (-t
(6.47)
1 + 2rC exp (- t + 2EC (1 - exp (- t 2
3
where the non-dimensionalizations are as follows:
q(t) q(t) ~ t tpoly Tr Tr|POIy
q) : t : TND - - (6.48)Qs 127re 1EoR 2  TD 6 * TD
E0 and po are constants which represents the electric field and free electron charge density
in the region surrounding the particle in the transformer oil, while P is the mobility of
the charge carrier in the oil. For the purposes of defining the values of Qs and 7D, the
following electric field, charge density, permittivity, carrier (electron) mobility and particle
radius values are used: Eo = 1 x 108 (V/m), po = -1 x 103 (C/m 3 ), E1 = 2.2Eo (F/m),
p = 1 x 10-4 (m 2/V-s) and R = 5 x 10-3 (m). These values are reasonable estimates for the
parameter values at the tip of a streamer in a transformer oil based nanofluid. The values
for Qs and TD found by using these parameters are -1.835 x 10-18 (C) (~~11 electrons) and
1.95 x 10-11 (s) respectively.
Once the non-dimensional form of the current equation was defined, the DSolve[ ] function
was used to solve for 4(i). A screen-shot of the corresponding Mathematica Notebook is
shown in Figure 6.6. A closed form solution for d(i) does exist; however, its form is excep-
tionally complicated. The solution is extremely long and contains numerous hypergeometric
functions. These factors mean that it is not possible to develop an intuitive feel for the time
dependent charging dynamics. A screen-shot displaying approximately 10% of the complete
closed form solution for 4(i) generated by Mathematica is shown in Figure 6.7.
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In[1I clear[curreatj]
In[2:p Curret. (3 / (4* (1+ 2Wep *Emp[-t TaUE] + 2 wig (1- Eu0[-t /TaME])))) 1
(q[t] - ((1+ 2*eps * Exp[-t / TaE] + 2 *sig (I - EWp[-t /TaE])) /3)) ^2;
inp): D)Solve [(g ' [t] .. curreatMD, g[9] .. 1}, q, t]
Figure 6.6: Screen-shot of the Mathematica Notebook used to solve for the particle charging
dynamics, q(t).
6.3.4.1 Charging Case Study 1: Particle with Constant Conductivity and
Varying Permittivity
The charging dynamics of particles manufactured using materials with a range of electrical
characteristics can be explored using the general solution for the non-dimensional charging
dynamics 4(i), found in the previous section. The first set of charging case studies to be
explored as part of this thesis examined the effects that variations in the permittivity of a
relatively conductive particle have on that particle's charging dynamics. Quantifying the
solution for the non-dimensional charging dynamics, 4(i), requires four non-dimensional
input parameters, three of which are material dependent constants, with the fourth being
non-dimensionalized time. The three material dependent constants are Tc, Ec and TND-
The expressions for Fc and Ec are given in Equation 6.30, while the expression for TND,
given in Equation 6.48 can be expanded as follows:
TND = Tr = 2E1+C2 Pol/ (6.49)TD 2o1+ 02 El
The charging dynamics as a function of permittivity for three particle conductivity values
were examined. The three conductivity values, 02, used were: 0.1, 1 and 10 (S/m). For
each conductivity value, the charging dynamics were plotted assuming the particle had a
permittivity of e2 =1,2.2eo, 10eo and 100co (F/m). In all cases, the conductivity, ai, and
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In[1]= Clear[CurretNJ ]
Int2]= Crret.o (3/(4*(1+2*eps*Ex[-t/Ta ] +2.ig* (1-EzP[-t/ TaE]))))*
(q[t] - ((1+ 2*eps *Eiqp[-t /TaVE] + 2*wig *(1 -Emp[-t / Tav])) /3)) ^2;
Inp]:= DSolve[(q [t] ==Curremt1D, q[] .), q, t]
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Figure 6.7: Screen-shot of the initial portion of the closed form solution for q(i) generated
by Mathematica.
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permittivity, ei, of the oil surrounding the particle was assumed to be 1 x 10-12 (S/m)
and 2.2co (F/m) respectively. The values of Fc, Ec and TND for each of the three case
studies being examined in this section are given in Tables 6.1 to 6.3. Substituting these
constants along with a non-dimensional time range into the solution for q(i) generated
by Mathematica gives the non-dimensional charging dynamics. However, for the results
to be of any great meaning they must be dimensionalized. The dimensionalization of the
results is straight forward, simply involving the multiplication of the non-dimensional charge
and time terms by their respective dimensionalization terms, Qs and TD. (The issues
surrounding the calculation and scaling of Qs and TD are discussed in section 6.2.2.) For
clarity, only dimensionalized charging dynamics are plotted here, with the dimensionalized
charging dynamics for the three cases studied under consideration in this section plotted in
Figures 6.8 to 6.10.
Table 6.1: Material dependent constants used to plot the charging dynamics, q(t), of a
particle with U2 = 0.1 (S/m) and variable permittivity 62 in transformer oil (ai = 1 x 10-12
(S/m) and ei = 2.2Eo)
U2 = 0.1 (S/m) 62 (F/m) Ec = 2E E c = (2[01 TND = 1+2 1
Case 1 1eo -0.2857 1 2.45
Case 2 2.2EO 0 1 3
Case 3 10o 0.542 1 6.54
Case 4 100Eo 0.937 1 47.4
Table 6.2: Material dependent constants used to plot
particle with U2 = 1 (S/m) and variable permittivity E2
(S/m) and 61 = 2.2co).
the charging dynamics, q(t), of a
in transformer oil (ai = 1 x 10-12
02 = 1 (S/m) C2 (F/m) = Pc EC 0 = a TND 2al+0'2 1
Case 1 leo -0.2857 1 0.245
Case 2 2.2eo 0 1 0.3
Case 3 10EO 0.542 1 0.654
Case 4 100Eo 0.937 1 4.74
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Table 6.3: Material dependent constants used to plot the charging dynamics, q(t), of a
particle with o-2 = 10 (S/m) and variable permittivity 62 in transformer oil (o1 = 1 x 10-12
(S/m) and ei = 2.26o).
o-2 = 10 (S/rM) 62 (F/m) lc = 2 = 2+"1 TND 2e1+62 1
____C2_____1 2orl±aO2 2c1l-CF2 TD
Case 1 ico -0.2857 1 0.0245
Case 2 2.2EO 0 1 0.03
Case 3 10EO 0.542 1 0.0654
Case 4 1006o 0.937 1 0.474
1.6
12 "0
- 1 0 0
--+- 2 '0
= 100C
"2 0
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Time (s) x 10~
Figure 6.8: Dimensional charging dynamics, q(t),
(S/m) and particle permittivities of 1, 2.2, 10 and
assuming a particle
1006o (F/m).
conductivity of 0.1
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2 2.5 3
Time (s) x 10~
Figure 6.9: Dimensional charging dynamics, q(t), assuming a particle conductivity of 1
(S/m) and particle permittivities of 1, 2.2, 10 and 100co (F/m).
Time: t (s) x 10 9
Figure 6.10: Dimensional charging dynamics, q(t), assuming a particle conductivity of 10
(S/m) and particle permittivities of 1, 2.2, 10 and 100eo (F/m).
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6.3.4.2 Charging Case Study 2: Particle with Constant Permittivity and
Varying Conductivity
The second set of particle charging case studies to be carried out as part of this thesis exam-
ined how, for a given permittivity, a particle's charging dynamics varied with conductivity.
Four values of permittivity were used for this analysis: 62 = k0 , 2. 2Eo, 10co and 100eo
(F/m). For each of these four permittivity values the charging dynamics were calculated as
the particle's conductivity value, U2, varied from 0.001 - 10 (S/m). The values of the ma-
terial constants, which were substituted into the solution for the non-dimensional charging
dynamics for each of the case studies that were examined are given in Tables 6.4 to 6.7.
As in the previous section, the solutions for the non-dimensionalized particle charging dy-
namics were dimensionalized using Qs and TD, before being plotted. The dimensionalized
results for each of the case studies are plotted in Figures 6.11 to 6.14.
Table 6.4: Material dependent constants used to plot the charging dynamics, q(t), of a par-
ticle with 62 = 160 (F/m) and conductivity 02 ranging from 0.001 - 10 (S/m) in transformer
oil (Ui = 1 x 10-12 (S/m), Fi = 2.2c0).
C2 = lo (F/m) 02 (S/m) 1C = E2-1=2 TND = 2E1+e2(2E2+61 C = o+a 2021l+Or2 -rD
Case 1 0.001 -0.2857 1 245
Case 2 0.01 -0.2857 1 24.5
Case 3 0.1 -0.2857 1 2.45
Case 4 1 -0.2857 1 0.245
Case 5 10 -0.2857 1 0.0245
Table 6.5: Material dependent constants used to plot the charging dynamics, q(t), of a
particle with E2 = 2 .2Eo (F/m) and conductivity U2 ranging from 0.001 - 10 (S/m) in
transformer oil (oi = 1 x 1012 (S/m), ci = 2.2e0).
E2 = 2.2eo (F/m) U2 (S/m = =_ -2 . T 2E+ 1k/i 2 ~+E1 C 2al +92 D=2aj+U2 7D
Case 1 0.001 0 1 300
Case 2 0.01 0 1 30
Case 3 0.1 0 1 3
Case 4 1 0 1 0.3
Case 5 10 0 1 0.03
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Table 6.6: Material dependent constants used to plot the charging dynamics, q(t), of a par-
ticle with e2 = 10eo (F/m) and conductivity 0-2 ranging from 0.001 - 10 (S/m) in transformer
oil (a = 1 x 10-12 (S/m), ei = 2.2Eo).
62 = 1060 (F/m) o-2 (S/m) = c + = 2 D 2+ + 2
Case 1 0.001 0.542 1 653.5
Case 2 0.01 0.542 1 65.35
Case 3 0.1 0.542 1 6.535
Case 4 1 0.542 1 0.6535
Case 5 10 0.542 1 0.06535
Table 6.7: Material dependent constants used to plot the charging dynamics, q(t), of a
particle with E2 = 100eo (F/m) and conductivity -2 ranging from 0.001 - 10 (S/m) in
transformer oil (a1 = 1 x 10-12 (S/m), = 2.2o).
E2 = 1006O (F/m) o2 (S/m) IFc = 1 =5 2 C a- TND 2l+222(2E2+61) 2a7+U2 (2al+o'2 TrD
Case 1 0.001 0.937 1 4738
Case 2 0.01 0.937 1 473.8
Case 3 0.1 0.937 1 47.38
Case 4 1 0.937 1 4.738
Case 5 10 0.937 1 0.4738
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1,6 x 10_
1.4-
-
-.-
! = 0.001 (S/m)
1.2 - w ,=0.01 (S/m)
---a =0. 1 (S/M)
OT 2 - = 1 (S/m)
-4)a = 10 (S/m)
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0
0.6-0
0 2
Time (s)
Figure 6.11: Dimensional charging dynamics, q(t), assuming a particle permittivity of leo
(F/m) and conductivities varying from 0.001 - 10 (S/m).
1.6
- 1
-o =
06
Time t )x 10
Figure 6.12: Dimensional charging dynamics, q(t), assuming a particle permittivity of 2.2co
(F/in) and conductivities varying from 0.001 - 10 (S/m).
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2 = 10 (S/m)
2= 1 (S/m)
-a2 = 0.1 (S/m)
2 = 0.01 (S/m)
2= 0.001 (S/m)
1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Time: t (s) x 10~
Figure 6.13: Dimensional
(F/m) and conductivities
charging dynamics, q(t), assuming a particle permittivity of 10Eo
varying from 0.001 - 10 (S/m).
Figure 6.14: Dimensional charging dynamics, q(t),
(F/m) and conductivities varying from 0.001 - 10
assuming a particle permittivity of 100eo
(S/m).
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6.4 Nanoparticle Charging During Streamer Propagation in
Nanofluids
Unfortunately, due to the complexity of the solution for q(t), and issues regarding numerical
precision in Mathematica, solutions for the charging dynamics of a particle in transformer oil
cannot be found for an unlimited range of conductivity and permittivity values. However,
a number of interesting insights into the charging dynamics of particles in transformer oil
can be gained from analyzing the results presented in the previous sections. These insights
are particularly useful when considered in the context of how particle charging modifies
streamer propagation in dielectric nanofluids.
6.4.1 Interpreting the Results of the Particle Charging Case Studies
The most striking feature of the results of the charging case studies is the fact that there
appears to be an upper limit to the rate at which a particle in transformer oil will charge
and that this limit appears to be linked to the particle's conductivity. This upper limit is
particularly evident in Figures 6.11 to 6.14, where it appears that the charging rate becomes
insensitive to increases in conductivity above a conductivity value of approximately 1 (S/m).
This is a very important observation, which has consequences for understanding how the
electrodynamic processes in a highly electrically stressed transformer oil-based nanofluid
differs from those in pure oil. A second interesting feature of the results generated by
the charging case studies is the fact that the particle charging dynamics appear to be
relatively insensitive to variations in particle permittivity. This feature can be seen in
the results shown in Figures 6.8 to 6.10. Interestingly, this insensitivity to variations in
permittivity is particularly evident for particles whose conductivity is greater than 1 (S/m).
One unexpected feature of the results is the fact that for less conductive particles, the
charging rate appears to be higher for particles with higher permittivity. This behavior
is particularly obvious in Figure 6.8, where the charging dynamics of a particle with a
conductivity of 0.1 (S/m) are plotted for permittivity values of 2.26o, 10eo and 100fo (F/m).
The explanation for this behavior is not immediately apparent. In fact, since according to
Equation 6.16 a particle with a higher permittivity will have a longer relaxation time, -rr, for
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any give value of conductivity, it would seem more likely that the charging rate of a higher
permittivity particle would be lower than that of a low permittivity particle. Exploring this
issue more reveals that for a given conductivity value, a particle of higher permittivity will
have a faster initial charging rate; however, particles of lower permittivity will ultimately
charge to saturation faster. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 6.15, where the charging
dynamics of a particle in transformer oil with a conductivity of 0.01 (S/m) are plotted as a
function of permittivity over a significantly longer timescale than that used for the previous
figures. To see this behavior more clearly Figure 6.16 illustrates the first 75 nanoseconds
of the charging dynamics plotted in Figure 6.15. Here the particle with a permittivity of
100co (F/m) clearly has the fastest initial charging rate; however, after 75 nanoseconds the
particle which is charging fastest is the one with a permittivity of leo (F/m).
Time: t (s) x 107'
Figure 6.15: Illustration of how the charging dynamics, q(t), of a particle with a conductivity
of 0.01 (S/m) varies as a function of permittivity.
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Figure 6.16: Initial 75 ns of the charging dynamics, q(t), for particles with a conductivity
of 0.01 (S/m) and varying permittivity.
6.4.2 Particle Charging and its Impact Upon the Electrodynamics in a
Nanofluid
When considering particle charging in the context of streamer propagation in a transformer
oil-based nanofluid, the nuances of particle charging dynamics over long timescales becomes
less important. The reason for this is the fact that if nanoparticle charging is to have
an impact upon the speed of propagation of an electric field wave moving through an
electrically stressed nanofluid, it must somehow modify the electron-ion separation process
in the ionization zone, which has a very short timescale. The details of how nanoparticle
charging can modify the propagation of an electric field wave in a transformer oil-based
nanofluid have already been discussed in a qualitative manner in section 6.2. Now, after
solving for the charging dynamics of nanoparticles in transformer oil, we are in a position
to add a quantitative element to the discussion.
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As stated in section 6.2, the development of an electric field wave in pure oil is due to the
fact that when molecular ionization takes place, the generated electrons are quickly swept
away from the ionization zone due to their high mobility, leaving behind a net positive
space charge, which modifies the electric field distribution around the ionization zone and
ultimately results in an electric field wave "propagating" through the oil. If instead of
pure oil, ionization takes place in a transformer oil-based nanofluid, the nanoparticles in
the ionization zone will tend to act as traps for the free charge carriers generated due to
ionization. Specifically, the nanoparticles will trap electrons (due to the generated electrons
having a much higher mobility than the generated ions) and if this trapping occurs before
the electrons are swept out of the ionization zone, the smaller resulting space charge will
translate into less electric field modification near the ionization zone, and ultimately to
slower electric field wave propagation.
To assess how fast charge trapping must be in order to impact upon the electrodynamics
in the ionization zone it is necessary to calculate how quickly electron-ion separation occurs.
This can be done by using representative values for the physical size of the ionization zone
along with the electron mobility and electric field intensity. In the case of transformer
oil, an electric field level of 5 x 108 (V/m) and a radius of 10 (pm) is typical for the
ionization zone, while an electron mobility value of 1 x 10-4 (m2/V-s) is appropriate. Using
these parameters, the electron velocity (which is the product of the electric field level and
the electron mobility) in the ionization zone is 5 x 104 (m/s). Dividing the radius of the
ionization zone by the velocity gives an approximation for the time required to sweep the
electrons out of the ionization zone. Assuming the ionization zone has a radius of 10 (pm),
the sweep-out time is 2 x 10-10 (s).
This approximation of the sweep-out time is very important as it indicates how fast the
charging rate of the nanoparticles must be in order to impact upon the electrodynamics
involved in the development of an electric field wave in a transformer oil based-nanofluid.
The charging dynamics plotted in Figures 6.8 to 6.14 indicate that the upper limit for the
charging rate of highly conductive particles (i.e., those with a conductivity of greater than 1
(S/m)) is approximately 2 x 10-9 (C/s). Multiplying this charging rate with the sweep-out
time indicates that the charging rate of conductive nanoparticles in transformer oil is high
enough to ensure the capture or trapping of one to two free electrons per nanoparticle in the
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ionization zone. This result is highly significant as it indicates that conductive nanoparticles,
such as magnetite particles, which have been used to manufacture transformer oil-based
nanofluids as done by Segal [14], can indeed capture free charge carriers at a rate that is
sufficient to result in the modification of the electrodynamic processes responsible for the
development of electric field waves in transformer oil-based nanofluids.
6.5 Modeling and Simulating the Electrodynamics in an
Electrically Stressed Nanofluid
In the earlier chapters of this thesis, the processes which are fundamental to the development
of streamers in transformer oil are examined. This work reveals how electric field dependent
molecular ionization in the oil results in the development of an electric field wave, which
propagates through the oil dissipating energy. This energy dissipation serves to heat the oil
and results in the formation of the observable low-density structures commonly known as
streamers. Therefore, the velocity at which streamers propagate through the oil is intimately
linked to the velocity of the electric field wave. In [14], the authors present electrical
breakdown testing data for both transformer oil and a transformer oil-based nanofluid.
These results are restated in Table 2.1 of this thesis. These results indicate that for a positive
voltage excitation, the time to breakdown of the transformer oil-based nanofluid is longer
than that for the pure oil. Since streamer velocity can be approximated to be the quotient
of the electrode gap distance and the time to breakdown, Segal's experimental results show
that the velocity of positive streamers in transformer oil-based nanofluids is less than it is
in pure oil. The fact that positive streamer propagation in oil-based nanofluids is slower
than it is in pure oil means that the velocity of the electric field wave in the nanofluid must
also be slower than it would be in pure oil. Section 6.2 provides a qualitative description of
the reasons why, for a given level of positive voltage excitation, the electric field wave in a
nanofluid is slower than in pure oil. In this section the liquid-phase electric field dependent
molecular ionization model for pure oil, which is developed in chapter 5 will be modified
to represent the physics taking place in a transformer oil-based nanofluid. This model will
be solved and the results will be analyzed to assess if the qualitative explanation for the
reduction in the speed of positive streamers in oil-based nanofluids, presented in section 6.2
is in fact valid.
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6.5.1 Modeling Electric Field Dependent Molecular Ionization in
Transformer Oil-Based Nanofluids
The electrodynamic processes which take place when a transformer oil-based nanofluid is
electrically stressed can be analyzed using a modified version of the liquid-phase electric field
dependent molecular ionization model, which was studied in chapter 5. In its unmodified
form this model comprises Poisson's equation and three charge continuity equations, one
each for the positive ions, electrons and negative ions (negatively charged nanoparticles)
present in the oil. Modifying this model such that it includes the most important physics
which takes place in a transformer oil-based nanofluid requires that certain reasonable
assumptions be made. Foremost amongst these are the assumptions that the molecular
ionization, the recombination and the attachment processes, which occur in oil also occur
in the oil-based nanofluid. These assumptions are reasonable considering the basic nature of
the nanofluid. The next stage in the modeling process involves accounting for the charging
of the nanoparticles in the oil. The theory regarding this is described in detail in the
preceding sections of this chapter. As described in section 6.2, nanoparticles preferentially
trap electrons over positive or negative ions, due to the fact that the electron mobility is
five orders of magnitude greater than the ionic mobility. The resulting negatively charged
nanoparticles drift towards the anode under the influence of the applied electric field. For
the purposes of modeling, the charged nanoparticles are viewed as being equivalent to
negative ions. This assumption eliminates the need for a fourth charge continuity equation
in the model, and thus reduces the computation load when simulating the model. The
modified version of the liquid-phase electric field dependent molecular ionization model,
which describes the electrodynamic processes that take place in a transformer oil-based
nanofluid is given by Equations 6.50 to 6.53.
-V - (cVV) P+ + p- + pe where E = -VV (6.50)
op+ ~ P+PeR+ p+p-R±
1+V.- J+=- GI(l$|)+ e + e(6.51)whre e
where J+± =P+ E
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Ope -. p+peR+ p p
+ V - Je = -GI(|E) - p R * * ( - H(- - PNPsat)) (6.52)
at e Ta TNP
where Je = -PeIpeE
___ Pe ____ __ P
-e ppR pe (1 - H(-p - PNPsat)) (6-53)Ot Ta e TNP
where J_ =-ppE
The analytical solution for the charging dynamics of a nanoparticle in a transformer oil-
based nanofluid is given by the solution of Equation 6.46. In practical terms it is not
possible to implement this expression in the modified version of the liquid-phase electric
field dependent molecular ionization model. The solution to this problem is to model
the charging of the nanoparticles using an attachment time constant, in the same way as
the attachment of electrons to neutral molecules is modeled. The last term on the right
hand side of Equation 6.52 accounts for the reduction of the free electron concentration
due to nanoparticle charging, while the last term on the right hand side of Equation 6.53
accounts for the increase in the concentration of negative ions due to nanoparticle charging.
This approach is possible due to the previously stated assumption that the negative ions
formed due to electron attachment to neutral molecules in the oil, and negative ions formed
due to nanoparticle charging are equivalent. When including nanoparticle charging in the
electrodynamic model, it is necessary to account for the fact that there is an upper limit to
the charge density of free electrons which will be trapped by the nanoparticles. This limit is
the product of the number density of nanoparticles no, times the saturation charge of each
nanoparticle Q8. In Equations 6.52 and 6.53 the Heaviside function, H(-p_ - PNPsat), is
used to model this charging limit. The absolute value of the nanoparticle saturation charge
density is given by PNPsat, which is defined as follows:
PNPsat = no oQ8  (6.54)
When the negative ion charge density p_ is less than -PNPsat, the value of the expression
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(1- H(-p_ - PNPsat)) is one. In this instance, the nanoparticle trapping physics is included
in the continuity equations for the electrons and negative ions. Once -p- reaches the
saturation limit PNPSat, the value of the expression (1 - H(-p_ - PNPsat)) goes to zero
and the nanoparticle trapping physics no longer takes place.
6.5.2 Simulation Case Studies: Electric Field Dependent Molecular
Ionization Model for Transformer Oil-Based Nanofluids
The electric field dependent molecular ionization model describing the electrodynamics in
transformer oil-based nanofluids, which is given by Equations 6.50 to 6.53 was solved using
CMP. As with all the simulations in this thesis, the model was solved for the needle-sphere
electrode geometry described in [19]. The simulations explored how different values of the
nanoparticle attachment time constants rNP impacted upon the electrodynamics in the
nanofluid. As with all simulations in this thesis, the nanofluid simulations were carried out
using a non-dimensional framework. The non-dimensionalized nanofluid molecular ioniza-
tion model solved using CMP comprised the following set of equations:
-V - (VV) = N+ + i- +fie in Q (6.55)
+ V -(f++) = 1(IE| + fi+fieR+ + fi+fi-R± in Q (6.56)at
-+V-(-fieeE) = -5I(|E-i)+Ne+- e -R ~ (1-H(-,--NPsat)) in Q (6.57)
at *T TNP
+ YV- (---) = - +-N+ (1 - H(-N_ - iNPsat)) in Q (6.58)
at Ta TNP
For all the simulations discussed in this section, the needle electrode was excited using
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a 300 kV step voltage excitation with a 0.01 ps rise-time. The ion mobilities pi±, and
the electron mobility pe, were selected to be 1 x 10-9 (M2/V-s) and 1 x 10- (m2/V-s)
respectively. The ion-ion and electron-ion recombination rates R± and R+, were both set
at 1.65 x 10-17 (m3/s), while the electron attachment time constant Ta, was set to equal 200
nanoseconds [35]. The values of the molecular ionization source term parameters a, and
Ej, were set equal to 1.16 x 107 (F/m 2-s), and 5 x 109 (V/m) respectively. These parameters
are the same as those used in the case study 2 simulations of the liquid-phase electric field
dependent molecular ionization model for pure oil, which are described in section 5.2.3.
The model was solved for rNP values of 2, 5 and 50 nanoseconds. For each of these case
studies, the value of the nanoparticle saturation charge density, PNPsat, was assumed to be
500 (C/m 3). The selection of this value is documented in section 6.4.2.1.
6.5.2.1 Selection of TNP and PNPsat
The selection of reasonable values for the parameters rNP and PNPsat is important when
studying the electrodynamics which take place when a transformer oil-based nanofluid is
electrically stressed. TNP, the nanoparticle attachment time constant is particularly im-
portant, as it defines the time-scale over which the nanoparticle charging takes place. The
analysis presented in section 6.2.2 shows that in general, the more conductive a particle
is the faster it will charge. There is however, an upper limit to the nanoparticle charg-
ing rate. This limit is apparent in the plots of nanoparticle charging dynamics, which are
shown in Figures 6.8 to 6.13. A TNP value of 2 nanoseconds was chosen to approximate
this upper charging limit. Studying the dynamics generated by the longer TNP values of 5
and 50 nanoseconds provides insight into how the dynamics change as the conductivity of
the nanoparticle material drops. In the qualitative discussion regarding the development
of streamers in transformer oil-based nanofluids presented in section 6.2, it is hypothesized
that the streamer dynamics in an oil-based nanofluid will not differ appreciably from those
in pure oil, if the nanoparticle charging time constant is long relative to the sweep-out time
of electrons from the ionization zone. The simulation results presented in this section and
subsequent sections of this chapter verify that this hypothesis is indeed true.
The parameter PNPsat defines the charge density which can be trapped by the nanopar-
ticles in an oil-based nanofluid. It is important that the value of PNPsat that is used when
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modeling the electrodynamics in oil-based nanofluids be reasonable in order for the subse-
quent analysis to be valid. All the simulations being discussed in this section were carried
out assuming that PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3). This value is derived from the nanoparticle
charging analysis documented in earlier sections of this chapter along with certain assump-
tions regarding the composition of the oil-based nanofluid. The first assumption regarding
the oil-based nanofluid is that it is manufactured using 10 nanometer diameter magnetite
nanoparticles. The second assumption is that the nanofluid has a saturation magnetiza-
tion of 1 Gauss. From these assumptions, the number density of nanoparticles no, in the
nanofluid can be calculated to be approximately 3.4 x 1020 (1/M3) [18]. Assuming an elec-
tric field level of 1 x 108 (V/m) in the charging region, the maximum charge each individual
nanoparticle can trap, which is given by Equation 6.41 is 1.835 x 10-18 (C). This number is
not physical since it is not a multiple of one electron of charge; however, by rounding down
it is assumed that the saturation charge Qs, of the nanoparticle is 1.76 x 10-18 (C), or 11e.
The product of the saturation charge value Qs, and the number density of nanoparticles
no, results in a saturation charge density value of approximately 600 (C/m 3). However, this
value assumes that the charging time is infinite. The analysis presented in sections 6.2.2.1
and 6.2.2.2 suggests that for highly conductive materials such as magnetite, the particles
will charge to between 80 and 90% of the saturation charge within several nanoseconds and
so from a practical perspective, PNPsat was chosen to be 500 (C/m 3).
6.5.2.2 Electric Field Dynamics Predicted by Electric Field Dependent
Molecular Ionization Model for Transformer Oil-Based Nanofluids
The electric field distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals
from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solutions to case study 1 (TNP = 2 x 10- 9 s, PNPsat =
500 C/m 3 ), case study 2 (TNP = 5 x 10-9 s, PNPsat = 500 C/m 3 ) and case study 3
(TNP = 50 x 10-9 s, PNPsat = 500 C/m 3 ) of the liquid-phase molecular ionization model
for a transformer oil-based nanofluid are plotted in Figures 6.17 to 6.19.
Obvious differences exist between the electric field dynamics generated by the nanofluid
molecular ionization model case studies, which are plotted in Figures 6.17 to 6.19 and the
electric field dynamics given by the solution of the equivalent molecular ionization model for
pure oil, which are plotted in Figure 5.14. The velocity of the electric field wave generated
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Figure 6.17: Electric field distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 pus
intervals between t = 0 and 1ps given by the solution of the molecular ionization model for
a nanofluid assuming TNP = 2 x 10-9 (s) and PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3 )
= 1 s
1 1.5
Needle-Sphere/Z-Axis (m) 2.5x10'
Figure 6.18: Electric field distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 ps
intervals between t = 0 and 1ps given by the solution of the molecular ionization model for
a nanofluid assuming -rNP = 5 x 10-9 (s) and PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3)
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Figure 6.19: Electric field distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 ps
intervals between t = 0 and 1Is given by the solution of the molecular ionization model for
a nanofluid assuming TNP = 5 x 10-8 (s) and PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3 )
by each of the nanofluid molecular ionization model case studies is slower than the velocity
of the electric field wave generated by the equivalent model for molecular ionization in pure
oil. This result is extremely significant as it confirms the earlier hypothesis, which stated
that the presence of conductive nanoparticles in transformer oil would reduce the velocity of
the electric field wave generated by molecular ionization in the liquid. To facilitate a direct
comparison, the electric field distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 1 ps,
given by the solutions of the three nanofluid case studies and the equivalent solution for pure
oil are plotted in Figure 6.20. This comparison shows that the most significant reduction
in propagation velocity takes place in the nanofluid, with a nanoparticle attachment time
constant of 2 nanoseconds. This attachment time constant represents the limiting case for
highly conductive nanoparticles, such as those manufactured from magnetite.
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Figure 6.20: Electric field distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at lys given by
the solutions of the nanofluid molecular ionization case studies and the equivalent solution
in pure oil.
The electric field dynamics generated by the case studies which use attachment time con-
stants of 5 and 50 nanoseconds illustrate that as the nanoparticle attachment time constant
becomes longer, the differences between the electric field dynamics in the pure oil and those
in the oil-based nanofluid become less pronounced. This behavior also confirms the earlier
hypothesis, which suggested that in order for nanoparticles to impact upon the electric field
dynamics in transformers, the nanoparticles would have to trap electrons on a timescale
similar to the nanosecond timescale associated with the sweep out of electrons from the
ionization zone at the tip of the electric field wave/streamer. The implications of these
results are substantial as they show that the velocity of an electric field wave propagating
through transformer oil can be reduced by the addition of conductive nanoparticles to the
oil. Since streamer development is coupled to electric field wave development, these results
essentially state that the insulating performance of transformer oil can be enhanced by the
addition of nanoparticles to the oil. The results also highlight the paradox that is the fact
that in order to achieve enhanced insulating performance from the oil, the nanoparticles
which are added must be highly conductive.
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6.5.2.3 Charge Density Dynamics Predicted by Electric Field Dependent
Molecular Ionization Model for Transformer Oil-Based Nanofluids
When the electric field dependent molecular ionization model is modified for use in modeling
the dynamics in oil-based nanofluids an extra term is added to both the electron and negative
ion charge continuity equations. This term models the trapping of free electrons onto the
nanoparticles in the nanofluid. Because of the presence of this additional term in the
electron and negative ion charge continuity equations, it is reasonable to assume that the
charge density distributions given by the solutions of the nanofluid molecular ionization
model case studies should differ from those given by the solution of the molecular ionization
model for pure oil. Figures 6.21 to 6.24 plot the positive ion, negative ion, electron and net
charge density distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis given by the solutions of
the three nanofluid molecular ionization model case studies being discussed in this section
and the equivalent pure oil molecular ionization model, at 0.1 ps after the application of the
step voltage excitation. These plots illustrate the differences between the charge density
dynamics in nanofluids and those in pure transformer oil, along with the differences which
exist between nanofluids that are manufactured using nanoparticles manufactured using
materials with differing conductivities. Appendix C contains plots of the complete set of
positive ion, negative ion, electron and net charge density distributions along the needle-
sphere electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals between t = 0 and 1 ps, given by the solutions of
the nanofluid molecular ionization model case studies being discussed in this section.
As would be expected the charge density distributions given by the solutions of the
nanofluid molecular ionization model case studies differ from those in pure oil. Figures 6.22
and 6.23 are particularly important as they illustrate the difference between the negative ion
and electron charge density distributions in nanofluids and those in pure oil when stressed
by an equivalent positive excitation. Considering the case of pure oil, the magnitude of the
negative ion charge density distribution increases linearly from the ionization zone towards
the needle electrode tip as free electrons are trapped on neutral molecules. The situation is
very different for the nanofluid cases. In each of these cases the negative ion charge density
rises rapidly at first and then transitions to a more gradual increase at a charge density of
about -500 (C/m 3).
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Figure 6.21: Positive ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis
at 0.1pss given by the solution of the nanofluid molecular ionization case studies and the
equivalent solution in pure oil.
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Figure 6.22: Negative ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis
at 0.1ps given by the solution of the nanofluid molecular ionization case studies and the
equivalent solution in pure oil.
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Figure 6.23: Electron charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis
at .1ps given by the solution of the nanofluid molecular ionization case studies and the
equivalent solution in pure oil.
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Figure 6.24: Net charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at .1Ups
given by the solution of the nanofluid molecular ionization case studies and the equivalent
solution in pure oil.
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The initial rapid increase in the magnitude of the negative ion charge density in each of the
nanofluids is due to the rapid trapping of electrons on the nanoparticles. The transition
seen in the negative ion charging rate at a charge density of -500 (C/m 3) is due to the
fact that at this point the nanoparticles have become charge saturated. Once this occurs
the nanoparticles can no longer trap free electron. The subsequent continued, but slower
increase in the negative ion charge density is due to the process of electron attachment to
neutral molecules, which also occurs in pure oil.
In earlier discussions, the point was made that in order for nanoparticles to have a major
affect on the electrodynamics involved in the propagation of an electric field wave, the
nanoparticles must be able to trap electrons before they escape from the ionization zone at
the tip of a streamer where they are generated. This statement is of course true; however,
even if the nanoparticle attachment time constant is longer than the electron sweep out
time, the electrodynamics may still differ from those in pure oil. The reasons for this is that
any additional generation of negative ions at the expense of electrons above the level which
normally takes place in transformer oil results in increased potential drop in the tail of the
electric field wave. In turn this will starve the streamer tip of driving potential, ultimately
resulting in the streamer slowing or even stopping. The relationship between electron and
negative ion charge densities as a function of the nanoparticle attachment time constant
is illustrated in Figures 6.25 to 6.27. Figure 6.25 illustrates the electron and negative
ion charge density distributions at 0.1 ps given by the solution of the nanofluid molecular
ionization model using a -rNP value of 2 nanoseconds. This attachment time constant is short
enough to result in the immediate attachment of electrons to nanoparticles in the ionization
zone, up until the nanoparticles saturate, at which point electrons can escape and propagate
towards the needle electrode. As is obvious from the electric field distributions presented in
the preceding section, this behavior results in a major reduction in the velocity of the electric
field wave. The dynamics plotted in Figure 6.25 correspond to what would be expected to
take place in an oil-based nanofluid manufactured using magnetite nanoparticles. The
electron and negative ion charge density distributions plotted in Figure 6.26 corresponds to
a nanoparticle attachment time constant of 5 nanoseconds. In this case the nanoparticle
charging is not as instantaneous as in the 2 nanosecond case. Additionally, the level of
electron generation is greater than the nanoparticle charge saturation level. These facts
combine to truncate the electron charge density distribution at the ionization front rather
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than completely suppressing it. In Figure 6.27 the significantly longer attachment time
constant of 50 nanoseconds results in a different type of nanoparticle charging dynamic.
The processes of electron generation and sweep-out in the ionization zone occur as they
would in pure oil, with the subsequent nanoparticle electron attachment resembling a faster
version of the electron attachment to neutral molecules, which occurs in pure oil. The
amplitude of the electron charge density distribution at the ionization zone is not reduced
by nanoparticle charge attachment, rather the attachment modifies the rate at which the
electron charge density falls in the tail of the distribution. The plots in the figure clearly
show that the rate at which the electron charge density falls changes from an initial higher
rate, before the nanoparticles saturate, to a rate equivalent to that in pure oil, after the
nanoparticles have charged to saturation.
100-
0-
--- Electron Charge Density
-100 -Negative Ion Charge Density
-200-
-- 300 ' Initial Rapid Increase in The Negative Ion Charge Density
due to Electron Trapped by Nanoparticles
E-400 ~
0 -500'
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-800 Attachment to Neutral Molecules
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Figure 6.25: Electron and negative ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 ps given by the solution of the molecular ionization model for a nanofluid
assuming TNP = 2 x 10~ (s) and PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3 )
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Figure 6.26: Electron and negative ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 ps given by the solution of the molecular ionization model for a nanofluid
assuming TNP = 5 x 10-9 (s) and PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3 )
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Figure 6.27: Electron and negative ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 ps given by the solution of the molecular ionization model for a nanofluid
assuming rNP = 5 x 10-8 (s) and PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3)
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6.5.2.4 Electric Potential Dynamics Predicted by Electric Field Dependent
Molecular Ionization Model for Transformer Oil-Based Nanofluids
The electric potential distributions given by the solution of each of the nanofluid molecular
ionization model case studies reveal some important facts regarding how the presence of
nanoparticles in transformer oil affect the propagation of an electric field wave or equiv-
alently a streamer. Figure 6.28 plots the potential distributions along the needle-sphere
electrode axis given by the solutions of the three nanofluid molecular ionization model
case studies being discussed in this section and the equivalent pure oil molecular ionization
model, at 0.1 ps after the application of the step voltage excitation. The first observation
which must be made about this figure is that the potential drop per unit distance in the
region corresponding to the streamer channel is greater for each of the nanofluid case studies
than it is in the case of pure oil. This is a crucial point which provides significant insight
into why positive streamer propagation is retarded in nanofluids.
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9
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Figure 6.28: Electric potential distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1ps
given by the solution of the nanofluid molecular ionization case studies and the equivalent
solution in pure oil.
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When considering the differences between the electrodynamic in pure oil and those in an
oil-based nanofluid when stressed by the same potential, it is important to bear in mind
that any electron attachment onto nanoparticles in the oil-based nanofluid results in the
elimination of highly mobile electrons and the generation of low mobility negative ions at
a higher rate than would occur in pure oil. This process reduces the conductivity of the
streamer channel in an oil-based nanofluid when compared to that in pure oil. This means
that a greater potential drop per unit length occurs in the channel of a streamer in an
oil-based nanofluid than in the channel of a streamer in pure oil. This greater potential
drop in the channel of a streamer in a nanofluid means that for a given streamer length,
less potential is seen at the tip of the streamer in a nanofluid that in pure oil. In turn, this
means that for a given streamer length the level of ionization at the tip of a streamer in a
nanofluid is less than that at the tip of a streamer in pure oil, which ultimately translates
into slower electric field wave propagation in the nanofluid.
6.5.2.5 Comments Regarding the Electrodynamics in Transformer Oil-Based
Nanofluids
The simulation results presented in the preceding sections illustrate that under equivalent
electrical stresses, the electrodynamic processes that take place in transformer oil-based
nanofluids differ substantially from those which take place in pure oil. The results show
that for an equivalent positive voltage excitation, the velocity of an electric field wave in an
oil-based nanofluid is invariably slower than that of an electric field wave in pure transformer
oil. Since electric field wave propagation drives the development of low-density streamers,
this result can be interpreted as evidence that for a given level of excitation, the velocity
of a streamer in an oil-based nanofluid will be lower than that in pure oil. The results also
indicate the level to which the streamer velocity is reduced is very much dependent upon the
nanoparticle attachment time constant. In a nanofluid where the nanoparticle attachment
time constant is very short (on the order of 2 nanoseconds), the reduction in the electric
field wave's velocity can be as great as a factor of two, while for nanofluids manufactured
using nanoparticles with attachment time constants on the order of 50 nanoseconds or
more, the difference in the velocity of the electric field waves in oil and in the nanofluid is
negligible. This fact is very significant because, as is shown in section 6.2.1, the nanoparticle
attachment time constant is a function of the conductivity of the material from which the
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nanoparticle is manufactured. Nanoparticles of highly conductive metallic materials have
an attachment time constant on the order of 2 nanoseconds, while semi-conducting and
insulating materials have much much longer attachment time constants.
The results that are presented in the previous sections of this chapter have great practical
significance. Engineers have continually sought to engineer dielectric liquids that have
superior performance. The analysis and simulation results presented here describe how
and why certain concentrations of conductive nanoparticles can be used to enhance the
insulating performance of transformer oil. Throughout this thesis, the nanofluid analysis
has focused on nanofluids manufactured using magnetite. This focus stems from the fact
that magnetite was the material used by Segal to manufacture the nanofluids studied in his
paper [14], and that transformer oil based ferrofluids containing magnetite nanoparticles
are commercially available. However, the results of the analysis of streamer development
in nanofluids shows that the only requirement for the nanoparticle material is that it be
highly conductive.
6.6 Summary
Chapter 6 develops a theory to explain the differences observed between the electrical break-
down characteristics of transformer oil and transformer oil-based nanofluids. In section 6.1
an expression for the relaxation time of a nanoparticle in transformer oil is derived and it
is shown that the timescale over which a magnetite nanoparticle relaxes in transformer oil
is over six orders of magnitude faster than the timescale involved in streamer development
in transformer oil.
Section 6.2 provides a qualitative description of the means by which the charging of
nanoparticles by electrons in transformer oil modifies the electrodynamics in the oil and
slows the propagation of positive streamers. Section 6.2 then presents a derivation for the
charging dynamics of a nanoparticle in transformer oil. The expression for the charging
dynamics of a nanoparticle is solved for a number of different material types and the results
are plotted. These results clearly indicate that as a particle becomes less conductive, the
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rate at which it charges falls. In section 6.3 the impact that nanoparticle charging has on
the propagation of positive streamers in transformer oil is discussed and in section 6.4, the
electrodynamic model for positive streamers in pure transformer oil is modified to include
the nanoparticle charging processes that take place in transformer oil-based nanofluids.
This model is solved for nanoparticles of varying conductivity using CMP. The results of
these simulations show that for an equivalent excitation, the electric field wave velocity in
nanofluids manufactured from conductive nanoparticles is lower than it is pure oil. The
results also show that as the conductivity of the nanoparticles is reduced the difference
between the electrodynamics in the nanofluids and those in pure oil become less apparent.
Based upon this work it is possible to conclude that oil-based nanofluids manufactured using
conductive nanoparticles can be engineered to have superior positive breakdown strength
than pure oil.
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On the Development of Simplified
Electrodynamic Models
A S has been shown in the preceding chapters of this thesis, the modeling of electricalstreamers in transformer oil and transformer oil-based nanofluids is a research topic
which poses many challenges. These challenges include identifying the relevant physical
processes which take place in the oil in order to formulate a valid streamer model, and
identifying valid values for the various parameters in the model, something that is very
difficult when dealing with a technical liquid like transformer oil. However, one challenge
that is often overlooked is that of solving the model.
The simulation results presented in chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis were generated us-
ing comprehensive models of the electrodynamic processes which take place in electrically
stressed transformer oil and transformer oil-based nanofluids. The results generated by the
models are in good agreement with experimental results given in the literature, which can
be taken as an indication that the models are valid and correct. Given that the electrody-
namic models are valid, and considering the models' general applicability they have obvious
potential to be valuable tools for engineers designing oil insulated electrical systems, or
for those studying the insulating performance of nano-enhanced dielectric liquids. Unfor-
tunately, the potential practical uses of these models are substantially limited by the fact
that the solution of the models is numerically intensive and very time consuming. This
chapter explores whether or not it is possible to modify the electrodynamic models devel-
oped in earlier chapters in a manner that allows simulations to be carried out over much
shorter timescales, whilst still capturing the physics associated with streamer development
in transformer oil and transformer oil-based nanofluids.
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7.1 Reduced Electric Field Dependent Molecular Ionization
Modeling
Chapter 5 documents the development of a comprehensive model to describe the electro-
dynamic processes which take place in transformer oil when it is electrically stressed. The
final model, which is presented is a complete two-phase three carrier model that effectively
captures both the liquid-phase and gas-phase physics that occurs as a streamer propagates
through transformer oil. The major drawback of the two-phase streamer model is that it
requires an exceptionally dense mesh to generate acceptable simulation results. The use of
a very dense grid requires very large memory resources and means that the generation of
simulation results of any useful length require impractically long simulation run-times.
An alternative modeling strategy involves the development of a model that does not
include all the underlying physical processes that take place during the development of a
streamer, but that still accurately predicts the electrodynamics associated with streamer
development, such as the velocity of the electric field wave and the potential drop in the
streamer channel. Such a model could be solved using a much sparser mesh and fewer
equations, resulting in much faster simulation run-times, a characteristic that would allow
the model to be used as practical design tool. In this section, a simplified electrodynamic
streamer model is presented and the simulation results generated by the model are analyzed
and compared to the results generated by the more comprehensive electrodynamic models
presented in chapters 5 and 6.
7.1.1 Reduced Electric Field Dependent Molecular Ionization Model
Equation Set
The development of a streamer in transformer oil (or any other dielectric liquid) is driven by
the propagation of an electric field wave through the liquid. The development of electric field
waves is in turn driven by molecular ionization in the liquid. The key to the entire process
is that molecular ionization generates one fast and one slow charge carrier. Electrons, which
are the fast charge carriers have a mobility on the order of 1 x 10-4 (m2/V-s) in transformer
oil, while the slow positive ions have a mobility on the order of 1 x 10- 9 (m2/V-s). The fact
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that the electron mobility is five orders of magnitude greater than that of the positive ions
means that positive ions can be considered stationary in any reasonable analysis, considering
the electric field levels and timescales involved in streamer propagation. The complete
two-phase electrodynamic model used three free charge carriers, including a negative ion
charge carrier. This carrier is generated through attachment with electrons. The long
attachment time constant of 200 nanoseconds means that negative ions play no role in the
electrodynamics which take place in the ionization zone at the tip of a streamer. Negative
ions do play a role in determining the potential drop in the tail of the electric field wave;
however, this is a relatively minor issue and therefore the negative ions can be completely
ignored for the purposes of developing a simplified model. For the purposes of developing a
simplified electrodynamic model, recombination between electrons and positive ions is also
ignored. These assumptions lead to the reduced two-carrier electrodynamic model given by
Equations 7.1 to 7.3.
-V - (cVV) = p+ + pe where E = -VV (7.1)
= GI(l$) (7.2)at
+ V - Je = -GI(E) where Je = -pepeE (7.3)
The assumption that positive ions are stationary completely eliminates the divergence of
the current density term from the left-hand side of Equation 7.2, the positive ion charge
continuity equation. The right-hand sides of Equations 7.2 and 7.3 only contain the molec-
ular ionization charge generation term GI(|E|), the form of which is given by Equation 5.7.
The level of thermal enhancement in the oil is modeled using the simplified form of the
thermal diffusion equation:
aT pd
-= where O=$-d (7.4)
at pIc,
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where c, and pt are the specific heat and density of the transformer oil respectively. In the
full molecular ionization model, the current density J, had positive ion, negative ion and
electron components. However, in the reduced model the current density is only comprised
of the electron component:
S= -pepeE (7.5)
7.1.2 Solving the Reduced Electric Field Dependent Molecular Ionization
Model
As with all the models being studied in this thesis, the reduced electric field dependent
molecular ionization model was solved for the needle-sphere electrode geometry described
in [19]. The non-dimensionalized equation set, which was solved using CMP is as follows:
-V- (VV)=+e in Q (7.6)
= 5 (f) in Q (7.7)
al'e
+V- (-fe5) = -G5(IE|) in Q (7.8)
at
=_5 - f in £ where J= -e (7.9)
The non-dimensionalizations used for the reduced molecular ionization model are given in
Appendex D. As has been stated earlier, the computation load associated with solving any
particular model using CMP is linked to the density of the mesh. However, in addition
to the number of mesh elements, the type or order of each element also impacts upon the
computational load. In CMP, the mesh elements be specified as being first order, (linear),
second order (quadratic), third order (cubic), fourth order (Quartic) or fifth order (Quintic).
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The number of degrees of freedom that the solver must solve increases with the power of
the mesh element. This means that for a mesh of a given size, the number of degrees of
freedom, which must be solved when using second order elements is four times greater than
when using linear elements. To minimize the number of degrees of freedom being solved,
all the meshes used when solving the reduced molecular ionization model were generated
using first order mesh elements.
The dynamic structured meshing technique, which is described in section 5.2.3.1 was used
when meshing the needle-sphere electrode; however, since the reduced model is significantly
less computationally intensive, it was possible to solve the model in 1 pis intervals, rather
than the 0.1 ps intervals, which had to be used when solving the full two-phase molecular
ionization model. Due to the nature of the dynamic meshing technique, it is not possible
to give an exact figure for the factor by which the reduced molecular ionization model cuts
simulation run-times; however, the reduction is significant and on the order of a factor of
ten.
7.1.3 Simulation Case Studies: Reduced Electric Field Dependent
Molecular Ionization Model
Developing a reduced molecular ionization model which generates dynamics similar to those
of a full model can be challenging. There are obvious issues with the fact that the reduced
model does not contain all the relevant physics that occurs during streamer development,
and as such, it cannot replicate the performance of the full model. However, this assumes
that the same values are used for the parameters in the reduced model as are used for the
parameters in the complete model. A different approach was taken when developing the
reduced molecular ionization model being discussed in this section. Rather than using the
same values in the reduced model for critical parameters such as the electron mobility and
the number density of ionizable species, as were used in the two-phase model, the reduced
model's parameter values were chosen based upon how well they allowed the reduced model
to replicate the performance of the two-phase model. Rather than seeking to explore the
effects of varying each of the reduced model's parameters, only the electron mobility and
the number density of ionizable species were varied.
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The results of three reduced model simulation case studies will be presented in this section.
In all of the case studies, the value of the molecular ionization source term parameters ac
and E1 were set equal to 1.16 x 106 (F/m 2-s) and 5 x 109 (V/m). This value for E is the
same as that used in the complete two-phase molecular ionization model, while the ar value
corresponds to a number density of ionizable species no of 1 x 1020 (1/M3), which is one
order of magnitude less than that used in the two-phase model. Each of the case studies
was solved using a different value for the electron mobility. The three 1e values used were
1 x 10-4, 5 x 10-4 and 1 x 10-3 (m2/V-s). The ye value of 1 x 10-4 (m2/V-s) corresponds
to the liquid-phase electron mobility values used in the two-phase model. As with all the
molecular ionization model simulations being studied in this thesis, the needle electrode
was excited by a positive step-voltage, with a 300 kV amplitude and a rise time of 1 x 10-8
seconds.
7.1.3.1 Electric Field Dynamics Predicted by Reduced Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization Model
The electric field distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 1 ps intervals be-
tween t = 0 and 1 ps given by the solutions of the three reduced molecular ionization model
case studies are plotted in Figures 7.1 to 7.3. The first observation to be made about the
electric field distributions predicted by the reduced model simulation results is that there
is no obvious evidence of noise in the results even though the model is solved using a much
lower quality mesh than that used to generate the full model simulation results, which are
presented in chapter 5. Even though it is relatively superficial, that fact inspires confidence
regarding the usefulness of the reduced model technique. The electric field waves generated
by each set of parameters have consistent amplitudes, similar to those generated by the full
model, and the propagation velocity of each wave shows very little if any variation with
time. The results also highlight the predictable fact that velocity of the electric field wave
generated by the reduced model increases as a function of the electron mobility used in the
model. However, this increase in the electric field wave's propagation velocity is sub-linear
with respect to the electron mobility. The velocity of the electric field wave generated by the
reduced model using an electron mobility of 1 x 10-4 (m2/V-s) is approximately 1.85 x 103
(m/s) as can be seen in Figure 7.1, while the velocity of the electric field wave generated
using an electron mobility of 1 x 10-3 (m2/V-s) is approximately 5 x 103 (m/s).
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Figure 7.1: Plot of the electric field distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at
0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced molecular ionization
model assuming that p, = 1 x 10-4 (m 2 /V-s).
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Figure 7.2: Plot of the electric field distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at
0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced molecular ionization
model assuming that ye = 5 x 10-4 (m2 /V-s).
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Figure 7.3: Plot of the electric field distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at
0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced molecular ionization
model assuming that e = 1 x 10-3 (m 2/V-s).
To more easily compare the results of the reduced model simulations, the electric field
distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.5 ps after the application of the
voltage excitation, given by the solution of the model for the three electron mobility values
under consideration are plotted in Figure 7.4. In this plot it is clear that the electric field
level in the tail of the distribution corresponding to an electron mobility of 1 x 10-4 (m 2 /V-
s) is highest, and that in the tail of the distribution corresponding to an electron mobility
of 1 x 10-3 (m2 /V-s) is lowest. The reason for this is that a lower electron mobility value
results in the electric field wave's tail (the streamer channel) being less conductive. The
less conductive the tail, or streamer channel is, the more applied potential is lost in the
tail, resulting in slower propagation of the subsequent electric field wave. The potential
distributions generated by the reduced model using the various electron mobility values
under consideration here will be examined in a later section.
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Figure 7.4: Plot of the electric field distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis at
0.5 ps, given by the solution of the reduced molecular ionization model for electron mobility
values of 1 x 10-4 , 5 x 10-4 and 1 x 10-3 (m 2/V-s).
7.1.3.2 Charge Density Dynamics Predicted by Reduced Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization Model
One of the major differences between the full molecular ionization model that was developed
in chapter 5 and the reduced model being studied here is the fact that the reduced model
does not include a negative ion charge carrier. The positive ion, electron and net charge
density distributions given by the solution of the reduced molecular ionization model for
each of the three electron mobility values under consideration in this section are plotted in
Figures 7.5 to 7.13.
The charge density distribution results given by the solutions of the reduced model case
studies match what would be expected considering the physics included in the model. The
lack of any negative ion charge carrier in the system means that the positive ion and electron
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Figure 7.6: Plot of the electron charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced molecular
ionization model assuming that ye = x 10-4 (m2 /V-s).
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Figure 7.7: Plot of the net charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 pts intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced molecular
ionization model assuming that pc, 1 x 10-4 (m 2 /V-s).
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Figure 7.8: Plot of the positive ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced
molecular ionization model assuming that ye = 5 x 10-4 (m2 /V-s).
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Figure 7.9: Plot of the electron charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced molecular
ionization model assuming that ye = 5 x 10-4 (m2 /V-s).
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Figure 7.10: Plot of the net charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced molecular
ionization model assuming that p = 5 x 10-4 (m 2 /V-s).
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Figure 7.12: Plot of the electron charge density distribution along the needle-sphere elec-
trode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced
molecular ionization model assuming that ye =1 x 10-3 (m2 /V-s).
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Figure 7.13: Plot of the net charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced molecular
ionization model assuming that ye = 1 x 10-3 (m2 /V-s).
charge density distributions appear symmetric about the horizontal axis. Of course, this is
not exactly the case. All the electron charge density distributions are in fact shifted slightly
to the left, due to the electron migration towards the needle electrode, resulting in the
formation of a region of net positive space charge at the ionization front. The magnitudes of
all the charge density distributions given by the reduced model case studies are in reasonably
good agreement with the levels seen in the results of the full model simulations, which are
presented in chapter 5. This fact, coupled to the low level of noise apparent in the results
is another indication that the reduced model may prove practical.
7.1.3.3 Electric Potential Dynamics Predicted by Reduced Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization Model
In chapter 5 the analysis of the liquid-phase molecular ionization model simulation re-
sults shows that the liquid-phase model accurately predicts most of the electrodynamics
associated with streamer propagation in transformer oil. The one inferior aspect of the
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model's performance is that the predicted potential drop in the tail of the electric field
wave (streamer channel) is approximately an order of magnitude greater than what ex-
perimental data in the literature suggests it should be. This weakness in the liquid-phase
model was addressed by adding gas-phase physics to the model. For the reduced molecular
ionization model to be useful, it must be able to predict potential drops that are compa-
rable to those predicted by the two-phase model. The potential distributions along the
needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution
of the reduced model for each of the three electron mobility values under consideration
are plotted in Figures 7.14 to 7.16. These potential distributions can be compared to the
potential distributions for the full liquid-phase and two-phase models which are plotted in
Figures 5.27, 5.28 and 5.38 respectively.
3 . 10
t2.=p2 .7 -- -- - - - - --- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- --- --- -- - --
- -----
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2 .2 ---. -. .-. -- --. -. -- --.. ..-- - -- - - -. - --- -- -----
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Figure 7.14: Plot of the potential distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1
pts intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced molecular ionization
model assuming that ye = 1 x 10-4 (m2/V-s).
As would be expected, the reduced model simulation results show that as the electron
mobility is increased, the potential drop per unit length in the streamer tail decreases.
For comparative purposes the potential distributions given by the solution of the reduced
model at 0.5 ps after the application of the voltage excitation for electron mobility values
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Figure 7.15: Plot of the net charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced molecular
ionization model assuming that yLe = 5 x 10-4 (m2/V-s).
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Figure 7.16: Plot of the net charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced molecular
ionization model assuming that , = 1 x 10-3 (m2/V-s).
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of 1 x 10-4, 5 x 10-4 and 1 x 10-3 (M2/V-s) are plotted in Figure 7.17. The average values
of the electric field level in the tail of the electric field wave (streamer channel) and the
velocity of the electric field wave predicted by the reduced positive streamer model for each
of the electron mobility values are given in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Table of the average potential drop per unit length in the tail of the electric field
wave (streamer channel), and electric field wave velocities predicted by the reduced positive
streamer model for pure oil when solved for electron mobility values of 1 x 10-4, 5 x 10-4
and 1 x 10- (m2/V-s).
Electron Mobility Average Potential Drop Average Electric Field Wave
Value (m2/V-s) in Streamer Channel (V/m) Velocity (km/s)
X 1- 9.3 x 161.85 x 103
5 xs0- 4.5 x 1 4.0x10
1 x 10-3 27x106 50x103
As is clear from the Figure 7.17 and Table 7.1, the average potential drop per unit length in
the streamer channel predicted by the reduced model using an electron mobility of 1 x 10-3
(m2/V-s) falls within the 2- 4 x 106 (V/m) range for the potential drop per unit length in a
streamer channel suggested by Torshin in [8, 17]. The potential drop per unit length given
by the solution of the reduced model using the 1 x 10-4 (m2/V-s) electron mobility value
is slightly higher than the values quoted in the literature; however, given the uncertainty
surrounding these experimental values, it is still a very acceptable result.
7.1.3.4 Temperature Dynamics Predicted by Reduced Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization Model
The electric field and charge density dynamics given by the solutions of the reduced molec-
ular ionization model have relatively constant amplitudes and are for the most part noise
free. These characteristics suggest that the level of dissipation and thermal enhancement
given by the solution of the model should also have these characteristics. To confirm this
assumption, the thermal enhancement in the oil along the needle-sphere electrode axis given
by the solution of the reduced model for each of the electron mobility values under consider-
ation are plotted in Figures 7.18 to 7.20. As was expected, the reduced molecular ionization
model generates consistent levels of thermal enhancement in the oil, with the magnitude of
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Figure 7.17: Plot of the potential distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.5
ps, given by the solution of the reduced molecular ionization model for electron mobility
values of 1 x 10~4, 5 x 10-4 and 1 x 10-3 (m2/V-s).
the enhancement increasing as the electron mobility increases. Transformer oil evaporates
at approximately 500 degrees K. The simplified model solved using an electron mobility of
1 x 10-4 (m2/V-s) generates a thermal enhancement of this level in the oil as can be seen in
Figure 7.18. However, for transformer oil to evaporate additional energy must be dissipated
in order to over come the latent heat of vaporization. In oil the amount of energy required
to overcome the latent heat is approximately equal to that required to heat the oil from
room temperature to the boiling point. This fact suggests that the thermal enhancement
generated by the reduced model using an electron mobility of 5 x 10- 4 (m2/V-s) and plotted
in Figure 7.19 may be approximately equivalent to that required to boil the transformer
oil and form a low-density streamer channel. The thermal enhancement generated by the
model when using an electron mobility value of 1 x 10-3 and plotted in Figure 7.20 appears
to be unphysically large. This very basic analysis suggests that an electron mobility value
in the range of 1 x 10- 4 to 5 x 10- 4 (m2/V-s) would be appropriate for use with the reduced
positive streamer model.
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Figure 7.18: Plot of the thermal enhancement in the oil along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 is intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced molecular
ionization model assuming that 1 e = 1 x 10-' (m2/V-s).
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Figure 7.19: Plot of the thermal enhancement in the oil along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced molecular
ionization model assuming that ye = 5 x 10-4 (m2 /V-s).
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Figure 7.20: Plot of the thermal enhancement in the oil along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced molecular
ionization model assuming that ye = 1 X 10- (m2/V-s).
7.1.3.5 Comments Regarding the Performance of the Reduced Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization Model
The material that has been presented in the preceding sections of this chapter has explored
whether or not it is possible to replicate the performance of the comprehensive electrody-
namic streamer models that were developed in chapter 5, using a much less complicated
model, which could be solved much faster, therefore making it suitable for use as a practical
design tool. Based upon the results of this work it is clear that it is possible to develop
a "reduced" model, which generates dynamics with the same characteristics as those gen-
erated by the complete streamer models presented in chapter 5. The simplified model
developed in this chapter has proven that it can replicate the electrodynamic performance
of the complete streamers developed in chapter 5, while increasing simulation output rate
by a factor of ten. This is an extremely significant performance boost which could allow
design engineers to easily analyze the likelihood of streamer initiation and growth in liquid
insulated systems, something that has not been previously possible. In the next section of
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this chapter, the reduced electric field dependent molecular ionization model is modified for
use in simulating streamer development in transformer oil-based nanofluids.
7.2 Reduced Model for Electric Field Dependent Molecular
Ionization in Transformer Oil-Based Nanofluids
The reduced electric field dependent molecular ionization model which is discussed in the
preceding sections of this chapter can be modified for use in simulating the electrodynamics
which take place when transformer oil-based nanofluids are electrically stressed. Unlike
the equivalent reduced model for pure oil, the reduced molecular ionization model for use
with transformer oil-based nanofluids includes charged nanoparticles as a third negative ion
charge carrier. As in the case of pure oil, positive ions and electrons are generated in the oil
due to molecular ionization. The negative ions are generated when electrons attach to the
nanoparticles present in the nanofluid. The processes involved in this attachment process
are described in detail in chapter 6 of this thesis. The equations of the reduced electric field
dependent molecular ionization model that is modified for use with oil-based nanofluids are
given below:
V- (CVV) = P+ + Pe + p- where F = -VV (7.10)
= GA(S) (7.11)
+pe V -Je = -GI(|$|) - P (1 - H(-p- - PNPsat)) where Je = -pe e (7.12)
TNP
__-_=fe (1 - H(-p_ - PNPsat)) (7.13)
at TNP
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Poisson's equation for the reduced nanofluid model includes the three charge carriers that are
assumed to be present in the nanofluid during streamer propagation; positive ions, electrons
and negative ions, which are formed due to the attachment of electrons to nanoparticles
in the nanofluid. Equation 7.11, the positive ion charge continuity equation, has the same
form as it does in the reduced pure oil model. On the microsecond timescale of interest in
streamer propagation, the positive ion mobility is assumed to be zero in comparison to the
five orders of magnitude greater electron mobility. This eliminates the divergence of the
current density term on the left-hand side of the continuity equation. The right hand-side
of the equation only contains the molecular ionization source term GI(IEl), the details of
which are given in section 5.1.1. The structure of Equation 7.12, the electron charge conti-
nuity equation, differs from the equivalent equation in the reduced pure oil model given by
Equation 7.3. The reduction in the free electron charge density that occurs in the nanofluid
due to electron attachment to nanoparticles is accounted for using the same nanoparticle
attachment time constant based term as was used in the full molecular ionization model for
nanofluids presented in chapter 6. The parameter TNP represents the nanoparticle attach-
ment time constant, while PNPsat represents the nanoparticle saturation charge density. The
calculation of a value for PNPsat is discussed in section 6.4.1. Equation 7.13 is the negative
ion charge continuity equation. As is the case for the positive ions in the reduced model,
the mobility of the negative ions is assumed to be zero. This results in the charge continuity
equation having no divergence of current density term on the left-hand side. The negative
ion generation term on the left-hand side of the continuity equation is simply the negative
of the nanoparticle attachment time constant term in the electron continuity equation. The
reduced nanofluid model uses Heaviside functions to account for the charge saturation of
the nanoparticles in the same way as is done in the full nanofluid model. The details of this
technique are given in section 6.4.1.
7.2.1 Simulation Case Studies: Reduced Electric Field Dependent
Molecular Ionization Model for Transformer Oil-Based Nanofluids
The reduced electric field dependent molecular ionization model for nanofluids was solved
for the needle-sphere electrode geometry described in [19], in an identical manner to the
reduced molecular ionization model for pure oil. The results of two simulation case studies
will be presented in this and subsequent sections. In the first case study the value of the
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nanoparticle attachment time constant TNP is assumed to be 2 nanoseconds, while the
nanoparticle saturation charge density PNPsat, is taken to be 500 (C/m 3). In the second
case study the value of the nanoparticle attachment time constant rNp is assumed to be 50
nanoseconds, while the nanoparticle saturation charge density PNPsat, is taken to be 500
(C/m 3). The details involved in the selection of these parameter values is given in section
6.4.2. For both simulation case studies the needle electrode was excited with a positive
step-voltage, with an amplitude of 300 kV and a rise time of 1 x 10-8 seconds. The electron
mobility used when solving the model was 1 x 10-4 (m2/V-s). The non-dimensionalized
equation set for the reduced nanofluid molecular ionization model which was solved using
CMP is as follows (the non-dimensionalizations are given in Appendix D):
-V -(VV) = #+#e +_ in Q (7.14)
= 5r(|I) in Q (7.15)
afai
+ ±~7 - (-peE) = -5(|S|} - ~e (1- H( - PNPsat)) in Q (7.16)
at TNP
a - Pe (1 - H(-p._ - #NPsat)) in Q (7.17)
Ot TNP
7.2.1.1 Electric Field Dynamics Predicted by Reduced Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization Model for Nanofluids
The results of the reduced nanofluid molecular ionization model simulation case studies
illustrate that the reduced nanofluid model effectively captures the electrodynamics which
take place when a nanofluid is stressed electrically. The electric field distributions given by
the solutions of the reduced nanofluid molecular ionization model for TNP values of 2 and
50 nanoseconds are plotted in Figures 7.21 and 7.22 respectively.
The electric field distributions shown in Figures 7.21 and 7.22 illustrate that the reduced
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Figure 7.21: Plot of the electric field distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at
0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced nanofluid molecular
ionization model with a nanoparticle attachment time constant TNP of 2 nanoseconds.
electric field dependent molecular ionization model for nanofluids does predict a difference
in the velocities of electric field waves in nanofluids depending upon the magnitude of the
nanoparticle attachment time constant. The difference in the velocities of the electric field
wave propagation is illustrated in Figure 7.23, where the electric field distributions at 1
ps given by the solutions of both reduced nanofluid model case studies and the equivalent
result given by the solution of the reduced pure oil model are plotted (all models were solved
using an electron mobility of 1 x 10-' (m2/V-s)). This plot is very exciting as the results
bear a striking resemblance in quantitative terms to those given by the solutions of the full
molecular ionization models for pure oil and nanofluids, which are plotted in Figure 6.20. In
Figure 6.20, the electric field wave in the nanofluid with an attachment time constant TNP
of 2 nanoseconds and nanoparticle saturation charge density of 500 (C/m 3) propagates at
approximately 65% of the velocity of the electric field wave in pure oil. The reduced model
results in Figure 7.23 show an almost identical ratio between the corresponding electric
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Figure 7.22: Plot of the electric field distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at
0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced nanofluid molecular
ionization model with a nanoparticle attachment time constant rNP of 50 nanoseconds.
field wave velocities. This indicates the equivalence of the performance of the reduced
model when compared to the full models studied in chapter 6, with the additional benefit
of significantly reduced simulation run-times.
7.2.1.2 Charge Density Dynamics Predicted by Reduced Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization Model for Nanofluids
The positive ion, electron, negative ion and net charge density distributions along the
needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps, given by the solutions
of both reduced nanofluid molecular ionization model simulation case studies are plotted in
Figures 7.24 to 7.31.
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Figure 7.23: Comparison plot of the electric field distributions at 1 ps given by the solutions
of both reduced nanofluid molecular ionization model case studies and the equivalent result
given by the reduced pure oil model.
The clear difference between the charge density dynamics of the reduced nanofluid molecular
ionization model and those of the reduced pure oil model is the presence of the negative
ion charge carrier in the nanofluid model. As stated earlier, this carrier accounts for the
trapping of free electrons onto nanoparticles during streamer propagation in transformer
oil-based nanofluids. An examination of the electron charge density distributions plotted
in Figures 7.26 and 7.27 reveals a slight difference between the shape of the distributions
given by the simulation of the model using a TNP value of 2 nanoseconds and that using
a TrNP value of 50 nanoseconds. In the case of the longer attachment time constant, the
electron charge density distributions at each time interval have an obvious peak at the
ionization front that then falls away. This behavior is not evident in the results generated
using the 2 nanosecond attachment time constant, which simply resemble the results given
by the reduced molecular ionization model for pure oil. The reason for the difference is
that with the 2 nanosecond attachment time constant, the nanoparticles capture electrons
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Figure 7.24: Plot of the positive ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced
nanofluid molecular ionization model with a TNP value of 2 nanoseconds.
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Figure 7.25: Plot of the positive ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced
nanofluid molecular ionization model with a -rNP value of 50 nanoseconds.
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Figure 7.26: Plot of the electron charge density distribution along the needle-sphere elec-
trode axis at 0.1 pas intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced
nanofluid molecular ionization model with a TNP value of 2 nanoseconds.
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Figure 7.27: Plot of the electron charge density distribution along the needle-sphere elec-
trode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced
nanofluid molecular ionization model with a -rNP value of 50 nanoseconds.
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Figure 7.28: Plot of the negative ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced
nanofluid molecular ionization model with a TNP value of 2 nanoseconds.
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Figure 7.29: Plot of the negative ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere
electrode axis at 0.1 pts intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced
nanofluid molecular ionization model with a TNP value of 50 nanoseconds.
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Figure 7.30: Plot of the net charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced nanofluid
molecular ionization model with a TNP value of 2 nanoseconds.
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Figure 7.31: Plot of the net charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced nanofluid
molecular ionization model with a TNP value of 50 nanoseconds.
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so quickly that they reach charge saturation almost instantly. Once this occurs no further
reduction in the electron charge density occurs and the electron charge density distribution
looks the same as that given by the reduced molecular ionization model for pure oil. On
the other hand, for the 50 nanosecond attachment time constant, enough time is required
for saturation to occur that the attachment process becomes obvious on the plots. The
negative ion charge density distributions plotted in Figures 7.28 and 7.29 clearly illustrate
nanoparticle charge saturation. The negative ion (nanoparticle) charge density distributions
quickly increase to a charge density level of -500 (C/m3) and then saturate. The saturation
occurs because the nanoparticles cannot trap any more electrons to further increase the
negative ion charge density.
7.2.1.3 Electric Potential Dynamics Predicted by Reduced Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization Model for Nanofluids
The electric potential dynamics along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 Ps intervals
between t = 0 and 1 ps, given by the solutions of the reduced nanofluid molecular ionization
model case studies are plotted in Figures 7.32 and 7.33. As would be expected, the potential
drop per unit length in the streamer channel predicted by the reduced nanofluid model is
higher when the model is solved using the 2 nanosecond nanoparticle attachment time
constant. This higher potential drop in the streamer channel translates into a greater loss
of potential in the ionization zone and this ultimately translates into slower electric field
wave propagation.
As a comparison, the electric potential distributions at 1 Ps given by the solutions of both
reduced nanofluid molecular ionization model case studies, and the equivalent result given
by the solution of the reduced pure oil model are plotted in Figure 7.34 (all models were
solved using an electron mobility of 1 x 10-4 (m2 /V-s)). An interesting feature of the results
plotted in Figure 7.34 is the increase in potential drop per unit length that nanoparticle
attachment causes in the streamer channel. Even the relatively long 50 nanosecond attach-
ment time constant results in the potential drop per unit length in the streamer channel
being approximately 50% greater than what it is in pure oil.
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Figure 7.32: Plot of the electric potential distribution along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced nanofluid
molecular ionization model with a TNP value of 2 nanoseconds.
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Figure 7.33: Plot of the electric potential distribution along the needle-sphere electrode
axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to 1 ps given by the solution of the reduced nanofluid
molecular ionization model with a TNP value of 50 nanoseconds.
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Figure 7.34: Comparison plot of the electric potential distributions at 1 ps given by the so-
lutions of both reduced nanofluid molecular ionization model case studies and the equivalent
result given by the reduced pure oil model.
7.2.1.4 Comments Regarding the Performance of the Reduced Electric Field
Dependent Molecular Ionization Model for Nanofluids
The first half of this chapter explores whether or not it is feasible to develop a simplified
version of the molecular ionization models for transformer oil that are presented in chapter
5, which would be capable of predicting the same electrodynamics as the complete molecular
ionization models, while being significantly less computationally demanding. The results of
that analysis show that it is indeed possible to develop an accurate and computationally
efficient reduced molecular ionization model that is applicable to pure transformer oil.
In this section of the chapter the same analysis has been carried out in order to establish
if the reduced molecular ionization model can be extended for modeling the electrodynamics
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that take place in electrically stressed transformer oil-based nanofluids. Based on the results
presented in the preceding section it is clear that the reduced molecular ionization model
can indeed be successfully modified for used with transformer oil-based nanofluids. Once
correctly tuned, the reduced model is capable of generating simulation results that are
extremely consistent with those produced by the more complete models presented in earlier
chapters. This result is very positive because the reduced models developed in this chapter
have great practical potential for aiding in the design of liquid and nanofluid insulated high
voltage machinery.
7.3 Summary
Chapter 7 focuses on developing computationally efficient electrodynamic models for posi-
tive streamer development in pure transformer oil and oil-based nanofluids. These compu-
tationally efficient models are based on the full electric field dependent molecular ionization
models for pure oil and oil-based nanofluids that are presented in chapters 5 and 6. In
section 7.1 a computationally efficient electrodynamic model for positive streamer propa-
gation in pure oil is developed. Unlike the corresponding full model developed in chapter
5, the computationally efficient model only involved two free charge carriers: positive ions
and electrons. The model also assumes that the mobility of the positive ions is zero. This
assumption is valid because the low mobility of the positive ions (1 x 10-9) (m 2/V-s) com-
pared to the highly mobile electrons means that the positive ions are effectively stationary
over the timescales of interest for streamer development. The computationally efficient
model also eliminates the charge recombination and free electron attachment terms in the
charge continuity equations. The simulation results generated using the computationally
efficient electrodynamic model for a positive streamer in transformer oil are given by Fig-
ures 7.1 to 7.20. These results correspond well, both qualitatively and quantitatively, with
the simulation results generated by the full model, which are presented in chapter 5.
Section 7.2 expands the computationally efficient electrodynamic model for positive stream-
ers in pure oil so that it can be used to the predict the dynamics in transformer oil-based
nanofluids. The major modification from the model for pure-oil is the addition of a negative
ion charge continuity equation. This equation accounts for the generation of negative ions
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due to electron attachment to nanoparticles in the nanofluid. As in the case of the positive
ions, the negative ions are assumed to have a mobility value of zero. The results of the
simulations generated using the computationally efficient model for positive streamers in
transformer oil-based nanofluids are plotted in Figures 7.21 to 7.34. As was the case with
the computationally efficient model for pure oil, the performance of the computationally
efficient model for oil-based nanofluids closely matches the performance of the full model,
which is documented in chapter 6.
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Chapter 8
Concluding Remarks
T HIS chapter presents a summary of the thesis, highlighting the main contributionsit makes to the fields of dielectric liquid and dielectric nanofluid breakdown mod-
eling. The chapter concludes by discussing possible future work that would complement
the theoretical analysis presented in this thesis, including suggestions for experiments that
would verify key concepts developed in this thesis, including the propagation of electric field
waves in pure transformer oil and the charging of conductive nanoparticles by electrons in
transformer oil-based nanofluids.
8.1 Summary of Thesis
The material presented in this thesis addresses the subjects of electrical streamer modeling
in transformer oil and transformer oil-based nanofluids. The analysis and simulation results
that are presented focus on the development of positive streamers in transformer oil; how-
ever, much of the material that is presented also has direct applicability to the modeling of
negative streamer development. The first half of this thesis is focused on the development
of a comprehensive electrodynamic model for positive streamer development in transformer
oil. The first step in the model development process was the identification of the primary
charge generation mechanisms responsible for streamer development in transformer oil. The
extent to which charge generation mechanisms such as Fowler-Nordheim charge injection,
electric field dependent ionic dissociation (the Onsager Effect) and electric field dependent
molecular ionization impact upon the electrodynamics in electrically stressed transformer
oil was assessed and based upon this analysis it was shown that molecular ionization is the
primary mechanism responsible for positive streamer development in transformer oil. The
key reason for this is the fact that molecular ionization leads to the generation of slow posi-
tive ions and fast electrons with very different mobility values. The positive ions generated
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due to molecular ionization have mobility values on the order of 1 x 10-9 (M2/V-s). This
contrasts with the electrons generated due to molecular ionization, which have mobility
values on the order of 1 x 10-4 (m2/V-s). When ionization occurs, the electrons are quickly
swept away from the zone of ionization towards the positive needle electrode, resulting in the
development of a region of net positive space charge in the oil, which propagates away from
the positive needle electrode. This space charge modifies the electric field distribution in the
oil and results in the propagation of an electric field wave, which sweeps from the positive
needle electrode towards the negative spherical electrode. As this electric field wave passes
through the oil it causes electrical dissipation in the oil, which results in a temperature
increase that leads to the development of the low-density streamer channel. To model these
dynamics a complete three carrier liquid-phase electric field dependent molecular ionization
based streamer model was developed and it was solved for a positive needle voltage using the
COMSOL Multiphysics finite element method simulation suite. The results generated by
the liquid-phase molecular ionization model display most of the characteristics that would
be expected of a positive streamer in pure transformer oil; however, the liquid-phase model
over-estimates the electric field in the tail of the electric field wave (the region between the
needle electrode tip and the peak of the electric field distribution) as discussed in section
5.2.3.4. This overestimation is due to the fact that the model does not include any gas-
phase physics in the tail of the electric field wave. The liquid-phase model was modified so
that it included the gas-phase physics in the streamer tail to result in a complete two-phase
positive streamer model using a Heaviside function technique described in section 5.3.1.2.
The results of simulations generated using the two-phase model showed strong correlations
with what has been reported by authors in the literature as described in section 5.3.3.
In the second half of this thesis the issue of positive streamer development in trans-
former oil-based nanofluids was examined. It has been shown experimentally that some of
these materials possess very interesting electrical breakdown characteristics. In [14], Segal
et al. presents electrical breakdown testing results that show that for a positive voltage
excitation, the time to breakdown in a transformer oil-based nanofluid manufactured us-
ing magnetite nanoparticles is approximately twice that in pure oil. Understanding the
mechanisms responsible for these results is extremely important as it may allow for the
development of nano-engineered dielectrics with superior performance to those currently
available. A comprehensive electrodynamic analysis of the processes which take place in
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electrically stressed transformer oil-based nanofluids was presented. As part of this analysis,
a completely general expression for the charging dynamics of a lossy dielectric nanoparticle
in a lossy dielectric liquid was developed. The solutions for the charging dynamics of a
range of nanoparticle materials were presented and the implications these charging dynam-
ics have on the development of a streamer in a nanofluid were explained. To confirm the
validity of the electrodynamic analysis, the electric field dependent molecular ionization
model for streamers in pure oil was modified to include the nanoparticle charging physics
that occurs in transformer oil-based nanofluids. The results generated by this model for
nanofluids manufactured using conductive and insulating nanoparticles were presented and
compared. 'The results confirm the paradoxical fact that nanofluids manufactured from
conductive nanoparticles have superior positive electrical breakdown performance to that
of pure oil due to the attachment of fast electrons to slow nanoparticles. This thesis con-
cludes by exploring the possibility of developing simplified positive streamer models for
both pure oil and oil-based nanofluids, which have the potential for use as practical design
tools. A qualitative discussion regarding the development of negative streamers is presented
in Appendix E. No numerical results for negative streamers models are presented in this
thesis. The main reason for this is related to the difficulty of simulating the movement of
mobile electrons away from a negative needle electrode. Correctly solving such a problem
requires impractically large meshes and results in major memory management issues that
were not dealt with during the course of this research.
This thesis has been written in a manner such that each chapter focuses on one of the
important elements of the overall research. The important results and conclusions from
each of these chapters are as follows:
8.1.1 Chapters 1 and 2
Chapters 1 and 2 detail the motivations for this research including the overall aim of im-
proving the insulation of high voltage power apparatus. They also provide a detailed in-
troduction to the processes involved in the electrical breakdown of dielectric liquids and
dielectric nanofluids. The role played by positive and negative electrical streamers in the
breakdown of dielectric liquids, including transformer oil is discussed in section 2.1. In this
section the typical structural characteristics, propagation velocities and initiation excitation
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levels associated with both positive and negative streamers in transformer oil are described.
In section 2.2 the concept of dielectric nanofluids is introduced. The issues surrounding
the colloidal stability of nanofluids are discussed and the electrical breakdown testing re-
sults recorded by Segal [14], for both pure oil and oil-based nanofluids manufactured using
magnetite nanoparticles are presented.
8.1.2 Chapter 3
Chapter 3 explores the electrodynamic processes associated with the generation and recom-
bination of free charge carriers in transformer oil when the oil is electrically over stressed. In
section 3.1 a general model for the electrodynamics in electrically stressed oil is presented.
Section 3.2 details three charge injection and generation mechanisms, which are commonly
suggested as playing a role in streamer development. The three mechanism are:
" Fowler-Nordheim electron injection.
" Electric field dependent ionic dissociation (the Onsager effect).
" Electric field dependent molecular ionization.
Fowler-Nordheim electron injection is discussed in subsection 3.2.1. This section provides a
qualitative description of the field emission injection process and a complete expression for
the injected current density including the effects of image charge barrier lowering. Electric
field dependent ionic dissociation, also known as the Onsager effect, is discussed in sub-
section 3.2.2. A qualitative description of the field dependent ionic dissociation process is
presented and illustrated in Figure 3.2. An expression for the electric field dependent ionic
dissociation charge generation term is given by Equation 3.17. The process of electric field
dependent molecular ionization is discussed in subsection 3.2.3. This section contains a
qualitative explanation as to how the asymmetric mobility values of the positive ions and
electrons generated due to molecular ionization results in the development of an electric
field wave. An illustration of the steps involved in the development of an electric field wave
due to the application of a positive excitation to the needle electrode of the needle-sphere
electrode geometry is shown in Figure 3.4. The means by which electric field dependent
molecular ionization in a dielectric liquid can be related to the Zener theory for electron
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tunneling in a solid is discussed and an expression for the charge density generation rate
due to molecular ionization is given by Equation 3.19.
Section 3.3 examines the topics of the free charge recombination and electron attachment
in transformer oil. The diffusion based Langevin recombination process for the recombina-
tion of positive and negative charge carriers is detailed in subsection 3.3.1. An expression
for the Langevin recombination rate of ionic species in a diffusion dominated system is
given by Equation 3.25. Subsections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 explore the issues surrounding the use
of a diffusion based recombination law in a streamer model and electron attachment in
transformer oil.
8.1.3 Chapter 4
In chapter 4, electrodynamic models for Fowler-Nordheim electron injection and electric field
dependent ionic dissociation are developed and solved for a needle-sphere electrode geometry
using the COMSOL Multiphysics (CMP) finite element method simulation suite. When
solving the models, the needle electrode was excited with voltage levels known to generate
streamers in transformer oil. Section 4.1 presents the details of the CMP application and
steps through the stages involved in solving a model using CMP. Subsection 4.1.1 describes
the CMP model navigator; the tool used to define the equations being solved. Subsections
4.1.2 and 4.1.3 describe the importation of the simulation geometry and how that geometry
is meshed for the simulation. Subsection 4.1.4 describes the steps involved in setting up the
solver, while subsection 4.1.5 describes how simulation results are postprocessed such that
they can be visualized using CMP.
In section 4.2 electrodynamic models for Fowler-Nordheim electron injection and elec-
tric field dependent ionic dissociation are developed. The steps involved in the non-
dimensionalization of these models are described and the meshing techniques used on the
needle-sphere electrode geometry are illustrated. Subsection 4.2.3 presents the results of
the Fowler-Nordheim electron injection model simulations for negative needle electrode ex-
citations ranging from 3 x 105 to 7 x 105 (V). The results of the simulations indicate that
at the excitation levels being studied, the level of electron injection is too small to result
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in the development of any electrodynamics that result in the development of streamers.
Figure 4.9 shows that the electric field distributions at the needle electrode tip predicted
by the Fowler-Nordheim electron injection model for each of the excitations do not devi-
ate in form from the Laplacian field distribution for the needle-sphere electrode shown in
Figure 4.8. Subsection 4.2.5 presents the results of the electric field dependent ionic disso-
ciation model simulations for needle electrode excitations ranging from 2 x 105 to 4 x 105
(V). Figures 4.15 to 4.17 show that ionic dissociation does result in a temporal modification
of the electric field distribution near the needle; however, the level of this modification is
small. The major conclusion that can be drawn from the simulation results presented in
chapter 4 is that at the electric field levels typically associated with streamer development
in transformer oil, neither Fowler-Nordheim electron injection nor electric field enhanced
ionic dissociation leads to streamer-like electrodynamics or appreciable propagating thermal
enhancement in the oil. This indicates that some other charge generation process must be
the primary mechanism responsible for streamer development.
8.1.4 Chapter 5
In chapter 5, a complete electric field dependent molecular ionization model is developed and
solved using CMP. In section 5.1, the equations of the comprehensive electric field dependent
molecular ionization model are described. The full model includes Poisson's equation and
three charge continuity equations. The three charge continuity equations account for the
positive ions and electrons generated as a result of molecular ionization in the oil, and
for the negative ions generated due to electron attachment to neutral molecules in the oil.
Subsections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 discuss the charge generation and recombination terms defined in
the charge continuity equations, while subsection 5.1.3 describes how the thermal dissipation
that occurs in the oil due to charge carrier movement is quantified. Section 5.2 describes the
solution of the molecular ionization model using CMP. Initial simulation results generated
using a simplified version of the molecular ionization model that only account for generation
are presented in subsection 5.2.2. The results generated by the simplified ionization model
indicate that molecular ionization results in significant dynamics taking place between the
positive needle and negative spherical electrodes. Figure 5.2 illustrates the electric field wave
generated by the simplified model. This wave is driven by the dynamics of the net space
charge in the oil, which is shown in Figure 5.7. Although qualitatively correct the electric
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field and charge density dynamics generated by the simplified ionization model were not in
the correct quantitative range. The parameters used for the simulation of the full molecular
ionization model were selected to correct this. The results generated from simulations using
the full molecular ionization model are documented in subsection 5.2.3. Two values for the
a0 (defined by Equation 5.6) parameter were used in these simulations; a = 1.16 x 106 and
1.16 x 107 (F/m 2-s). These values correspond to number densities of ionizable species in
the oil of 1 x 1020 and 1 x 1021 (1/m 3). The aj value of 1.16 x 107 (F/m 2-s) generated the
best results. Figure 5.14 shows the electric field dynamics generated by the full molecular
ionization model using an aj value of 1.16 x 107 (F/m 2-s). Figure 5.24 illustrates the
temporal development of this region of net positive space charge which drives the electric
field dynamics shown in Figure 5.14. The magnitude of the peak of the electric field wave
and the level of net positive space charge predicted by the full molecular ionization model
correspond well with predictions made in the literature regarding the field level and net
space charge density at the tip of a positive streamer in transformer oil [28, 29].
Although the performance of the full molecular ionization model presented in section
5.2 is good, the model does overestimate the level of the electric field in the electric field
wave's tail (streamer channel). The reason for this is that the model presented in section
5.2 does not take into account the fact that the streamer channel is a low-density region
generated due to electrical dissipation in the oil. In a low-density streamer channel the
charge carrier mobility is higher and Townsend ionization can take place. Section 5.3
describes the modification of the model presented in 5.2 to include gas-phase physics in the
streamer channel. The two-phase model uses dissipated energy density dependent Heaviside
functions to switch between the liquid-phase and gas-phase physics in the charge continuity
equations. The details of how the two-phase model is implemented and solved using CMP
are given in subsections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. Subsection 5.3.3 presents the simulation results
generated using the two-phase molecular ionization model. The performance of the two-
phase model is comparable to that of the liquid-phase only model in all aspects except with
regards to the electric field level in the streamer channel, where the two-phase model predicts
a field level that is in better agreement with the literature than does the liquid-phase model.
Figure 5.31 plots the dynamics of the electric field distribution given by the solution of the
two-phase model along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 ps intervals from t = 0 to
0.5 ps. This plot is important as it highlights the lower electric field level in the tail of
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the electric field distribution than is predicted by the equivalent liquid-phase model derived
field distributions plotted in Figure 5.14. However, although both the liquid-phase and two-
phase molecular ionization models developed in chapter 5 provide significant insight into the
development of positive streamers in transformer oil they are computationally challenging,
and require long simulation run-times to generate useful amounts of data. This means that
neither model can be used as a practical design tool.
8.1.5 Chapter 6
In chapter 6, a theory to explain the differences observed between the electrical break-
down characteristics of transformer oil and transformer oil-based nanofluids is developed.
This theory focuses on the differences that exist between the electrodynamics in electrically
stressed oil and oil-based nanofluids. In section 6.1 an expression for the relaxation time
of a spherical nanoparticle in transformer oil is derived. The expression, which is given by
Equation 6.16, shows that the relaxation time constant of a nanoparticle is dependent upon
the conductivity and permittivity of both the particle and the oil surrounding it. The mag-
netite nanoparticles used to manufacture the oil-based nanofluids studied by Segal in [14]
have a relaxation time constant on the order of 1 x 10-14 seconds. Such a fast relaxation
time facilitates almost instantaneous electron attachment to nanoparticles, converting fast
electrons into slow negative ions.
A qualitative description of how the presence of nanoparticles in transformer oil modifies
the electrodynamics associated with positive streamer development is given in section 6.2.
Figure 6.2 illustrates how the electric field lines surrounding a relaxed nanoparticle termi-
nate on and emanate from the particle. Any free charge carriers in the region of the particle
will move along these field lines and become attached to the nanoparticle. Figure 6.3 il-
lustrates how this attachment process can modify the development of an electric field wave
in the liquid. This plot is important in understanding why the velocity of positive stream-
ers in transformer oil-based nanofluids manufactured using conductive particles is slower
than it is in pure oil. Subsection 6.2.1 presents a derivation for the charging dynamics of
a nanoparticle in transformer oil. The result of this complicated derivation is an expres-
sion for the nanoparticle charging current, which is given by Equation 6.46. In subsection
6.2.2, the nanoparticle charging current expression is integrated using Mathematica, and
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the nanoparticle charging dynamics for a range of different material types are plotted in
Figures 6.8 to 6.14. These results clearly indicate that as a particle becomes less conductive,
the rate at which it charges falls.
In sections 6.3 and 6.4 the impact that nanoparticle charging has on the propagation of
positive streamers in transformer oil is discussed and the electrodynamic model for positive
streamers in pure transformer oil is modified to include the nanoparticle charging processes
that take place in the nanofluids. Due to the complexity of the solution for the nanoparticle
charging dynamics, the nanoparticle charging physics is implemented in the electrodynamic
model using an approximate attachment time constant. Poisson's equation and the charge
continuity equations for the nanofluid electrodynamic model are given by Equations 6.50
to 6.53. The electrodynamics in nanofluids manufactured from particles of decreasing con-
ductivity were explored by solving the model for nanoparticle attachment time constants
of 2, 5 and 50 nanoseconds using CMP. The results of these simulations show that for an
equivalent excitation, the electric field wave velocity in nanofluids manufactured from con-
ductive nanoparticles (attachment time constants of 2 and 5 nanoseconds) is lower than it is
pure oil. The results also show that as the conductivity of the nanoparticles is reduced, the
difference between the electrodynamics in the nanofluids and those in pure oil become less
apparent (attachment time constant of 50 nanoseconds). Based upon this work it is possible
to conclude that oil-based nanofluids manufactured using conductive nanoparticles can be
engineered to have superior positive breakdown strength than pure oil, while nanofluids
manufactured from insulating nanoparticles offer no insulating advantage over pure oil.
8.1.6 Chapter 7
Chapter 7 focuses on the development of computationally efficient electrodynamic models
for positive streamers in pure transformer oil and oil-based nanofluids. These computa-
tionally efficient models are based on the full electric field dependent molecular ionization
models for pure oil and oil-based nanofluids that are developed in chapters 5 and 6. In
section 7.1 a computationally efficient electrodynamic model for positive streamer propa-
gation in pure oil is developed. Unlike the corresponding full model developed in chapter
5, the computationally efficient model only involves two free charge carriers: positive ions
and electrons. The model also assumes that the mobility of the positive ions is zero. This
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assumption is valid because the low mobility of the positive ions (1 x 10-9) (M2/V-s) means
that they are effectively stationary over the timescales of interest for streamer develop-
ment. The computationally efficient model also eliminates the charge recombination and
free electron attachment terms in the charge continuity equations. The simulation results
generated using the computationally efficient electrodynamic model for a positive streamer
in transformer oil are given by Figures 7.1 to 7.20. These results correspond well, both
qualitatively and quantitatively, with the simulation results generated by the full model,
which are presented in chapter 5.
Section 7.2 expands the computationally efficient electrodynamic model for positive stream-
ers in pure oil so that it can be used to the predict the dynamics in transformer oil-based
nanofluids. The major modification from the model for pure-oil is the addition of a negative
ion charge continuity equation. This equation accounts for the generation of negative ions
due to electron attachment to nanoparticles in the nanofluid. As in the case of the positive
ions, the negative ions (negatively charged nanoparticles) are assumed to have a mobility
value of zero. The results of the simulations generated using the computationally efficient
model for positive streamers in transformer oil-based nanofluids are plotted in Figures 7.21
to 7.34. As was the case with the computationally efficient model for pure oil, the perfor-
mance of the computationally efficient model for oil-based nanofluids closely matches the
performance of the full model, which is documented in chapter 6.
8.2 Contributions of the Thesis
8.2.1 Contributions to Streamer Modeling in Transformer Oil
Much of the historical difficulty associated with the modeling of streamers in transformer
oil is linked to an inability to establish which electrodynamic mechanisms are primarily
responsible for the initiation and development of streamers. Chapters 4 and 5 of this the-
sis present a comprehensive comparative analysis of the streamer dynamics generated by
Fowler-Nordheim charge injection, electric field dependent ionic dissociation (the Onsager
Effect) and electric field dependent molecular ionization in transformer oil under electrical
conditions known to result in streamer formation. All of these processes have been put
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forward as candidate mechanisms for the development of streamers in transformer oil; how-
ever, chapter 5 of this thesis provides quantitative simulation results, which for the first
time confirms that electric field dependent molecular ionization is the primary mechanism
responsible for streamer development in transformer oil. In section 3.2.3 a hypothesis for
streamer development based on the concept of "electric field wave" propagation in oil due
to molecular ionization is introduced. This hypothesis is confirmed by simulation results in
sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, which show that molecular ionization results in the development of
an electric field wave that propagates through the transformer oil from a high field region
at the needle electrode tip towards the grounded spherical electrode. A complete two-phase
molecular ionization based positive streamer model is developed and solved in section 5.3.
This model represents a more comprehensive and generally applicable model for positive
streamer development in transformer oil than has been published. The generality of the
electrodynamic models for positive streamers, which are developed in chapter 5 also means
that they can be used to model positive streamer development in other dielectric liquids,
something that previous models have not been capable of. Although the modeling work in
this thesis has focused on positive streamer development, the models should also be capable
of describing the development of negative streamers in transformer oil and other dielectric
liquids as described in Appendix E. To solve a negative streamer model it will be necessary
to develop more complex meshing techniques to allow for the negative streamer model to
be solved as the electrons move away from the negative needle electrode.
8.2.2 Contributions to Streamer Modeling in Transformer Oil-Based
Nanofluids
The second part of this thesis addresses the subject of electrical breakdown in transformer
oil-based nanofluids. This is a new topic in the field of dielectric liquids. The limited ex-
perimental results that have been published regarding the electrical breakdown of oil-based
nanofluids indicates that nanofluids manufactured using magnetite nanoparticles have su-
perior electrical breakdown performance to pure oil when stressed by positive electrical
excitations. No theory has been previously published that explains the electrical break-
down mechanisms in such oil-based nanofluids. In chapter 6 of this thesis an electrodynamic
analysis is presented that explains the difference between the experimentally observed break-
down characteristics of pure oil and those of oil-based nanofluids. As part of this analysis
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a general expression for the charging dynamics of an electric field stressed nanoparticle in
transformer oil as a function of the particle's conductivity, permittivity and radius is devel-
oped. This derivation is detailed in section 6.2.1. In section 6.2.2. the nanoparticle charging
dynamics for a range of nanoparticle materials are plotted. This analysis provides the first
explanation for the paradoxical nature of the experimental results, which show that the ad-
dition of conductive nanoparticles to an insulating liquid can increase the liquid's positive
breakdown characteristics. This analysis also explains for the first time why the addition of
insulating nanoparticles to a dielectric liquid will have no effect upon the liquids insulating
characteristics. Aside from explaining the limited published results regarding the electrical
breakdown of transformer oil-based nanofluids, the nanofluid analysis, which is presented in
this thesis represents a tool that could be used in the development of a much more general
range of nano-engineered dielectric liquids, something that could ultimately allow for the
development of much more compact high-voltage liquid-insulated electrical systems.
8.3 Suggestions for Future Work
This material presented in this thesis focuses on modeling the development of streamers in
transformer oil and transformer oil-based nanofluids, which form due to the application of
positive voltage excitations to the needle electrode of a needle-sphere electrode geometry.
However, streamers can also form as the result of negative excitations being applied to
the needle electrode. As described in section 2.1, negative streamers in transformer oil
have characteristics that differ from those of positive streamers in transformer oil. The
concept of a molecular ionization based electric field wave, which is used to explain the
development of positive streamers in transformer oil and oil-based nanofluids can also be
used to explain the development of negative streamers in transformer oil and to predict
the characteristics of negative streamers in oil-based nanofluids. A qualitative discussion
regarding how molecular ionization can be used to explain the development of negative
streamers in transformer oil and transformer oil-based nanofluids is given in Appendix E.
Any future research in the area of streamer modeling in transformer oil and transformer oil-
based nanofluids should endeavor to use the streamer analysis and modeling tools that have
been developed for positive streamers in this thesis, to develop electrodynamic models for
negative streamers in transformer oil and transformer oil-based nanofluids. The streamer
models presented in this thesis should also be solved for voltage excitations other than the
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step-voltage excitations used in this thesis. A particularly important excitation that should
be studied is the lightning impulse excitation as it is an excitation type that is commonly
used for breakdown experiments.
Future work based on this thesis should also explore the development of streamers in "real
world" geometries. It would be valuable if the streamer analysis and modeling that is pre-
sented in this thesis could be applied to geometries other than the needle-sphere electrode
geometry. It would be particularly interesting if streamer analysis could be carried out on
a solid-liquid geometry such as an oil-pressboard interface. A range of experiments could
also be carried out in the future to confirm the theories that are presented in this thesis.
Foremost among these experiments would be the measurement of the electric field distri-
butions generated during streamers in transformer oil using Kerr electro-optic electric field
mapping measurements. Careful terminal current measurements would also be valuable.
The modeling presented in this thesis focuses on the electrodynamic elements of streamer
development. In the future, this work could be complemented by the development of detailed
thermodynamic and fluid dynamic models, to describe in detail the mechanical aspects of
a streamer's development in transformer oil. Needless to say, any such modeling would add
greatly to the complexity of the streamer model, and therefore such modeling would only
be possible if significant additional computational resources were available to allow for the
solution of a comprehensive multiphysics streamer model.
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Parameter Values and
Non-Dimensionalizations used for Model
Development and Simulation
A.1 Values of Commonly used Parameters
oo Reciprocal of the Electron Mean Free Path in the Gas-Phase = 25 [1/m]
Bo Electric Field Threshold for Ionization in the Gas-Phase = 2 x 107 [V/mi
CV Specific Heat Capacity of Transformer Oil = 1.6 x 103 [J/kg-K]
d Needle-Sphere Electrode Gap Distance = 2.5 x 10-2 [M]
e Magnitude of Electron Charge = 1.6 x 10- 19 [C]
E Permittivity of Transformer Oil = 2 .2eo [F/m]
h Planck's Constant = 6.62617 x 10-34 [J-s]
k Boltzmann's Constant = 1.3807 x 10-23 [J/K]
m Free Space Electron Mass = 9.1 x 10-31 [kg]
p+ Positive Ion Mobility = 1 x 10-9 [M2/V-s]
p- Negative Ion Mobility = 1 x 10-9 [M2/V-s]
pe Electron Mobility = 1 x 10-4 [m2/V-s]
p Mass Density of Transformer Oil = 880 [kg/m 3]
V0  Applied Step Voltage Amplitude = 3 x 105 [V]
Wo Dissipative Energy Density Threshold for Implementation
of Gas-Phase Physics = 6 x 107 [J/m 3]
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A.2 Parameter Non-Dimensionalizations
A standard set of parameter non-dimensionalizations were used throughout the course of
this thesis. Each multi-carrier streamer model which is simulated in this thesis was non-
dimensionalized using these non-dimensionalizations. The non-dimensionalizations used
certain input variables and material parameters, which were specified or known a priori
including, the applied voltage, V, the electrode gap distance, d, the permittivity of the
transformer oil, E, the mobility of positive ions, M+, the mass density of the oil, pl, and
the specific heat of the oil, c, as input parameters. The non-dimensionalizations for the
multi-carrier models are as follows:
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Appendix B
Analysis of Terminal Current using
COMSOL Multiphysics
B.1 Calculation of Terminal Current for a Two Port System
The ability to calculate the current flowing between the needle and spherical electrodes in the
simulation geometry during streamer simulations is important because the terminal current
is often one of the only parameters that can be measured during actual breakdown testing
and as such it is useful to be able to directly compare simulation results to experimental
data. COMSOL Multiphysics does not provide a direct mechanism for calculating the
terminal current. The main reason for this is that the software cannot spatially integrate
the time derivative of a variable on a boundary. This limitation means that it is not possible
to directly calculate the displacement current generated by a time varying electric field.
To circumvent this software limitation an innovative technique was developed to calculate
the terminal current based on the volume integration of power and energy densities using
Poynting's theorem.
This technique can be understood by first considering any general field within a volume.
The total energy contained by this field must be distributed throughout space with a local
energy density W (J/m 3) at every point in the volume. Similarly, power dissipation can
occur at every point in the volume at a rate of PD (J/m 3s). Power flow occurs with a
density of S (J/m 2 s), which is the Poynting vector. Therefore, the total power crossing a
surface of area A is given by fA S- dA. Using these field generalizations, the power flowing
into a given volume V, enclosed by the surface A is given by the following expression:
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- Sd = IvPDdV + - WdV
J A JV dt JV
(B.1)
The minus sign indicates that the power is flowing into the volume enclosed by the surface
A. Now the Poynting vector S is defined as follows:
S=Ex H=--H
where for a linear homogenous medium the
netic permeability of the material):
D = E5
8B aD 
-
-ft . -t .f
-hi- at
constitutive laws are as follows (p, is the mag-
B = ppN
The input power into the volume is equal to the rate of increase of the total stored energy
plus the internal power dissipation. The total energy is the integral over the total volume
of the energy density, W, while the total power dissipation is the integral over the volume
of the power dissipation density PD, where W and PD are defined as follows:
1-4 
-,1 '-4 -*W=- CEE+-PfHiH2 2
PD E .Jf - E -ZPfivi
(B.4)
(B.5)
where free charge current density Jf is the algebraic sum of the products of the individual
free charge carriers pfi and their velocities 6i7. For the work presented in this thesis, the
magnetic field intensity H is assumed to be negligible. As a result, Equation B.1 can be
expressed as follows:
n 
=
zviii = tf WdV + PDdV (B.6)
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B.2 Implementation of Terminal Current Calculation in COMSOL
Multiphysics
where vi is an applied voltage at a terminal and ii is the corresponding current at that
terminal. At this stage it is important to point out that it is only possible to use Equa-
tion B.6 to establish the current flowing into a volume when n = 1, i.e., when the volume
only has two ports. Fortunately, since the electrode geometry being used for all COMSOL
Simulations in this thesis is such a system, this volume method can be used to establish the
terminal current.
B.2 Implementation of Terminal Current Calculation in COM-
SOL Multiphysics
Like all the calculations carried out using COMSOL Multiphysics, the terminal current
calculations were carried out using a non-dimensional framework. The non-dimensional
form of Equation B.6 is as follows:
i= J d+PDd (B.7)
where W and PD are defined as follows:
= Z -E PD =E f (B.8)2
The left-hand side of Equation B.7 only contains one v- i product. The reason for this
is the fact that the needle-sphere geometry being used for the COMSOL Multiphysics
simulations in this thesis is only a two port system, with a voltage excitation being applied
to the needle electrode and the spherical electrode being grounded. The non-dimensional
volume integration of the energy and power density terms, W and PD are carried out
using the integration coupling variable technique provided by COMSOL Multiphysics. The
subdomain integration variables window is shown in Figure B.1. Using this tool, the names
and expressions for the quantities requiring volume integration are defined. In the case of
the needle-sphere electrode geometry, only one subdomain exists and so the integrals of the
defined expressions are calculated over the entire volume.
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Figure B.1:
Mathematically, the "Energy" and "Power" terms defined in Figure B.1 are as follows:
Energy = - E -EdV Power =]E-JfdV (B.9)
2y
The non-dimensional terminal current is calculated by summing the Power term and the
time derivative of the Energy term and dividing by the applied non-dimensional voltage.
The result of this calculation can be plotted versus time using the global variable plot tool
provided by COMSOL Multiphysics' postprocessing application suite.
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Nanofluid Charge Density Distributions
In section 6.4.2.3 of chapter 6 the charge density dynamics associated with molecular ion-
ization in a transformer oil-based nanofluid are discussed. The focus of the discussion is on
the difference between the positive ion, negative ion and electron charge density dynamics
in nanofluids versus those in pure oil. The figures used in chapter 6 were developed to high-
light the difference in the charge density dynamics, rather than to illustrate the complete
simulation results for each of the nanofluid molecular ionization model case studies, which
were carried out.
The following figures are supplemental to the figures shown in section 6.4.2.3 and represent
a complete set of plots of the positive ion, electron, negative ion and net charge density
distributions along the needle-sphere electrode axis given by the solutions of the nanofluid
electric field dependent molecular ionization model (Equations 6.50 to 6.53), assuming values
for the nanoparticle attachment time constant TrNP of 2, 5 and 50 nanoseconds. For all
simulations, the value of the nanoparticle saturation charge density PNPsat, was assumed
to be 500 (C/m 3) (the calculation of this value is described in section 6.4.2.1). In each of
the charge density plots, the distribution of the quantity under consideration is plotted at
0.1 ps intervals between t = 0 and 1 ps.
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1 1.5 2 2.5
Needle-Sphere/Z-Axis (m) x 10-3
Figure C.1: Positive ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis
at 0.1 ps intervals between t = 0 and lps given by the solution of the molecular ionization
model for a nanofluid assuming TNP = 2 x 10- 9 (s) and PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3)
1 1.5
Needle-Sphere/Z-Axis (m) 2.5x 10~
Figure C.2: Positive ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis
at 0.1 pis intervals between t = 0 and 1pus given by the solution of the molecular ionization
model for a nanofluid assuming TNP = 5 x 10-9 (s) and PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3 )
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Figure C.3: Positive ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis
at 0.1 ps intervals between t = 0 and 1pus given by the solution of the molecular ionization
model for a nanofluid assuming TNP 5 x 10-8 (s) and PNPsat 500 (C/m 3 )
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Figure C.4: Electron charge density
0.1 ps intervals between t = 0 and
model for a nanofluid assuming TNP
distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at
1ps given by the solution of the molecular ionization
= 2 x 10-9 (s) and PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3)
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Figure C.5: Electron charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at
0.1 ps intervals between t = 0 and 1ps given by the solution of the molecular ionization
model for a nanofluid assuming TNP= 5 x 10-9 (s) and PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3 )
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Figure C.6: Electron charge density
0.1 ps intervals between t = 0 and
model for a nanofluid assuming TNP
distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at
lys given by the solution of the molecular ionization
= 5 x 10-8 (s) and pNPsat = 500 (C/m 3 )
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Figure C.7: Negative ion charge density distribution (formed due to electron attachment to
both nanoparticles and neutral molecules) along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 Ps
intervals between t = 0 and lys given by the solution of the molecular ionization model for
a nanofluid assuming TNP = 2 x 10-9 (s) and PNPsat 500 (C/m 3 )
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Figure C.8: Negative ion charge density distribution (formed due to electron attachment to
both nanoparticles and neutral molecules) along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 Ps
intervals between t = 0 and lys given by the solution of the molecular ionization model for
a nanofluid assuming TNP = 5 x 10-9 (s) and PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3 )
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Figure C.9: Negative ion charge density distribution (formed due to electron attachment to
both nanoparticles and neutral molecules) along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1 ps
intervals between t = 0 and lys given by the solution of the molecular ionization model for
a nanofluid assuming TNP = 5 x 10-8 (s) and PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3)
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Figure C.10: Net charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1
ps intervals between t = 0 and 1ps given by the solution of the molecular ionization model
for a nanofluid assuming TNP = 2 x 10~9 (s) and PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3 )
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Figure C.11: Net charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at 0.1
ps intervals between t = 0 and 1ps given by the solution of the molecular ionization model
for a nanofluid assuming TNP= 5 x 10-9 (s) and PNPsat= 500 (C/m 3 )
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Figure C.12: Net ion charge density distribution along the needle-sphere electrode axis at
0.1 ps intervals between t = 0 and 1ps given by the solution of the molecular ionization
model for a nanofiuid assuming TNP = 5 x 10-8 (s) and PNPsat = 500 (C/m 3 )
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Appendix E
Molecular Ionization and the
Development of Negative Streamers in
Transformer Oil and Transformer
Oil-Based Nanofluids
E.1 Negative Streamer Development in Transformer Oil
The analysis and modeling that has been carried out in this thesis focuses on the devel-
opment of positive streamers in transformer oil. However, negative streamers generated
due to the application of a negative excitation can also develop in transformer oil. Section
2.1 describes the differences between the characteristics of positive and negative streamers
in transformer oil. It is shown in chapter 5 that the main charge generation mechanism
responsible for the development of positive streamers in transformer oil and transformer
oil-based nanofluids is molecular ionization. In section 3.2.3, Figure 3.4 graphically illus-
trates how molecular ionization results in the development of an electric field wave when
the needle electrode is excited with a positive excitation. The propagation of this electric
field wave through the oil is fundamental to the development of positive streamers in pure
oil.
Molecular ionization can also be used to qualitatively explain the development of negative
streamers in transformer oil, and to explain the characteristic differences between positive
and negative streamers. Figure E.1 illustrates how molecular ionization can result in the
development of an electric field wave when the needle electrode is excited by a negative
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excitation. As is the case for a positive excitation, when a negative excitation of sufficient
magnitude is applied to the needle electrode, ionization will occur. This results in the
generation of equal concentrations of positive ions and electrons as shown in Figure E.1
(b). However, unlike in the equivalent positive needle situation illustrated in Figure 3.4,
the highly mobile electrons move away from the needle tip into the oil bulk as shown in
Figure E.1 (c).
E
E(x): Magnitude of the Laplacian
electric field distribution along the
needle-sphere axis
Negative Excitation
of Needle Tip at t = 0
L . ............. .  ........
x
0 Needle tip is located at x = 0
(a)
At t = At, the electric field in the
oil is the sum of the Laplacian
_, and space charge fields
Positive Ion Density
U Electron Density
;El
Magnitude of the Laplacian field
distribution due to the negative
excitation of the needle electrodeUI
Positive Ion Density
Electron Density
(b)
|E
t At As time passes, ionization
leads to the formation of a
t =2At/ 2 propagating "electric field
wave.
0 x
* Positive Ion Density
* Electron Density
Figure E.1: Illustration of how molecular ionization and charge separation results in the
modification of a non-uniform Laplacian electric field distribution and the formation of a
propagating "electric field wave" when the needle electrode is excited by a negative excita-
tion. The mobile electrons formed as the result of ionization are repelled from the negative
needle and propagate through the oil towards the positive spherical electrode
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In the short timescales of interest for these mechanisms, the low mobility positive ions
do not move appreciably and this results in the formation of a region of net positive space
charge in front of the needle tip and a region of net negative space charge further out into
the oil gap due to the propagation of the mobile electrons. These regions of positive and
negative space charge modify the Laplacian space charge distribution in the oil such that
the peak of the electric field distribution now occurs in the oil gap and not at the needle
tip as shown in Figure E.1 (c). The new electric field distribution will cause ionization to
occur further away from the needle tip, resulting in more modification of the electric field
distribution, ultimately leading to the propagation of an electric field wave as shown in
Figure E.1 (d).
In section 2.1 it is noted that the positive streamers have a filamentary structure while
negative streamers have a bushy structure. This difference in streamer structure can be
explained by the molecular ionization theory. Consider Figure E.2. In the case of a positive
excitation being applied to the needle tip, the mobile electrons that are generated due to
molecular ionization are swept away from the zone of ionization towards the positive needle
tip (anode). This results in the generation of a concentrated region of low mobility positive
ions at the tip of the streamer. The concentrated nature of the region of net positive
space charge results in significant localized electric field enhancement in front of the zone
of ionization that translates to a filamentary streamer structure.
When a negative excitation is applied to the needle electrode (cathode), the mobile elec-
trons move away from the needle tip into the oil bulk. Because the electrons are relatively
mobile in the oil and because the electric field diverges further away from the needle tip the
electrons tend to form a more diffuse region of net negative space charge ahead of the zone of
ionization. This diffuse region of net negative space charge leads to lower level electric field
enhancement in a larger physical volume ahead of the zone of ionization, than occurs in the
positive case and this accounts for the bushy nature of negative streamers in transformer
oil. The more diffuse region of net space charge ahead of the zone of ionization in a negative
streamer also accounts for the fact that negative streamers are typically slower than posi-
tive streamers. This is due to the fact that the diffuse region of net negative charge results
in lower level field enhancement, which in turn results in less additional ionization. The
physical differences between the regions of net positive and negative space charge ahead
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of the zones of ionization in positive and negative streamers is graphically illustrated in
Figure E.2.
Positive Streamer in Oil
Neptive Streammr In Oil
Figure E.2: Illustration of the physical differences between the regions of net positive and
negative space charge ahead of the zones of ionization in positive and negative streamers.
E.2 Negative Streamer Development in Transformer Oil-Based
Nanofluids
Table 2.1 illustrates the electrical breakdown testing results for transformer oil and trans-
former oil-based nanofluids recorded by Segal in [14]. One curious feature of the reported
results is that the negative streamer velocity in the transformer oil-based nanofluids manu-
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factured using magnetite nanoparticles is higher than the negative streamer velocity in pure
oil. An explanation for this result is not immediately apparent, particularly considering the
fact that the analysis given in this thesis shows that the propagation velocity of positive
streamers is lower in nanofluids manufactured from conductive nanoparticles than it is in
pure oil.
Fortunately, a more careful consideration of the situation reveals a very plausible ex-
planation for the experimental results recorded by Segal. As is qualitatively described in
the previous section, negative streamer velocities in pure oil are typically lower than that
of positive streamer velocities in pure oil. This is due to the fact that the region of net
negative space charge, that forms ahead of the zone of ionization when the needle electrode
is excited by a negative excitation, is much more diffuse, and therefore results in a lower
level of field enhancement than does the region of net positive space charge that forms in
the zone of ionization when the needle electrode is excited by a positive excitation. The
situation is different when considering an oil-based nanofluid manufactured from conductive
nanoparticles, such as that studied by Segal in [14). When a negative excitation of suffi-
cient amplitude is applied to the needle tip molecular ionization will take place. However,
unlike in the case of pure oil where the electrons form a very diffuse region of net negative
space charge ahead of the ionization zone, the free electrons are trapped by the conduc-
tive nanoparticles due to the mechanisms that are described in section 6.2. This trapping
of electrons results in the formation of a much more spatially concentrated region of net
negative space charge ahead of the zone of ionization. Because of this, the electric field
enhancement ahead of the zone of ionization is much higher in the nanofluid than it would
be in pure oil and the result is that the velocity of the negative streamer is increased. The
difference between the concentrated region of net negative space charge that forms ahead of
the zone of ionization in a nanofluid manufactured from conductive nanoparticles due to a
negative excitation of the needle electrode, and the more diffuse region of net negative space
charge that forms ahead of the zone of ionization in pure oil when the needle electrode is
excited with a negative excitation is illustrated in Figure E.3.
An important conclusion of this thesis is that the velocity of a positive streamer in
transformer oil-based nanofluids manufactured using insulating nanoparticles should be the
same as that in pure oil. This is due to the fact that the insulating nanoparticles cannot
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trap the mobile electrons on the short timescale involved in streamer propagation. A similar
situation should exist with regards to negative streamers because if the nanoparticles are
unable to trap the free electrons the net space charge region that will form ahead of the
zone of ionization in the nanofluid will be diffuse, just as in the case of pure oil. The validity
of the qualitative description regarding the propagation of negative streamers in nanofluids
manufactured from conducting nanoparticles that is given in this section could be verified by
experimental observation of the structure of negative streamers in nanofluids. The trapping
of electrons by nanoparticles and the formation of a more spatially concentrated region of
net negative space charge ahead of the zone of ionization should result in negative streamers
in nanofluids manufactured from conductive particles that have a more filamentary structure
than negative streamers in pure oil.
C tat eoncentrated region
of negative charge in Cadfte Electron
oil-based nanofluid ----
Oil-Based Nanofluid Diffuse region
Negative Streamer in Oil-Based Nanofluid of negative chargein pure oil
Figure E.3: Ilustration of the physical difference between the concentrated region of net
negative space charge that forms ahead of the zone of ionization in a nanofluid manufactured
from conductive nanoparticles, and the more diffuse region of net negative space charge that
forms ahead of the zone of ionization in pure oil when the needle electrode is excited with
a negative excitation
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